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has introduced a decided The Civic Music Association of Chicago, in Mass.,
the matter of organ recitals, being assisted
cooperation with the City of Chicago and the in
park commissioners of South Park and Lin¬ at a recent one by the Holyoke City Brass
,
coln Park of that city are carrying out ex¬ Band.
•
Sather
Campanile, the lofty bell-tower of
tensive
plans
for
Community
Singing.
A choral society called L’Heroique has
the University of California; has a remarkably
been organized in Paris, the members of which
The Music Trades Journal forsees a possi¬
set of twelve bells, the gift of
are nearly all maimed French soldiers. Thej’ ble shortage in new pianos, as there are fine-toned
Mrs. Jane K. Sather, of Oakland, Cal The
have given a concert under the patronage of persistent reports that the Government s to bells,
including the tower, cost some $£00,000.
commandeer a number of piano factories for
the President of the French Republic.
In California there is a bill before the
the building of airplanes; also, that the
MME. Evmael, of the Union Deo Femmes Government may recruit labor from piano legislature requiring music teachers to be
Artistes Musioiennes of France, is endeavor¬ factories for industries of importance to examined and licensed by a board appointed
ing to bring about an understanding of mu¬ military preparation. Piano wire is used ex¬ for the purpose. The Pacific Coast Musician
is taking a strong stand against the act,
tual helpfulness between that body and the tensively in the manufacture of aeroplanes.
believing it likely to be too much mixed up
Musical Union of Women Artists of America,
A Summer School of Church Music has with politics, now and in the future.
organized in New York last March.
been held at the Episcopal Theological School,
ravinia Park, III,, has been enjoying a
at Cambridge, Mass., taking up the subjects
Jan Chiapdsso. the note.d Dutch pianist, of
summer opera season of very high character.
Plainsong,
Hymnology,
Choir
training,
has arrived at Minneapolis from his home in etc. Several eminent church musicians gave Among the operas presented were Lucia, Car_
___
aneapolis
The Hague,
and will
teach in
Minnmnnii«
alleria, Faust, Thais, Tales of Hoffmann, etc.
ScbooToFMusic.’ He is said to excel in his their services, and the charges were merely Symphony concerts also had their turn sev¬
recitals particularly in the interpretation of
eral times in the course of the season.
Community singing is hailed everywhere
Chopin and of Bach.
/fir the meeting of the Minnesota Music
as a great new movement, but there are parts
The prize in the annual MaeCormack of the South, particularly near Louisville, Teachers' Association, at Winona, “standardi¬
and "fraternity” were words often
Opera Contest ($4,000), has been awarded Ala., where they claim it has, been a local zation”
this year to Adriano Lualdi, a young Italian custom for many years, people coming to¬ heard As one of tire members put it, Let
composer, for his opera La Figlia del Re gether for miles around, once a year, for an us keep together on as high a plane as possi¬
ble,
but keep together, anuicuu.”
(The King's Daughter).
"all day sing.”
New York City is to have a great civic
William C. Hammond, organist of the stadium
It is reported that the orchestra of the
.for opera, pageants and other comParis Conservatory—"the finest band of in¬ Second Congregational Church at Holyoke, on page «zj.
strumentalists in France”—is to
— visit America
"=xt season, sailing from Franc
r 3, and playing first in New
ard 'elsewhere, including Montreal and Den¬
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„.s specialty from concert pHarlequin (Violin and Piano),
Making the Metronome Help.
to that of orchestra leader. His success in
W. E. Haesche 613
Viva Harrison 590
this latter line at certain recent concerts in
New. York, was most marked.
A Gabriel FAuRf: festival was recently held)
at Lyons, France, some of the best musicians
having met there to do honor to the occasion.

_J ____
__ of the old
Croton Reservoir. It is to be dedicated on
October 12, and will serve at the same time
as a memorial of the Catskill Aqueduct open¬
ing.
The University of California is about to
inaugurate a system of music extension study,
sending out lecturers, singers and Instru¬
mentalists to the localities now lacking in
opportunity for musical culture. The lec¬
turers and musicinns will be paid by the
University, but nominal charges will be made
to communities receiving the benefit. Dorothy
I’illsbury has been appointed^ organizer^jind
ate to ascertain the special
needs.
About 500 alien members of the Chicago
local of the Amerieau Federation of Musi¬
cians must perfect their American citizenship
or be dropped from membership, according to
a recent ruling of that organization. It is
possible that other locals may take similar
action.
The Michigan Music Teachers, met in con¬
vention at Grand Rapids late in Judc, de¬
vised a plan of their own for the standardi¬
zation of music teaching, embracing exam¬
inations, etc.—not compulsory, but giving a
definite standing to those teachers who pass
them. Possibly some sort of degrees may also
be conferred.
The twenty-second annual convention of
the Missouri Music Teachers’ Association,
held in Springfield, Mo., the third week of
June, was most successful, both artistically
and financially. Of special interest was one
miscellaneous recital given by Springleld mu¬
sicians, and a concert devoted to ensemble
numbers, by members of the association. E. R.
Kroeger also gave a delightful program of his
own compositions. E. I,. Coburn, who led the
conference on Public School Music, stated
that in St. Louis alone the amount spent for
music in one year was $6,500,000. Herbert
K rn mm e was chosen president for the coming
year.
The New York State Music Teachers' Asso¬
ciation, in its twenty-ninth convention, held
at Niagara Falls on June 26-28, laid great
stress on the matter of establishing musical
chapters throughout the state. Community
singing also came in for much discussion. It
was announced that the cities of Buffalo,
Rochester and Syracuse had adopted the four
counts allowed by the State Board of Re¬
gents for musical proficiency. (High-school
credits for outside music-study.)
Frank
Wright, of Brooklyn, was chosen president
for the coming year.
Six hundred Ohio music teachers attended
tbe convention at Cleveland—a record-break¬
ing membership. A recital of fourteen num¬
bers by American composers was given by
Ernest R. Kroeger. A new Sextet for Strings,
by Johann H. Beck, of Cleveland, was one
notable novelty.
Louis Victor Saar was
chosen president, to succeed Wilson G. Smith,
of Cleveland, under whose leadership the As¬
sociation has had a most successful year.
Money is not everything to the musician,
as the world has been somewhat startled to
observe in the case of Percy Grainger, who
has abandoned the career of a successful con¬
cert pianist to become a bandsman in the
U. S. Coast Artillery, on $30 a month and
board. His present instrument, by the way.
is the oboe, but we have seen a picture of
him holding a large baritone saxaphone. so
it is evident he possesses considerable ver¬
satility as a bandsman. All honor to Mr.
Grainger, musician, genius, humanitarian and
patriot.
—the t
t this
city has been honored thus. The program
committee, headed by Chester H. Beebe, of
Brooklyn, arranged most interesting features
to fill the four days of the convention, in¬
cluding recitals by T. Tertius Noble, Pietro
Yon, Henry S. Fry, S. Wesley Sears and
Alfred Brinker. papers by Frederie Schlieder,
Reginald Ley McAll. Frank Stewart Adam?,
Kollo Maitland and S. E. Gruenstein; also an
address by Rev. Father Finn of the Paulist
Choristers. Arthur Scott Brook is president.
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Present-day Pianists in Puzzle Guise-BySAM
GREATTO OFFER

Ten Prizes for Best Answers_

Teachers and Music Students
Sherwood’s Normal Piano Lessons

A CHIN REST OF SOFT
PLIABLE RUBBER THAT
DOES NOT CHAFE OR
IRRITATE THE SKIN
SOFT AS THE
PALM OF YOUR HAND

harmony

menTboth as Teacher and Performer.

Without it you limp along on the crutch of

rnmmmsmm

' mechanical* application of “d^y-as-dust” rule.,.but an

"h

Lhsason8,twl'rk, develops your knowledge and firmly
fixes the important principles in your mind.

UNPRECEDENTED SPECIAL OFFER!
Take the time now to write us a friendly letter about your musical ambitions how
fong you Lave studied music-what particular course you .£
whether vou have studied Harmony. Tell us your a8e>
nerfectlv free to tell
sing-in short write us in confidence just what you would feel perfectly tree to tell
mere samole extracts or abridgements, but the genuine, original lessons exactly suca as
we send^otmmregularlyenrolledstudents Wewill send youYoi^cS
the Sherwood Normal Piano Course, Students’ Piano Cour.se Harmony Voice Choral
Conducting, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet, Guitar and Mandolin Courses.
and the 6 lessons will be sent you with full details .of the
Make your selection7
You will be under no obligation tr'-f

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
CLARENCE EDDY, Dean
3381 SIEGEL-MYERS BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

Handsome Gifts for ETUDE Readers
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GET BUSY! TODAY IS THE DAY TO MAKE YOUR ON SALE MUSIC ORDER
To make sure that nothing has been omitted from your music list for 1917-18, take a pencil
and go slowly down the left hand side of each of the following columns and check those items
that you will need. This valuable, complete, little catalog covers every field of pianoforte and
vocal education from the earliest to the most advanced grades. By checking off what you should
have and ordering at once you will be ready when the first pupil rings the door bell. It always
pays to be ready. Our “On Sale” music buying system virtually moves all the advantages of a
great mctroP°lltan music store right up to your front door.

I!
Lm
5]
rr-i
—U

1

PR1MERS~1RUDIMENTARY WORKS
BURROWE’S PIANOFORTK
«
PIANOFORTE PRIMF.R
PRIMER.
CLARKE, H. A. Theory Explained lo Piano
Student*.

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES-ContinueH
BIF.HI
A ci_~
BIEHL, A.
Element, of Piano Playing, Op. 30.
BILBRO, MATHILDE. General Study Boot...

in the

[|]

CUMMINGS, W. H. Rudiment, of Mu.ic. With

5]
jri
-J|

EVANS, m“C°“prim7°of F. About Mu.ic...
A compact .musical encyclopasdia. Imparts
aU^essential fundamental facts necessary
JOUSSE’S MUSICAL CATECHISM

BUGBEE, L. A. Fir.t Grade Studie.. Eaey,
original, melodiou. atudy piece..
“ Second Grade of Melodic Studie.
A volume to succeed “First Grade Studies”
by the same author.
BURGMULLER,

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES-Continued
'_
‘
KOHLER, L. Fir.t Studies, Op. SO..
“ 13 Utile Studie., Op. 1S7.
“ 12 Preparatory Lessons, Op. 151. .
“ VeryEa.ie.tE.err- - " —*
Interesting, beautifully made anil of genuZ, K. M. Two Hundred Short Two-Part
Canons, Op. 14.
LANDON, C. W. Playing Two Note. Against Three

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES—Continued
..
PISCHNA. ~
Siaty Irrogre. " 7---PLAIDT, L. Technical Eierci.es.
PRESSER, THEO. First Studie. in Oct.re Playing
“ Selected Octa»e Studies EiidoI de.elop_rnentof both hands, fle.ibllily and strength
RANSOM, E. Through the Major Keys
ROGERS, J. H. Oct.ro Velocity. Short, intere.t.. .. “B- mu*i<:*1 .Indies of peat technical ralue I
“ Double Note Velocity
j
SARTORIO, A. 12 Instructire Pieces in Melody
Playing and Espression, Op. 3(8
lO Melodiou. Studio, in Volucity, Op. 380.

j
]
]
3
]
]
i

Do you hesitate to try new things? Do you procrastinate? If so you have the seeds
of failure which must be destroyed if you would be successful. Thousands of teachers know
all about the Theo. Presser “On Sale” system (described at the bottom of this page) but many
have “put off” writing the first letter requesting a selection, with the privilege of having any of
the following books right in their own homes to examine at leisure, to play over the pieces,
etc. “On Sale” packages may be retained for six months or more, paying only for what is used,
Now is the time to send for a selection of books and music for 1917-18.

PIANO COLLECTIONS

BUGBEE-DAVIS, L. A. Merry Rhyme

PIANO COLLECTIONS—Continued
POPULAR HOME ALBUM. $(
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM.
POPULAR RECITAL REPERTOIRE.
ROGERS, J. H. Toy Shop Sketches..
ROWE, DANIEL. Tone Stories for Boy. and Girls
Large notes; suitable for young pupils or
kindergarten work. Lively and pleasing.
SCHOOL AND HOME MARCHES.
SCHUBERT, F. Impromptus, Moment. Musicals.
SCHUMANN, R. Selected W L

VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES
GREENE, H. W.

Standard Graded Course of

MARCH ESI, S. 20 Elementary and Propessiro
Vocalises for Medium Voice, Op. 15. $1
MYER, EDMUND J. Vocal Instructor A practical
guide to artistic method. . .
I
REDDALE, F. The School Singer. For normal
classics; includes a large collection of soogs
3T, F. W. Methodical Sight Singing. The

MUSICAL THEORY, REFERENCE BOOKS.
GENERAL MUSICAL LITERATURE Continued

150 excellent portn
COOKE. J. F. Gr< at Pianist, on the Art of
Pianoforte Playi
Personal conferences t n Technic, interpretation, expi
sion and style with our_____ , , ,,,
GROVE’S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSIC1ANS. 5 rol»., 4,000 pages . 15 00
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would make them poor for a year) they would lose their source of
livelihood. Musicians with big names are subsidized to support the

Get Busy
Never in the history of our glorious republic was there such
activity as now.

Every hand that is capable of doing productive

labor, every mind that can bring forth ideas of value, every voice,
every arm is busy doing its part in the gigantic crisis.
Then why a “Get Busy” issue of The Etude now?
Because the average teacher and the average student fail to
gather their energies for proper focusing upon an attack at the
very beginning of the season.
at this time of the year.

A certain kind of effort is needed just

If it is postponed, the whole season may

be lost for the teacher.
Again, there are individuals who do not realize that every person

Vicrrola-the highest attainment
in the arts of sound

who can be spared from the front is now expected to work twice as
hard as ever before to meet the great demands which shall be made
upon us.
Laugh at the pessimists who foresee, in the loss of one or two
pupils to the front, complete failure and disaster f&r every musician
in the country for the entire season.

Of course this is nonsense.

Accelerated business can never be a compensation for the horrors of

»d j&p#as

m"ot°8’The r“OTd“
The Victrola i.s not an instrument in which the interpretation and ex¬
pression depend on the player like the organ, piano, etc.
No instrument
can be made to improve on Melba, Caruso and the other great arS The
true function of the Victrola is to reproduce faithfully the work of these artists
The following beautiful lines from “The Rubaiyat” tell the story:
“The moving finger writes; and, having writ,
Moves on; nor all your piety nor wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line.
Nor all your tears wash out a word of it.”
The only modifications permissible are those obtained by'changing the
- r0m ou
one
so$ l°ne aild by adjusting the sound doors to suit the
-c of the room or the rmood
d oi
of the listener.
Victor dealers everywhere and they will gladly play your fa
sic for you
the various styles of the Victor atod Victrola—310 to'3400.
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J„ u. s A
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

war, but it seems to be an inevitable fact that the enormous industry
of military preparation makes a kind of prosperity.

It is the duty

of every one at home to work to the very utmost to support all
industries, professions and trades in every way.

grief-torn souls at home might go insane? Each one has his part and
it is just as important a part as that of the General or Admiral at
the front if he does his best in it.

The uninvited wartime pros¬

perity will provide for our needs in every way and help us to support
the thousands of brave men we are sending to the front.
MOST OF ALL, “GET BUSY.”

Victor Supremacy

Standardization for Revenue Only
Whether or not Standardization in Music is desirable in

Registerec! Trademark of the Victor Talking Machine Com]
the nrndiicts of th,s Company only. Warning: The use of the word Viet '
any other Talking Machine or Phonograph products is

America may still be a moot question, but one thing is certain and
that is that the American people will not tolerate standardization
that is largely “standardization for revenue only.”

The schemes

of trying to foist upon the American public any sets or courses of
proprietory music books and then attempting to make those books
the legal standard immediately arouses the righteous indignation of
teachers everywhere.
Such books are usually sold at a price at least ten times their
actual worth. More than this, their agents never hesitate to intimate
to the little unsophisticated teacher that such books are sure to
become the one and only legal standard. Then they browbeat the
teacher by telling her that unless she takes the books she will be
forced to give up her professional work. Some timid little teachers
have been stupid enough to think that unless they paid tribute to a
book publishing house by purchasing a set of books (at a price that
575

lishing business, in the open field, selling its goods in a fair and
square manner, at established rates, is one thing. A house purport¬
ing to sell similar works with a few editorial revisipns at an exorbitant
price, and then attempting to get the public to believe that it has
established standards through which the legal fitness of teachers
• to practice their profession is to be determined, is quite a different
thing. Such system would put a 100 per cent, sur tax upon the
music teacher and the student, the revenue from which would go
directly into the pockets of the promoters of the scheme, whose only
connection with musical education is that of making money from it.
Don’t be fooled.
If an agent of any book or music publishing house approaches
any reader of The Etude with a set of books or a course to be sold
at a price so exorbitant that it is beyond all reason, and uses the
argument that it will be illegal to teach with any other method the
reader may draw his own conclusions about the matter. It is not the
policy of our government to support private graft of this kind and
never will be.

Which is the greater

patriot? The soldier who fights at the front or the farmer who
raises the food without which the soldier cannot live, or the musician
at home who works to provide something without which many

t0

work and teach it.
Fortunately there are men with the vision to see that such a
course must be injurious in the long run. In fact, musicians of high
character, the country over, are up in arms over “standardization
for revenue only.” American music must not be commercialized or
made proprietory by any groups of mercenaries. A legitimate pub¬

Don’t Cut Your Price
A distinguished gentleman, who is all that the word “cosmo¬
politan” implies, recently said to us:
“The two most important foreign words" which the traveler
in foreign lands must know are ‘Too much!’ This is the magic
phrase which, in any country, should always be ‘on hand’ to beat
down the shopkeeper who has purposely asked you an impossible
price for some article he hopes you will buy.”
In America we take a pride in the one price system, and
Americans are inclined to look upon the price-cutter as cheap and
often shoddy.
In some foreign lands false prices are purposely
placed upon goods.
Until Americans traveling in these countries
come to know this and how ridiculously the annoying business may
be circumvented they are likely to be swindled right and left.
The music teacher with two or more prices is sure to have some
disagreeable experiences if he keeps up the practice. It is always
annoying to find out that one has paid a higher price for the same
thing that has been sold to some one else for a lower price. There
are music teachers who are so afraid that they will lose an extra
penny that they have no such thing as a stable price. They charge
what they think the pupil will stand for.
Unless you wish to suffer the opprobrium of thousands of
sensible people who are opposed to the whole cut price idea, don’t
cut your price. We know of one teacher who charged anywhere
from fifty cents to three dollars a lesson. He lasted about five years
in his community. If you have a talented pupil without means, whom
you wish to help, better teach the pupil for nothing or take a note
for your services, rather than cut your price.
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By Charles E. Watt
There might he many more than four reasons, or
it might be that fifty reasons why a given musician
should succeed are all nullified by one bad thing which
militates against the good points.
But since I am to choose four things they shall be :
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of

Personality,
Preparedness,
Initiative and
Publicity.

Personality
What is personality then ? It is that quality in any
human which makes him or her just a little different
from every one else in the world and attracts people
and interests them.
Some people, such as Sarah Bernhardt for instance,
have so much personality that every little thing they
do is interesting. With the slightest effort they can
be perfectly fascinating. On the other hand, some
people are deadly dull, even though they may be well
versed in some particular specialty.
The young teacher who has, naturally, a vivid per¬
sonality has already gone half way to complete success
even before he gives his first lesson or plays his first
concert; he who has it not must needs flounder awhile
and—possibly, forever.
Can personality be cultivated and developed? Yes,
to a very perceptible degree.
How? By becoming very broad in culture and in
acquaintance. By travel, reading, observing those who
have “charm” and by experimenting. A great willing¬
ness to be, to do, to feel and to sympathize will gradaally but surely develop personality.
If lack of personality militates against success for
musicians, specific preparedness for their work is still
more a cause of failure.
An entire issue of The Etude might be filled with
comment on this subject and it is quite too big for the
casual mention necessary to a limited article.
Preparedness
But, in brief, it may be said that preparedness means
the most intense, whole-hearted and exhaustive study
of your special subject of which you arc capable and
this study should extend not only up to the time that
you are ready to begin your public work but also
throughout your musical life with no cessation whatIf you are a pianist you simply cannot have too much
technic nor too much knowledge of pianoforte literature
and it is just as true that you should let your mind
run out to meet and to cover every correlated art.
, Not °n,y should the Pianist know something of sing¬
ing and of every other solo instrument as well as of
orchestra, chorus and all other big forms of music but
he must know literature, painting, sculpture, languages,
sciences and just as many other things as i whole life¬
time of study can give him. Every other specialist
must be equally broadminded.
The pianist must make his instrument “sing,” the
vocalist must learn musicianship at the piano-both
must learn sympathy in all forms of ensemble and all
musicians must realize, to be really successful, that real
expression in music comes only through knowledge of
a thousand things other than music.
Nature gives the very biggest of impulses to musicmns, so does travel, so does the study of the dramaso indeed, do a thousand other things.
Preparedness, my young friends, is a very big word.
Initiative
Lack of initiative.
How much how astonishingly much, might be said
on tills point?
oJh:,y0Unng,mTian who wil1 not experiment-the
one who, finding himself hampered in the city will not
seek a new field in the smaller places-the one who is
afraid to do anything differently from his teacher, the
one who is always ready to “push” someone else but
simply cannot talk up himself” all these will fail, for
hSi™” originality,
-,C vt 'nJeverythin£
initiative,
daring to do.in life dePends upon
A young musician may have personality in abund¬
ance, he may be beautifully prepared for his work and
he may have independence of thought along some lines
b"‘ •* h,i laVC
Publ,C,ty nor the determination to
get it, all these will avail him absolutely nothing.
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Four Good Reasons Why Musicians Do
Not Succeed

His Fling

Publicity
This is an advertising age—one in which everybody
buys the things for which publicity has been made in
the public print and, if you do not know this or know¬
ing it are still unwilling to put the principle to work
in your own interest you might just as well drop the
fight for position at once for you will never get any¬
where worth mentioning.
How, when, and where to advertise? These are
the things for you to ponder and to determine.
You should absolutely decide to spend a definite per
cent, of all you make for publicity and should put this
ih advertising which you find to be the best in returns.
And do not make the common error of thinking that
“returns” of advertising mean pupils and engagements
directly traceable to the advertising.
Advertising means, first—publicity and publicity, built
up month after month will eventuate into business.
The big, successful artists are such because they have
publicity. It might be impossible for any one of them
to say from just what source or just what particular
advertisement he draws his business because, as a mat¬
ter of fact he draws it through his publicity and that
is something which—a conglomerate—has grown out of
all the advertising he has ever done.
Advertise then, just as freely as it is possible; in
programs, in newspapers and in magazines, and do not
make the error of saying “When I am making more
money I will do this,” but say, rather “I cannot suc¬
ceed without it and, since I have found the means
with which to study and to dress and to buy my violin
or piano, I must also find the money to advertise.”

Lack of Concentration
By Anna Wakeham
When there are so many students of music through¬
out our country, how is it that we have so few really
artistic players ?
When we have a great number in the musical field
who are naturally bright and intensely interested in the
current events of the times, why so few that can con¬
verse intelligently on music topics ?
The answer lies in the lack of concentration. Music
should not be merely a superficial display of fingergymnastics. Head and heart must unite with hands in
the study of music, if the results are to be satisfying
and satisfactory.
s

“Goals” in Scale Playing
By Alberto Jonas

He tramped down the long hill with his sled bump¬
ing over the tiny mountains of snow behind him. On
the sled was a borrowed suitcase, with enough clothes
to last him a glorious fortnight in New York. No
horse or sleigh had gone down the long hill for nearly
ten days as the drifts were so high that the thrifty
farmers were afraid to risk their boney mountain
teams in them. It was twelve miles to the village.
The j'ourney took nearly five hours, but what are five
jiuams ui
siiuw when
wucu unc
iidb waited
waiicu ovei
hours and mountains
of snow
one has
over
twenty years—
years—waited and dreamed of the great things
and music that lay at the end of the railroad
that ran twice a day from the little town nestling under
the elms at the bottom of the long, long, hill.
At last he was to have his fling. He had saved
carefully for it during nearly three years. A father,
invalided so long ago that it seemed “always,” a bar¬
ren mountain-side farm, no capital, few educational
opportunities save the village school, a few magazines
and the help of occasional musical visitors—had kept
him tied to his home since his boyhood. In the sum¬
mer he collected antiques and sold them to cultured
tourists, whose every word excited his interest to go
to some great art center to see wonderful paintings
and hear the music of the masters. On his book shelf
were Finck’s Wagner, Huneker’s Chopin and books
by Elson, Parry, Krehbiel and Henderson, that had
been bought with hard earned dollars. He had lived in
these volumes, dreamed in them—although he had
never been inside of a symphony hall or an opera
house.
Now the time for his fling had come. Once in the
city, kind friends who had known of his struggle
began to display a necromancy worthy of a fairy-story
book. The two dollars he had saved for one topgallery seat at the opera, was through some magic,
made to btiy seats in the best part of the house for
five performances. The first music drama was Die
Walkure. It stupefied him. Then, there were sym¬
phonies and art galleries. Fairy god-mothers seemed
to stand m wait with huge limousines for Mr. Cin¬
derella from the mountains. Finally, after fifteen
happy days were past he found himself again at the
foot of the long hill. The mill race was sfil! frozen
afire witi^
',my W'‘th Sn°W but his
was
little fling lmper'Shable mernories- He had had his
^ When he reached home his father scowled at him
over the crazy-work quilt and said, “When I was

Nonsense?

nonsense??

their time
Most of us can never see

sar "rWhen _playing very rapid scales with both hands
the pianist s greatest difficulty is in keeping both hands
exactly together. No matter how skillful the pianist
or how great his technic, the right hand is usually
faster than the left. Few pianists are ever able to
play a scale with the left hand with the same velocity
as with the right hand. Therefore, when playing both
hands together m very rapid scales, it is very necessary
to have certain fixed points or “goals” in mind-certain
Piano keys which act as guides. If the fingers are
together on these “goals,” it is very likely that they
will keep together on all the other keys of the scale
This insures absolute uniformity of speed in both

brighter,

more

charitable llto

Forget about the money3 andl'"8 r
a little more

broader>

T extravaSanceiuSj

with Mfinste!bergUin^he'kad*S h ^b
this doctrine forbears Oto L/A *** Preachin^
milestones of ou/lives. X

Tr ey’ °r “g0aIwhich both hands are to
reach together, m every octave of the scale, must not
be accented Thus in the key of C major the best

Why Do You Do It?

G bSJ rfi ,s C>. tbe ‘°nic- In G ™jor, it is
..
But ,lt: 1S not the tonic in all scales. Therefore a
list of these goals is desirable.

By Charles W. Landon

Major Scales.

Minor Scales.
Pupils smear and blur a run because the
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How I Regained a Lost Voice

(

A Practical Experience in Voice Placing
E

An Interview with the Noted Concert and Oratorio Tenor

EVAN WILLIAMS
=
1

If I could do it one time—why couldn’t I do it all
Mr. Evan Williams, as his name suggests, is of
the time? There was no contradicting the talkingWelsh ancestry, although born in Trumbull County,
machine record. The machine records the slightest
Ohio. As a boy his singing attracted the attention of
blemish as well as the most perfect tone. There was
his friends and neighbors. When a young man he
no getting away from the fact that sometimes my
went to Mme. Louise von Fielitsen, in Cleveland, and
singing was far from what I wished it to be.
studied under her for four years. At the end of this
“The strange thing about it all was that my singing
time it became necessary for him to earn money im¬
did not seem to depend upon the physical condition
mediately, as he had married at the age of twenty.
Accordingly he went with the “Primrose and West”
minstrels for one season. Everywhere he appeared
his voice attracted enthusiastic attention.
This
aroused his ambition and in 1894 he went to New York
where he was engaged at All Angels Church at a
yearly salary of $1000.00. Six months later the Marble
Collegiate Church took him over at $1500.00 which was
shortly raised to $2000.00. In 1896 he appeared at the
Worcester Festival with great success and then went
to New York to study with James Sauvage for three
years.
Notwithstanding his long terms of instruction with
teachers of high reputation, Mr. Williams felt that he
had still much to learn, as he would find himself
singing finely one night and so badly on the next that
he .would resolve never to sing again. Accordingly
he studied with Meehan for three years more. Then
he retired from the concert stage for three years in
order to improve himself. Deciding to appear in pub¬
lic again he went to London where he sang for three
vears with popular success. However, he was still
dissatisfied with his voice. Here we may take up Mr.
Williams’ personal narrative, telling how he got his
voice back.
“There is nothing so disquieting to the singer as the
feeling that his voice, upon which his artistic hopes,
to say nothing of his livelihood depend, is not a re¬
liable organ, but a fickle thing which to-day may be
in splendid condition but to-morrow may be gone.
Evan Williams.
Time and again I have been driven to the verge of
desperation by my own voice. While I am grateful
or feeling of my throat. Some days when my throat
to all of my excellent teachers for the many valuable
felt at its very best, the records would come back in
things they taught me, I had a strong feeling that
a way that I was ashamed of. It is a strange feeling
there was something which I must know and which
to hear one’s own voice from the talking machine. It
only I myself could find out for myself. After a very
sounds quite differently from the impression one gets
wide experience here and in England I found myself
while singing. I began to ponder, why were some of
with so little confidence in my ability to produce uni¬
my records poor and others good?
formly excellent results when on the concert stage,
“After deep thought for a very long period of time,
that I retired to Akron, Ohio, resolving to spend the
I commenced to make certain postulates which I be¬
rest of my life ill teaching. There I remained for
lieve I have since proved (to my own satisfaction at
four years, thinking out the great problem that con¬
least) to be reasonable and true. They not only re¬
fronted me. It is only during the last year that I
sulted in an improvement in my voice, but they enabled
have become convinced that I have solved it. My
me to do at command what I had previously been able
musical work has made me well-to-do and I want now
to give my ideas to the world so that others may
to do only occasionally. They are:
profit if they find them valuable. I have nothing to
“I. Tone creates its own support.
sell—but I trust that I can put into words, without
inventing a new and bewildering nomenclature, some¬
“II. Much of the time spent in elaborate breathing
thing that will prove of practical assistance to young
exercises (while excellent for the health and
singers as it has been to me.
valuable to the singer, in a way) do not pro¬
duce the results that are expected.
An Indisputable Record
“In 1908 I left Akron and resolved to try to re-instate
myself in New York as a singer. I also made talking
machine records, only to find that seldom could I make
a record at the first attempt that was up to the very
high standard maintained by the company in the case
of all records placed upon the market for sale. This
meant a great waste of my time and the company’s
material and services. It naturally set me thinking.

“III. The singer’s first studies should be with his
brain and ear, rather than through at attempt
at muscular control of the breathing muscles.
“IV. Vocal resonance can be developed through a
proper understanding of tone color (vocal
timbre) so that uniformly excellent produc¬
tion of tones will result.

Tone reates Its Own Support
“The first two postulates can be discussed as one.
Tone creates its own support. How does a bird learn
to sing? How does the animal learn to cry? How
does the lion learn to roar? Or the donkey learn to
bray? By practicing breathing exercises? Most cer¬
tainly not. I have known many, many singers with
splendid voices who have never heard of breathing
exercises. Go out into the Welsh mining districts and
listen to the voices. They learn to breathe by learn¬
ing how to sing, and by singing. These men have
lungs that the average vocal student would give a
fortune to possess. By singing correctly they acquire
all the lung control that any vocal composition could
demand.
“As a matter of fact, one does not need such a huge
amount of breath to sing. The average singer uses
entirely too much. A goose has lungs ten times as
large as a nightingale but that doesn’t make the goose’s
song lovely to listen to. I have known men with lungs
big enough to work a blast furnace who yet had little
bits of voices, so small that they were ridiculous. It
would be better for most vocal students to emit the
breath for five seconds before attacking the tone. One
of the reasons for much vocal forcing is too much
breath. Maybe I haven’t thought about these things!
I have spent hours in silence making up my mind. It
is my firm conviction that the average person (entirely
without instruction in breathing of a special kind) has
enough breath to sing any phrase one might be called
upon to sing. I think, without question, that teachers
and singers have all been working their heads off. to
develop strength in the wrong direction. Mind you—
this is not a sermon against breathing. I believe in
plenty of breathing exercises for the sake of one’s
health.
A Good Position
“Singers study breathing as though they were trying
to learn how to push out the voice or .pull it out by
suction. By standing in a sensible position with the
chest high (but not forced up) the lung capacity of
the average individual is quite surprising. A good
position can be secured through the old Delsarte exer¬
cise which is as follows:
“I. Stand on the balls of your feet, heels just
touching the floor.
“II. Hold your arms at your side in a relaxed con¬
dition.
“III. Move your arms forward until they form an
angle of forty-five degrees with the body.
Press the palms down until the chest is up
comfortably.
“IV. Now let your arms drop back without letting
your chest fall. Feel a sense of ease and
freedom over the whole body.
Breathe
naturally and deeply.
“In other words to ‘poise’ the breath stand erect, at
attention. Most people when called to this ‘attention’
posture stiffen themselves so that they are in a posi¬
tion of resistance. When I say attention,—I mean the
position in which you have alertness but at the same
time complete freedom,—when you can freely smile,
sigh, scowl and sneer,—the attention that will permit
expansion of the chest with every change of mood.
Then, open the mouth without inhaling. Let the breath
out for five seconds, close the mouth and inhale
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through the nostrils. I keep the fact that I breathe
into the lungs through the nostrils before me all the
time. Again open the mouth without allowing the air
to pass in. Practice this until a comfortable stretch
is felt in the flesh of the face; the top of the head,
tne back, the chest and the abdomen. If you stretch
violently you will not experience this feeling.

the front teeth. If your tongue is not strained it will
rest there naturally. Work at this exercise until you
can fill the mouth and nose (and also seemingly the
chest) with a rich smooth well controlled, well modu¬
lated dark sound and do it easily,—with slight -effort.
Do not try to hold the sound in the throat.
“The second sound we shall experiment with is the
extreme antithesis of the first sound. Its resonance is
high and it is bright in every sense. Place the fingers
on the’joints just in front and above holes in the
ears. Open the mouth without inhaling and make the
sound of “E” as in when. As the dark sound described
before cannot be made too dark this sound cannot be
made too strident. It is the extreme from the rumble
of the drum to ‘the piercing rasp of the file. I have
called it the animal sound, and in calling it strident,
please do not infer that the nose, or any part of the
mouth or soft palate, should be pinched to make it
nasal, in the restricted sense of that term. When I
sing this tone it is accompanied with a sensation as
though the tone were being reflected downward from
the voice box over to each side of the chest just in
front of the arm pits and then downward into the ab¬
domen. Here the great danger arises that the un¬
skilled student will try to produce this sensation,
whereas the fact of the matter is, that the sensation
is the accompaniment of the properly produced tone
and cannot be made artificially. Don’t work for the
sensation, work for the tone that produces such a sen¬
sation. At the same time the tone has a sensation of
upward reflection, as though it arose at the back of
the voice box and separated there, passed up behind
the jaws to the points where your fingers are resting,
entering the mouth from above, as it were from a
point just between the hard and soft palates, and be¬
coming one sound in the mouth.
“The uvula and part of the soft palate should be asso¬
ciated with the dark sound. The hard palate and part

Sensations
“I fully realize hat much of what I have said will
not be in accord with what is preached, practiced and
taught by many vocnl teachers and I cannot attempt
to reply to any critics. I merely know what sensa¬
tions and experiences I have had after a lifetime of
practical work in a profession which has brought me a
fortune. Furthermore I know that anything anyone
might say on the subject of the human voice would
be at variance with the opinions of others. There is
probably no subject in human ken in which there is
such a marked difference of -Opinion. I can merely
try to describe my own sensations and vocal experi¬
ences In trying to represent; he course of the sensa¬
tion I experience in producing a good tone, I have
employed the following illusfr 'tion. Imagine two
pieces of whip cord. Tie the erds together. Place
the knot immediately under the upier lip directly beneath the center bone of the 'not ., run the strings
straight back for an inch, then up over the cheek bones,
then down around the uvula, thence down the large
cords inside the neck. At a point in the center between
the shoulders the cords would split in order to let
one set go down the back and the other toward the
chest meeting again under the arm pits thence down
the short ribs, thence down and joining in another
knot slightly back of the pelvis bone. Laugh, if you
will, but this is actually the sensation I have repeatedly
felt in producing what the talking machine has shown
i *° be \e°°d tone. Remember that there were plenty
to laugh at Columbus, Gallileo and even Darius Green
of the Flying Machine.
ent tone°ft Pa at6 should be associated with the stridStand in ‘attention’ as directed, with the body reThe Tongue Position
spc-isive and the mind sensitive to physical impres¬
In making the strident sound the tongue should
sions. When opening the mouth without taking in
rest in the same position as for the dark sound. The
an- a slight stretch will be experienced along the whole
track I have described. The poise felt in this position
tZl ^ neVer, Cha?ges and is the basic sound which
is what permitted Bob Fitzsimmons to strike a deadly
Whhom >eSu
Undat'0n- depth t0 the u't*mate tone.
blow with a two inch stroke. It is the responsive poise
‘hi 3 V°'CeS are thm and unsubstantial. The
neater the singer gets to this the nearer he approaches
with which I sing both loud and soft tones. Further¬
more, I do not believe in an absolutely relaxed lower
founded
g baSe Upon which *e world is
jaw as though it had been broken. Who could sing
with a broken jaw?-and a broken jaw would repre“Rrj”ber tbat,tbe dark tone never changes. It is
the background, the canvas upon which the singer
sent ideal relaxation. The jaw should be slightly
paints his infinite moods by means of different vowels
stretched but never strained. I think that the word
emotions, and the tone colors which are derived in
relaxation, as used by most teachers and as understood
numberless modifications from the strident tone An
by most students, is responsible for more ruined voices
other simile may bring the subject nearer to the reader
! u,ali°ther terms used in vocal teaching. I have
talked this, matter over with numberless great singers
who are constantly before the public, and their very
singing is the best contradiction of this. When you
hold your hand out freely before you what is it that
keeps it from falling at your side? That same condi¬
SS-lSiS?* “,e" * ■*
tion controls the jaw Find it: It is not relaxation.
If you would be a perfect singer find the juggler who
A Practical Step
is balancing a feather. Imagine yourself poised on
the top of that feather, and sing without falling off.
Contrasting Timbres that Lead to a Beautiful Tone
When Combined
We shall now seek to illustrate two contrasting qual¬
ities of tones, between which lies that quality which
I sought for so long. The desired quality is not a
compromise, but seems tp be located half way between
two extremes, and may best be brought to the atten°f *he reader by describing the extremes.
The first is a dark quality of tone. To get this •
,hC "PS °f tbe sAecond Angers on the sides of the
voice box (Adam’s Apple) and make a dark almost
breathy sound, using “U” as in the word hum Do
thus without any signs of strain. Allow the sound
"k '
thC -m0Uth and nose- To
there
will also be a sensation as though the sound were also
floating down into the lungs (into both lungs)
Do
not make any conscious effort .to force the souifd or
place it in any particular location. The sound will do
it of its own accord if you do not strain. While the
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light-giving, life-giving characteristics are retained to
give the combination-tone richness and sweetness. A
beautiful result is inevitable, if the principle is properly
understood. I have tried this with many people who
have sung but little before in their lives and who were
not conscious of having interesting voices. Without a I
long course of vocal lessons or anything of the sort they
have been able to produce in a short time—a very few
A Comfortable Pitch
“It is to be assumed that the student will, in these
experiments, take the pitch in his voice which is most
comfortable. Having mastered the combination tone
on ‘Ah’ at any pitch, it will be easy to try other pitches
and other vowels. ‘Ah’ is the natural vowel, but hav¬
ing secured the ‘know how’ through a correct produc¬
tion of ‘Ah’ the same results may be attained with any
other vowel produced in a similar way. ‘E’ as in see
has of course more of the strident quality, the high,
bright quality and ‘00’ as in moon more of the dark,'
but even these extreme tones may be so placed that
they become enriched through the employment of
resonance of all those parts of the mouth, nose and
body which may be brought naturally to reinforce them.
“Ping”
“I have never met a singer who was not looking for
‘ping’ or what is called brightness. Most voice* arc
hopelessly dead, and therefore lack sweetness. The
voices are filled with night—black hollow gl ,>my night
or else they are as strident as the caterwauling of a
Tom Cat. The happy mean between the extremes is
the area in which the singer’s greatest results are at¬
tained.
Think of your tone, always. The breath will then
take care of itself. If the tone has a iremulo, or
sounds stuffy or sounds weak, you have not appor¬
tioned the right amount of breath to it, but you are
not going to gain this information by thinking of the
breath but by thinking of the tone.
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Let Your Own Ears Convince You
“Now that is all there is to it. 1 am not striving
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“Two Minutes”
By Grace White

“I- Stand erect as directed.

Arthur L. Manchester

“V. Open the mouth without inhaling.
“HI- Pr°duce the dark tone (‘U’ as in hum)
“IV. Close the mouth and allow the air to nass
in and out of the nostrils for a few seconds.
(( V- °Pen the ™outh without inhaling.
“VL Make the strident sound (‘E’ as in when).
“VII. Close the mouth and let the air pass in
out of nostrils a few seconds.
VIII. Open the mouth without inhaling.

puflinVof the^ mad? there,wiI1 be « slight upward
pulling of the voice box, a slight tugging at the voice
n m .
°f course’ occurs automatically, and there
should be no attempt to control it or promote it It

“IX. Sing the vowel ‘Ah’ as in father in such a
manner that it is a combination of the dark
tone and the strident tone.

“ Tk u r:k- The t0ngue’ while making this
sound, should lie limp, with the tip resting on the lower
front teeth. All along it is necessary to caution the
singer not to strive to do artificial things. Therefore
do not poke or stick the tip of your tongue against

X. Do this in such a way that all of the breathv
disagreeable features of the dark
-

•pp«, t«. a, ,o„„d„i„n

(5 «°

to give it fullness and roundness, while ah
of the disagreeable features of the strident
tone disappear although its color-giving
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Approved Methods Employed by Leading Teachers in Securing
New Pupils Through Dignified, Legitimate Means
Charles E. Watt
No one on earth could name, offhand The Best
Plan” for increasing a class, but, every successful
teacher can suggest some good points and tell of some
things which have helped him.
No class can be attracted without advertising of some
sort or, rather we should say, of many sorts—but,
assuming that the class is at hand and that advertising
how shall those at hand and those to come be treated
so that their influence and recommendation shall bring
others to the same teacher?
Constant study on the part of the teacher to find out
the very best and most practicable way of developing
the technic and the musical thought and feeling of the
pupil will certainly have its reflex action in the con¬
stant growth of the class.
The teacher who stimulates his pupils to think for
themselves and to grow from within, outward, rather
than the one who tries to force upon all mentalities
exactly the same formulae and routine, will hold his
pupils indefinitely.
The teacher who gives his pupils plenty of opportun¬
ity for expression of his work in a more or less public
manner also has a very great advantage over the
teacher who does not believe in this.
It is not necessary to invite the general public to
hear the work of pupils in the formative stage, but, it
is always possible to find a circle of people who are
vitally interested in each individual pupil and, by limit¬
ing the audience to these it is easy to provide the
opportunities for public performance.
This item is absolutely indispensable and, in my own
experience and observation I have found it to be true
that those teachers who most often and persistently
prepare their pupils for public performance are the
ones who have the most vital and permanent hold on
their classes._

Herbert Wilber Greene

will lead to a means of improving his tone
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How to Increase the Music Class

“The Best Plan for increasing a Class of Pupils” is
the slowest and most discouraging, but it will pay in
the end. It embraces
First. Absolute certainty as to the ground upon
which the teacher stands, which comprehends all of the
technic of his subject and'the ability to give examples
of its requirements to his pupils.
Second. The teacher must insist upon thoroughness
on the part of his pupils.
Third. In the field of music the old adage of “More
haste the less speed” is infallible.
Fourth. The teacher must regard himself as an
authority and so proclaim himself when occasion re¬
quires.
The second and third requirements above referred
to are sure to provoke dissatisfaction on the part of
a certain proportion of pupils, for the teacher will be
in competition with others who utterly ignore them,

and their pupils will associate with his and the unthinking ones will be attracted by the glamour of
premature appearances and some of them will "change
teachers.” Those who remain are his only hope of
ultimate success. Granted that he is sure in his technic
and tilat he values its perfection at its real worth, the
public will sooner or later give ample testimony to the
certainty 0f his results.
Holding out inducements of success to untalented
pupils for the sake of business is criminal and always
reacts unfavorably.
Advertising, beyond a simple address card in a re¬
liable journal is not only useless, but a waste of money.
As with the physician, so with the teacher of music;
his results are his capital.

r^
J. LAWRENCE ERB

Harold Henry
The piano teachers who would build up, and main-,
tain classes of pupils, and who would constantly
raise the standard of their work—for without progress,
there is only retrogression—must keep constantly in
mind the two “P’s,” which are essential to success.
They stand for preparedness and publicity. The first
requisite for proper preparation as a teacher is train¬
ing ; first general education, and a broad musical knowl¬
edge, then sufficient work along the line intended to
be pursued, whether it be the training of children,
intermediate work, or the higher development of tech¬
nic and interpretation, to make its possessor master of
that branch. To be a successful teacher, one must be
sure one is well adapted to the line of work chosen.
What also comes under the head of preparedness, and
is often overlooked by the teacher who has attained
a degree of success, is the necessity of constant growth
—of his or her “keeping up with the times.” It is
most encouraging to note the steady increase in the
number of teachers in the smaller towns, who realize
this necessity. Each summer my class is largely com¬
posed of these earnest workers. It is such teachers,
who realizing the necessity, come every season for at
least a time to the centers to gain new ideas and a
new fund of inspiration, for the remainder of. the
year, who are the successful ones.
The means of obtaining publicity for the teacher .
vary according to situation and circumstances. Such
teachers as are good performers, should play in public
as often as possible. Whether one’s field is the large
city, or the country town, the best form of advertising
is the work accomplished with the pupils, not by an
exploitation of one or two who happen to be specially
gifted, but by evidence throughout the entire class,
of thorough and systematic training. Frequent pupils’
recitals, well advertised and well attended, bring splen¬
did publicity. Advertising in periodicals and musical
journals, of established reputation as educators, being
careful to choose (hose that will reach the public to
which you can make appeal is of the greatest im¬
portance.

JOHN J. HATTSTAE3T

LOUIS G. HEINZE
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“A satisfied Customer is the best advertisement.”
Who are the "customers” of the music teacher? His
pupils. Is that comprehensive and conclusive?
By no means.
Do not forget the pupil’s “sisters, his cousins and his
aunts.” Likewise do not overlook those dear “friends,”
Who “take such an interest in Susie’s music,” and are
so free with their comments as to Susie’s progress—
or lack of it.
They do not know what they are talking about—have
no ifrbper standard of judgment?
Bless you, what of that? Their “say-so” goes a long
way with the mother and father who are paying for
Susie’s lessons. The teacher who wishes to increase
his classes had better see to it that he makes personal
friends of as many of Susie’s friends and relatives as
possible. It is the “personal touch” that counts.
Think the problem over. Are there not excellent
musicians and teachers of experience with small classes ?
Surely. What is the matter? One of these teachers
is a first Class man, a worthy citizen, but he lacks that
capacity for “mixing” with people, which is the gift
or the acquirement of the average successful politician.
This teacher “flocks by himself,” does not know how
to “extend the glad hand” to a visitor, thinks that his
knowledge and his skill as a teacher are sufficient, and
should bring him widespread recognition, and feels
disgruntled because they do not.
So that to make the “pupil-customer” satisfied that
she is a “success” is the first task for the teacher who
would increase his classes. And the second is like unto
it—to satisfy the pupil’s relatives and friends. This
has little connection with the musical side of the pupil’s
work, but almost entirely to do with the personal rela¬
tionship of the teacher and the pupil’s family and
friends. With these “satisfied,” the teacher has, in the
pupil and as well in her family and friends, a corps of
first-class advertising agents, constantly at work in his
behalf, who will do more to increase his classes than
will all the newspaper and magazine advertising he can
pay for or is likely to be able to obtain.
Next in importance comes “advertising” by the
teacher himself. Let him be “in evidence” personally
a good deal in his community. A citizen reads about
a teacher as “doing things.” But after he has seen
that man, or has been even in a casual way “made
acquainted” with him, when he reads ar^thing about
that teacher, the effect upon the citizen’s mind is much
stronger. The citizen now has a personal interest in
Mr. Jones the MAN, which doubles his interest in Mr.
Jones the MUSIC TEACHER, and should occasion
arise, when the services of a music teacher seem to be
called for, the Mr. Jones the citizen has met, and not
the Mr. Brown the music teacher of whom he has
merely read, is the music teacher thought of, and
recommended by the citizen.
Next, and of great value is newspaper and magazine
publicity. The music teacher should use his local
papers as much as possible.. He should send in to the
local Editor clearly written accounts of all musical mat ¬
ters in which he has taken part or is interested. Let
him work in as many names of. local personages as
possible, for local editors like very much to print the
names of local people—it is good for THEIR business
and they know it. Let the teacher always write a little
more than he really expects to see in print—this gives
the local editor a chance to wield the blue pencil, and
that is something which the ordinary local editor en¬
joys on occasion. The teacher should take part in
local musical affairs for the general good of the com¬
munity—and see that the local paper is informed of
the fact. This sounds like cold-blooded commercialism,
but is not. The teacher does the work for the sake
of the cause—is that any reason why he should not
receive whatever benefit may accrue from the recogni¬
tion of his work by the local press? Music teaching
in this country is first of all and most essentially an
art—but it is also a business; made so by the quality
of our times, and the conditions and circumstances
under which we live. Not to recognize this fact shows
false pride, or lack of common sense. If one has any
proper hope of attracting pupils from a distance, one
should use the weekly and monthly musical magazines
for his advertising. The ordinary “card” announce¬
ment of name and the subject taught is just so much
wasted space and money. Let the teacher specialize
in his advertising. He should talk earnestly, sincerely
and straight to the point in his advertisements. Every¬
thing possible should be done to compel attention, sus¬
tain interest, arouse desire; let the teacher think of
himself as “the other fellow”—the man or woman

whom he wishes to have for a patron; of his possib
circumstances, hopes, desires, ambitions, and talk to
him in the advertisement as if face to face.
Most important of all—to increase his classes the
music teacher must do really first class work as a
teacher—this is the first, second, last and most essen¬
tial commandment for him to observe.
There is one other way of increasing a class of
pupils—steal pupils from other teachers. This will not
make a man popular with others in the profession, nor
bring permanent success, and is not recommended. To
mention it as a non-ethical procedure sometimes fol¬
lowed by misguided persons will be sufficient for the
readers of The Etude.

Perlee V. Jervis
Have something to sell that people want.
Let them know it.
Deliver the goods.
The one thing that people want is to play MUSIC.
Evolve some system of study that will eliminate all
technical work that is not absolutely indispensable.
Think out your own method, if it produces results
adhere to it regardless of tradition.
There are three ways of letting people know what
you can do. You can get RESULTS with your pupils
and wait for one pupil to bring another. This is a
sure way but slow; you may have to wait years before
your work becomes known, in the meantime you starve.
A good pupils’ recital brings pupils but it requires
pupils before you can give it, and at the best only
reaches a small number.
The quickest way of securing pupils is by a liberal
use of printer’s ink in the form of circulars or news¬
paper advertising. Advertising is useless unless skill¬
fully and persistently done. An advertising man tells
me that 90 per cent, of the musicians who advertise
throw their money away. Consult a live advertising
man, let him plan your advertisement, its display, and
the follow up. If the advertisement is skillfully writ¬
ten you will get immediate results. One such adver¬
tisement at a cost of twelve dollars brought one teacher
that I know over three hundred .dollars worth of
teaching.
Having obtained pupils put your whole heart and
soul into your work and get results. When people see
that you can deliver the goods you will never lack
pupils.

John J. Hattstaedt
The methods of stimulating registration differ widely
in the comparatively limited sphere of the private
teacher in comparison with that of a large institution.
Frequently the lack of available material imperatively
demands an expansion of territory for the private
teacher.
Personal solicitation is the most effective method if
previously prepared by circularizing. Other payingfactors are class meetings with talks on musical topics
and recitals, by both the teacher and the students.
Many teachers employ the “new, original teaching
method” announcements which are of rather doubtful
value. Let teachers try to interest the boys and very
young children when in quest of new material. After
all it comes eventually to a survival of the fittest.

J. Lawrence Erb
The biggest word in the dictionary is SERVICE.
That business or institution succeeds best which serves
most; therefore, show yourself useful and willing to
help. If you have been self-centered, get out of your
shell-* If you have been egotistical—think of the other
fellow. If you have been too busy figuring out what
you will get out of any project which is presented,
forget it for awhile and see how much you can put
It is a common saying that to do big business you
tnust advertise big. To make money, you must spend
it. Perhaps you have not much money. If that is
true, the chances are you have a good deal of leisure
and a fair amount of energy which is not being used
Harness them up in the service of your community!
Don t be afraid to take off your coat and pitch into
any kind of work for community betterment, and don’t
always insist that you be greeted as leader. The prob¬
lem to-day in making appointments for the army from
thosein the training camps is to find those who are
qualified for leadership, and, usually, the men who are
best qualified for leadership are those who have learned
best to serve and obey.
Be a human being-interested in others. Forget to
talk about yourself. If y0Ur community needs an

awakening, start a community sing or a choral society
or orchestra or a brass band. Dont feel that y0U
must always be paid, for you owe a certain debt of
service to your community. I have noticed that the
doctor serves whether he is sure of his pay or not,
and I know of no profession whose ethics arc higher
than the medical profession. Your activity and spirit
of cooperation will soon make you a marked man and
business will flow your way,—unless music is an out¬
sider in the family of the professions.
I take it for granted that your education i- adequate
and your reputation and habits good. In that case, pub¬
licity of the right sort is what you need, (oven publicity, your class will grow automatically, r r as with
other commodities, the purchaser goes to tile place
where he knows what he is getting and is sure that he
will have a square deal.
The quality of your teaching and the sincerity of
your attitude are your best advertisement. All other
publicity must be conditioned upon this if it is to have
permanent value. Of course, the customan means
may be employed to advantage, but unless you deliver
the goods no amount of advertising can, for any length
of time, save you from failure. Your success depends
upon the thoroughness of your preparation first, but,
even more, upon your value to your community.

Louis G. Heinze
There are many ways to increase your number of
pupils which depend on your surroundings and con¬
ditions and which you must study up for yourself.
I will suggest one plan that has brought me more
pupils than all my other plans put together.
If you have not done so, begin at once to make up
a mailing list of prospective pupils.
First, begin with making a list of everyone you
know who may he interested in music and parents who
have children from seven years of age and upward-..
Second, ask every pupil you are now teaching to give
you names of anyone they know who might possibly
be interested in the study of music.
Third, Write a personal letter to every friend, ac¬
quaintance and former pupil (enclosing a self addressed
card) asking for names of prospective pupils and theninfluence in your behalf whenever an opportunity pre¬
sents itself.
Keep all your names of prospective pupils, in alpha¬
betical order and each name and address on a separate
Write a letter to e\ery person you have on your
list, (note the date on the card) enclose circular or
catalog and invite correspondence and suggest mak¬
ing a date for an interview at your studio or even at
the home of the person you are writing to.
If you receive no reply within a week or ten days,
write again and keep on sending new circulars or
notices from time to time. Persevere in this and 1
know you will get results.

Undoubtedly there is considerable uncertainty amon
teachers of music regarding the prospects for next ser
son, yet a quiet consideration of conditions should se
at rest any disturbing anxieties. It cannot be double
that an unusual volume of money will be in circulati.
throughout the country, and while there may be som
tendency toward caution on the part of many in m™
erate circumstances, I believe that, as time goes oil
will be generally perceived that need for unusual re
trenchment does not exist.
The important point is that'the teacher makes clea
that he has something vital to the complete life of tli
community to offer The teacher who is efficient an
makes his efficiency known will find his time well fillet
The gist of the matter, then, is that he shall be s
sure of his ability to give value received to his patron
fihat he can and does, make clear to them this fac
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Business Principles for the Musician
Getting the Most Returns from Your Talent, Experience and Industry

By GORDON BALCH NEVIN
(The author of this article, Mr. Gordon Batch Nevin,
n prominent organist and teacher in the middle west,
is the son of the well-known composer, George B.
Nevin.)
Music, in the abstract sense, is generally considered
to be an art: making of a living from the practice and
teaching of the art is called a profession. The profes¬
sion of music teaching, in common with other profes¬
sions, would be greatly benefitted by the free adoption
of many of the principles of modern business. While
the top of the ladder does not have room for all who
would climb there there is a place on the ladder for
every one ivho will go about his climbing' in a logical
way; some degree of success is within the capacity of
each and every one of us.

is not meant to neglect the classics, but rather that
added to the standard literature of the respective instru¬
ments or voices should be added new works that will
interest by reason of their originality. Watch new pub¬
lications : there are often numbers that can so be used
and you will gain a reputation for having interesting
things to play or sing that your less progressive col¬
leagues do not have.
Fads Turned to Good Advantage
Fads offer possibilities for advertising of much worth.
Fads are stimulating, but they must not be depended
upon for permanent growth. A fad is something which
comes and goes like a spring shower—but has strong
influence while it is here! It is often possible to “get
in” on the rise of a fad wave and gain considerable

Efficiency
Let us examine some of the watchwords of the
modern business man and see how.-vyell they may be ap¬
plied to our chosen profession and how they suggest
better methods of work. Possible the very first thing
the business man demands is efficiency. He demands
that every man, every machine, each department and the
complete plant produce its greatest possible output and
with the least percentage of waste. That, in short, is
the message of efficiency, and its message can well be
applied to the music profession.
Improve Your Abilities
The first point will be, very obviously, to increase to
the maximum your own ability—that combination of
talent and acquired knowledge which is your stock in
trade. The homely adage of the certainty of the public
beating a path to the obscure door of him who invents
a better mousetrap contains the gist of the matter, for
all perfect things tend to create their own demand and
perfection is a matter of relative degrees. How to
bring about this increased ability you ask? The vital
point is that you brush up rusty technic, shed settled
mannerisms and get a new viewpoint of your art.
Putting entirely aside the benefit of increased local
prestige which you gain by study under a widely known
teacher it is doubtful if any one thing of more value
artistically and commercially can be mentioned than this
summer study idea.
■ Having achieved a satisfactory degree of efficiency,
the next matter is to CREATE A DEMAND for the
product and maintain the demand after its creation. The
day has passed (if indeed it ever did really exist)
when a product sells itself with no effort on the part of
its maker. The fickle public, if it be not often reminded
of our particular wares, will hasten to the competitor
who does attract attention. Moreover, it is possible,
and indeed is the highest possible type of salesmanship,
to build up a demand for our goods among those who,
previous to our efforts, had no intention of buying any
goods at all.
Publicity
Of prime importance in this field is advertising—
probably that phase of modern business that most nearly
approaches being an art in itself. Advertising divides
itself into several forms.
First. The display of our product—most often in
the music world by our own performances or the work
of our pupils; the wise musician is he who appears in
public just enough to keep his name in mind and not so
much as to “breed by familiarity, contempt.”
Have Some Personal Specialty
Another phase of the same question lies in seeking to
differentiate your product from that of your com¬
petitor. The business man calls your attention con¬
stantly to the differences between his product and that
. of others, seeking in his advertising, or his product^-to
give a slightly different twist, a something different,
something to form a peg in the public memory on which
to hang the name of his product, looking to the day
when the consumer will be in the market for something
( of that kind. In the music profession, this can best be
duplicated by acquiring a repertoire of numbers other
than the generally played concert repertoire. By this

the expected increase of the current year and this sum
should be divided so as to Cover the year’s publicity.
A great many teachers make the mistake of spending
their entire advertising money in September at the
beginning of the teaching season; this is not wise. A
reasonable sum should be kept for some mid-season
publicity, and it is exceedingly wise to keep on hand a
small sum ready against the time when there shall come
one of those almost inexplicable “slumps” that seem to
hit every business sooner or later. Every teacher has
had experience with these temporary depressions and
they will occur from time to time by virtue of the laws
of probability and chance, if by no others. At such
times a little well thought out advertising will often
result in enough new names being enrolled to bring the
class up to usual or better than usual strength.
Upkeep or Renewal Fund
Almost every well run business has provided for a
fund for the upkeep of the plant, replacement of ma¬
chinery, etc. Such a fund should be provided by every
musician; a certain percentage of one’s earnings should
be set aside, each month (preferably deposited in a
bank) to cover expenses for new equipment as they
may arise. This percentage must, of course, vary with
each individual, but may be roughly estimated at being
from five to fifteen per cent.
The Piano
Almost every musician has a piano of some kind or
other; practically every one needs a piano. Therefore,
if it be not a good instrument it should be the purpose
of its owner to replace it with a better one as soon as
possible. If it be of good make, it will doubtless remain
in good condition for years, BUT—the fact must be
faced that- even the best pianos do not last for ever,
and particularly is this true under hard professional
usage.
The Typewriter
Every musician should have some sort of a type¬
writing machine—for correspondence, making out bills,
statements, orders, etc.—a machine is a wonderful time
saver—worth many times its initial cost. It is not
necessary to begin with the most expensive model ob¬
tainable; a low-priced rebuilt machine of standard
make may be first secured, and as finances permit a
better one purchased on which the first may be traded in.

Gordon Balch Nevin.
advantage from the crest of it before thfe return slump
occurs. Right at this moment there is a fad of con¬
siderable proportions in our choir-lofts for the Liturgy
of the Russian Church—than which music probably
none has ever been found less suited to our choirs and
audiences; nevertheless, a number of clever, far-sighted
men saw tile cloud no larger than a man’s hand a few
years ago and used the fad to advance their own
success, and for their astute perspicacity they deserve
all the credit that came to them!
Not everyone who can start a fad, as is perfectly
evident, and perhaps it is well' that such is the case, hut
there is nothing to prevent fads being spread in different
localities by musicians who will keep their eyes open to
the latest developments and it is in such ways that men
become known as leaders; to a certain extent it is pos¬
sible for each and every one of us to sponsor some new
thing, call it fad if you will, in our respective localities.
A word of caution however: be sure to get out before
a fad has run its course, for “he who is bullish on a
falling market is a candidate for an inquest.” The
signs are usually very easy to read however, and should
be obeyed at the first indications.
Newspaper and Magazine Advertising
Advertising, in the literal sense also, should not be
neglected; a certain sum should be apportioned for this
purpose—the amount based on past years’ business and

Foresight and Thrift
All material things depreciate with the passing of
time, the rate of this depreciation varying with the
original worth and the grade of workmanship, changes
in style, kind of use to which subjected, etc. Therefore,
it is only wisdom to set aside something each month
against the day when replacement of your studio equip¬
ment will become necessary. It is fundamentally wrong
to make no provision for these things, for there will
inevitably come a day when, if this be not done, the
hand will go into the pocket and return minus the
wherewithal!, and when this happens one of two things
will occur: either you will be hampered by a lack of
some needful accessory, or you will go into debt—
wherefrom, alas! so few musicians ever emerge.
And now to sum up: First achieve as great a degree
of perfection as possible. Then create a demand for
your product by personal and commercial advertising
and the occasional utilization of fads of the moment
when such seem feasible. Lastly, apply thrift methods
by the forming of an upkeep or replacement fund for
the improving and retaining of your equipment at a
high plane.
By treating the various details of your profession
with strict business-like methods you will—far from
detracting from the artistic side—be enabled to devote
your unencumbered attention to your work—secure in
your knowledge that the machine is in fine running
order; it is worth thinking over very carefully indeed.
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By James Frederick Rogers
By Mark Hambourg
Every painting makes a greater im¬
pression if properly framed. In like
manner every musical performance is
marred or heightened by the conditions
under which it is given.
Firstly, the instruments used (always
the best one can afford) must be in tune.
This applies especially to the piano, which
often is out of tune. Whether used for
solos or for accompaniments it must be
in tune. Many, even professional mu¬
sicians, do not know (consciously) when
a piano is in or out of tune, but they
can take it for granted that unless the
instrument has been tuned very recently
it is not in perfect tune. Within a week
or two after fires are started or after
they are stopped a piano is sure to be¬
come rapidly discordant, on account of
the changes brought about by the condi¬
tions in the atmosphere of the room. A
squeaking pedal always detracts from the
music issuing from the strings of a piano,
yet how often in amateur performances
“that squeak” is a most prominent feature.
In private houses perhaps nothing so
detracts from the quality of the music
as curtains, carpets and upholstered
furniture. The very Quality of the rue's
surprising difference
a thick, long-napped one drinking
firm one with short threads.
These
sound-suckers should be removed, as
there will be enough of “upholstering” on
the frames of the people who assemble.
These people should not be crowded
together, or made to sit on wretched
seats. It is better to have fewer at a
recital and to repeat the recital. It takes
a very fine performance, indeed, to overcome the effects of bodily discomfort.
Where many are gathered together, the
fact that each produces as much heat as
a goodly-sized candle, must not be forgotten. The ventilation should be looked
out for accordingly, for the sake both of
listeners and perspiring performers
Good Lighting Necessary
The lights are often an upsetting part
of the setting of a recital, even in public
halls. In private rooms there is no excuse for not shielding the audience
against annoying glares which so annoy
the eye as to distract from the absorption of sound by the sister sense.
The
audience should be in darkness rather
than in a blinding glare.
The performer for an average audience should be in full sight, for the
People wish to see him, no matter how he
behaves.
They want to watch the
pianist’s fingers and to have, a full view
of the singer’s gown. That gown should
not be so far out of good taste as to distract from other attention. Simplicity
should come first in the choice of wearing apparel of the musician. The actions
of the performer, aside from those
sary to produce the notes, may add or
detract as they seem natural or put on.
The program should be properly pro¬
portioned. A musical too long drawn out
is sometimes remembered by those in at¬
tendance for nothing else than its length.
It is seldom too brief.
Wiere the recital is arranged by someone else, especially in church entertainments, a musician who values his reputation is entitled to know something of the
setting to which he is to be subjected,
Church pianos are notoriously out of repair and out of tune, and it is the least
that can be asked that this part of the
affair be made good.

No matter how much talent a child
displays, do not overtax its young brain
with music.
Make a child all a child, and rejoice
over every inclination to play games or
to indulge in boyish mischief.
I work pretty nearly all day, but not
all the time at the piano.
I do not think a man can interpret
the works of the great composers unless
he be possessed of broad intelligence, ex¬
perience of life and knowledge of travel,
and is familiar with the writings of the
poets, philosophers and historians of an¬
cient and modern times. Do not expect
loo much of children.
There is danger of an artist becoming
lazy—which is fatal.
Art is not lazy. Do not let little pu¬
pils get lazy.
ROUGET DE LISLE SINGING LA MARSEILLAISE.
Let all young pianists engage in every¬
thing that will tend to cultivate emo¬
La Marseillaise
tion. * * * That is why one of the
By Joseph George Jacobson
most important factors in the education
of a pianist is to listen to the declama¬
The 5*origin of many of the best known ten. It was natural that the song became
a.'
tion of good actors.
A great artist never plays a piece twice
C^lumbim^clT It"
running in the same way.
With some students the lack of ex¬
Marseillais” and finally “La Marseillaise.”
1798: The history of the air of “Amerpression is the stumbling block, and with
ica,” which is also the English anthem That the words by Rouget de Lisle are
“God save the King” and the German original cannot be disputed, but the tune others the lack of technic, according
"Heil Dir im Siegerkranz,” has furnished is supposed to have been suggested to largely to the temperament of the stu¬
some curious speculations. Some claim blm by Parts of an °Pera of “Raoul de dent. At all events, the perfection of tech¬
that Dr. John Bull wrote it in the time Cre9ul” by Nicholas Dalayrac which was nic must come first, so that the mind
of King James the First, others trace performed in Paris during the winter of can be free from the mechanical part to
il back to an old now unknown opera ^89. The concluding bars are said to deal with the spiritual.
an<f thence in its essential form to a have been taken wholesale from the
Gregorian choral.
The words for, opera in .particular the declamatory mod- word. It a pianist ptays quickly and with
“America” were written by the Rev. S. ulations preceding the chorus “Aux a'fair amount of distinctness, the gen¬
F- Smith as an anthem for the Fourth of armes, citoyens.” The operatic quartet eral public, exclaims. “What wonderful
celebration given by the children sings “marchons,” followed by the chorus technic!” As a matter of fact that is
Boston in 1832. The tune to the “Star “e’est l’ennemi.”
As the opera was dexterity and has little to do with real
Spangled Banner,” words by Francis played three years before the Revolution technic.
bcott Key was OHgfnaTy a drinking song and performed in Strasburg, the resiIf a student can play scales, arpeggios,
called “To Anacreon in Heaven,” com- dence of de Lisle it is very likely that he double thirds, sixths, octaves and chords
posed in 1770 by John Stafford Smith.
must have heard it. Granted that this
in legato, staccato, half staccato, forte,
Me amount of discussion has been is a fact it is not essentially hostile to a
piano pianissimo, mezzo forte, fortissi¬
made by Gallic enthusiasts in connection composer’s originality by using old matemo, crescendo, diminuendo—if he can do
™ltb d’e. French National Hymn “La rial. It is the new spirit breathed into
Marseillaise.” It has never been doubted old thought that counts and gives value all this quickly, evenly, distinctly, he can
. 14 was created during the fierce to the work. All of our greatest are claim to have the necessary technic with
*tn£ of tIle terrible French Revolution much indebted to the past and have bor- which to play the piano. I should ad¬
by Rouget de Lisle, an officer quartered rowed from old musical store-houses a vise, therefore, that the two morning
at strasburg. The mayor of the city in license which we willingly grant to gen- hours (at different intervals, mark you)
a sfpe®cb to the soldiers deploring the ius. But a fiery passion and patriotic of practice should be devoted to technic.
.
tilat they had no patriotic song to love must have smouldered in the soul
The moment the muscles show signs
when marching enthused Rouget de of Rouget de Lisle to create this immor- of being overworked there ceases to be
L,sle so
that he went to his lodg- tal musical poem and help along one of benefit from the practice.
lngs and during the night of April 24th the mightiest political upheavals of the
The, afternoon should be devoted to
™ rote the words and the music of this world, then and now.
the study of expression and what Is
. ery and tr“,y martial hymn which has
Schumann has wonderfully introduced
termed “the finished” rendering of the
'mmortahzed his name. The original edi- the tune in his “Two Grenadiers ” in his piece.
bon “‘•tied “9“?* de guerre pour Overture “Hermann and Dorothea” and
I should never advise a student to
|i
,ar™e du Rhln> dedie aui Marechal Luck- also in the “Fashingsschwank
aus Wien
ner
has a vprv amateurish ||&
•’ ; composers have done the play a Piece through from beginning to
““ .ha8very
coda m
in -—
sym- |ggrMany other
end till it is well learned.
phomc style which is now entirely forgot- same.

sfayrLWi'i'tst

A piece should be studied as poetryidea for idea.

LEARNING MUSIC IN THE MOST RAPID, THOROUGH
AND SCIENTIFIC MANNER
Important Psychological Principles deduced from thousands: oftaboratory experiments
made simple and practical for music students and music teachers

Are you one hundred years behind the times in your study methods? FT°mwith them?
William James and Munsterberg, Psychology has made great advances. A y
THE ETUDE, long conscious of the fact that teachers and students
ance with the great discoveries of brain scientists, has decided to present the f
the latest and best psychological authorities.

By C._W. Shaeffer
become enthusiastic unless
we exceed the expectation.
We no
doubt surprise and exceed the expectaby the sudden spring of action,
Thls is
only the character of the
music a
lechanical execution but, to
a great extent, the sudden manner in
which we strike a key that excites the
emotion of the mind and surprises the
audience.

Bach’s passages are always short an
definite, so that the student catches th
meaning at once.
For testing your capacity for phrasin
there is no composer like Schumann.
A year of preparation should be gon
through before a piece is concluded i
the program of a recital.
Of course it is as unpardonable t
play with notes as it would be for a
actor to go on the stage with his line
in his hand and read his part

g P

.

THE ETUDE presents the following principles taken from the latest and best psychological
™Ltffl LdelsZdSUsorm thlt Iny stLnt afplyine them to hts work next season should learn more
rapidly, more thoroughly, and more scientifically.
PRINCIPLE I.
Start to Study Immediately.
Experimenters have found that the average
student in the study period or the lesson wastes
about fifteen minutes of his time in “warming
up.” It has also been found that the habit of
starting at once is one that can easily be de¬
veloped and improved.- Every student and every
teacher should work for it so that the beginning
of the study period is just as keen and spirited as
the end. “Get going” right at the start.
PRINCIPLE II.
Study the Whole Rather Than the Part.
According to the best psychological author¬
ities it is better to study your piece as a whole
until you have a thorough understanding of it
rather than taking it measure by measure and
advancing in that way. This also has been proven
to be the best method of memorizing. Although
apparently the longest, it is the most thorough
and the most serviceable.
PRINCIPLE III.
Never Study Any Faster Than You Under¬
stand.
It is a great mistake to make the “tempo of
learning” faster than your power of comprehend¬
ing. One of the reasons why the average student
does not learn his pieces quickly is that he tries
to work or force his fingers to go at a rate greatly
in advance of his mental ability to grasp what he
is really doing. Consequently, when you take up
a new piece, force yourself to go over it very
slowly a number of times until you understand
everything about it.

Animated Touch
Musicians generally direct their attention to the _
lechanical manner of
striking a key to acquire tone, touch and
technic. Should we not also look
characteristic of the mind needed to ac¬
quire a touch that may be animated ? There
seems to be a characteristic in our nature
that, unless we exceed the expectation we
are apt to be mechanical or indifferent,
We may be satisfied if we get what we
expect, or disappointed if we do not;

^

PRINCIPLE IV.
Constant Testing is Necessary in all Study.
Do not go blindly ahead working without
finding out whether you are getting anything out
of your work. Stop every now and then to test
yourself and see how much you can recall. In
fact, the best study is that which is constantly
interrupted with these tests.

PRINCIPLE V.
Master Whatever You Do.
Most students stop their study upon a piece
or an exercise long before it has really been
mastered. Even after you can play a piece well,
keep on playing it for a long time and trying, to
improve it. This final treatment is most im¬
portant. The same principle applies to the study
of Harmony, History, etc. Don’t merely learn
things, master them.
PRINCIPLE VI.
Many Short Practice Periods Better Than
One Long One.
Many music students practice far too long at
one period. Better practice for a shorter time
and then return to the subject. This has been
found after many laboratory experiments to be
the best general method of procedure.
PRINCIPLE VII.
The Value of Rest.
The mind works much after the manner of
a muscle in that it becomes stronger after periods
of rest. Therefore do not turn from one period
of study upon one subject to another, subject
without a period of rest in between. This rest of
five or ten minutes is just as valuable as the
study itself—don’t neglect it.
PRINCIPLE VIII.
Get the Right Mental Attitude.
Psychologists have found in their laboratories
with delicate apparatus, that the strength of any
individual is greatly increased under the force of
an idea. That is, a man who is seized with a
new and brilliant thought and is determined to
work it out becomes physically stronger while
under the power of that thought, much as a man
under the power of anger often has physical
strength vastly increased and is enabled to do
things which under ordinary circumstances would
be impossible to him. All study must be fired
with some great, some genuine ambition.
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The Musicians’ Red Cross Unit
A
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THE ETUDE

Splendid Work which All American Music Workers
Should Earnestly Support
By Richard Aldrich
Secretary Musicians’ Unit American Red Cross

The Etude presents herewith a digest of the plan
for the “Musicians’ Unit” of the Red Cross. The
organization of this unit is due to the initiative of the
well-known pianist, Mr. Ernest Schelling. Mr. Richard
Aldrich, music critic of the New York Times, has
prepared the following account especially for this pub¬
lication. The plan has the complete support of The
Etude in every way, as its purpose will have the com¬
plete support of all American musicians.
Many musicians in America since the beginning of
the war have nobly continued the tradition of their
guild; they have been fired with the burning zeal and
the eagerness for service that have so honorably dis¬
tinguished them in history. They have been willing
and eager to give their services to help the innumer¬
able agencies for relief made necessary by the calami¬
ties of the great conflict. A record of the last three
years would disclose self-sacrifice and a splendid gener¬
osity on the part of the great majority of musicians,
high and low, and a prodigal outpouring of money
into the treasuries of relief workers, always imploring
for more.
It is eminently proper and indeed necessary in the
present state of things that there should be a systematic
ordering of this generous impulse on the part of
artists by the establishment of the Musicians’ Unit of
the Red Cross. As everybody now knows, it is the
intention to make the American Red Cross the central
agency through which the necessary succor of all kinds
is to be distributed for this country to the sufferers on
the side of the Allies. Vast sums have already been
raised by it, and vast sums will still further be needed.
The Musicians’ Unit is the means by which the pro¬
fession can be most systematically'mobilized and organ¬
ized to give the most efficient service and produce the
best results. The organization has been formed by
Ernest Schelling, Chairman,
Igtxace J. Paderewski, Honorary Chairman, and
John McCormack, Treasurer.
Most gratifying results, have already been attained
though the organization is only a few weeks old, and
some of the detailed ramifications that are proposed
for it have yet to be effected. A total of $5,289 had
already been received by July 11th, and that in the dull
season, when musicians generally are supposed to be
“off duty.”
It Is proposed, as a matter of course, to have sub-com¬
mittees all through the United States to attend to the
musical end of the Red Cross money-raising, without,
g with agencies already organized within
tbe Red Cr<
e Important, it Is desired that all
artists who j
. |— - . Red Cross in the
United States
1 of their appearance that a certain amount of the proceeds
to the Musicians’ Unit of the Red Cross : and that artists
who, in the coming season, shall give entire recitals for the
lied Gross—and there are very many who will do so—shall
make their donations through the Musicians’ Unit. Further¬
more, it is urged that all public performers insist that the
oral managers shall put Into the programs, in their particu¬
lar sections, an advertisement of the Musicians' Unit. As
a further source of income, well-known musicians can sell
their autographs after their concerts, as many have already
made a practice of doing.
roposed to urge all music teachers to get up
-- “- -' - classes and to organize little enter--is wide, the influence of the music
teachers spreads over a vast extent of country ; and here
ire channels for innumerable little rills of money that would
"H I. ‘ ' tapped and that will all together make a
big id welcome stream.
-ler very valuable s_
__
Another
source of
assistance should be provided by the National Federation of Music-, v..uus, a great
and widely extended body that has accomplished a vast
good for American musical culture and can now do some¬
thing equally important in a more material way. A letter
has been received from Mrs. James O. Dickens of the
Federation, proposing with Mrs. Ochsner, the president, to
interest the clubs in all States.
A form of service that will naturally .fall to the
Musicians’ Unit is the organizing of smaff companies
of musicians to give entertainments for the soldiers,
either here or in France.
The spirit of enthusiastic helpfulness wherever the
idea has been broached is most encouraging for the
prospects of this movement.
“The Etude” strongly endorses this magnificent
plan which Mr. Ernest Schelling has so enthusias¬
tically promoted. “The Etude” will be glad to
receive at 1712 Chestnut Street any funds its readers
may care to contribute to the MUSICIANS’ UNIT
of the RED CROSS and see that the amount is
safely transmitted to the officers. Please indicate
very clearly that you wish the contribution to go
to the Red Cross.

A Movement Toward an American
National Conservatory of Music

lias made Paris, notably, i
In speaking of the project Mr. de Koven said:
“This proposed National Conservatory of Music will,
it is thought and hopes, unify'American musical in¬
terests and aims, provide an authorized body whose
judgment of musicians in every branch of the art will
have definite weight with the public at large, and will
to promote that confidence in and recognition of
r artistic Possibilities, which alone can beget
a National Art.

There is a certain accompaniment figure which :
period of history was very popular in piano music.
It would be easy, with a little research, to deduce
almost the exact date at which it arose, flourished and
died out. It is known
the Alberti bass,
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How to Use the “Etude’s” Educa¬
tional Supplement
Realizing the need for „..n appropriate portrait
to supplement the biographical studies in The
Etude, we present with this issue a portrait
which may be framed in a very ingenious and
original manner at slight expense. Simply pro¬
cure a good piece of window glass measuring ex¬
actly eight by ten inches; a standard size that
can be procured in any store where glass is sold.
Place the glass over the face of the portrait; fold
over the edges of the paper so that the plain
border otl the back of the portrait covers the
edges of the glass all around. Neatly remove un¬
necessary white paper margin and paste down in
passe-partout fashion A hanger may be made
n the shape indicated above the biography from
tough paper and pasted on the back. Schools
conservatories, private teachers and students will
thus obtain a most excellent framed portrait at
the cost of a few cents, supplementing the study
of the master in this issue of The Etude and
providing the reader with a beautiful decorativ^
picture for the study and home
V6

The “Alberti Bass”

Bach never used it.
Handel never used it.
Haydn used it freely.
Mozart still more so.
Beethoven used it somewhat freely in his early
wor s, in his later works he used it very sparingly,
but never without good effect.
Clementi, Czerny, Alberti, and after them hundreds of
mediocre composers, used it in season and out of
season, until the musical public became tired of it and
nofer oTS fel' ,nt° djSUSe’ eXCept in exe™’ A com
ft unleL mpresent day WOuId scarceI-v dare introduce
W in i
lnfentlonal old-fashioned effect,
that n
Hayd" or Mozart we must remember
S
i t
a “quite
« figUrCthe
hadfad,”
not in
bec°™
but was
fresh 3'
and
fact hackneyed,
The inventor of this figure, Domenico Alberti is sunfa°rTy pan 07^^ at.Venice’ sometitne during the
a pupil of Loti 8g emh Century' and t0 have been
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High Lights in the Life of Chopin
Chopin, the.next year,
Marienbad proposed to
Wodzinski, who was the
attended the school kept

Chopin’s father was bookkeeper in i snuff manu¬
factory; later, a captain in the National Guard, and,
finally teacher of French in the Warsaw Lyceum. It
was while occupying the last named position that he
met and married Justine Kryzanowska, who became
Chopin’s mother. Later he was a teacher in a military
academy, and lastly had a boarding school of his own.
Chopin, in spite of his father’s varied educational
experience, seems to have been given a somewhat slight
and superficial general education, consisting of a little
French, a little Latin, and some geography and mathe¬
matics.
Chopin’s early musical education was from a good
all-round musician, Adalbert Zywny, who was a violin¬
ist, pianist and composer, and withal a most excellent
teacher.
Chopin played a concerto by Gyrowetz in public be¬
fore he was nine years old, and was hailed as “a sec¬
ond Mozart.”

Chopin used to say that his life consisted of an
episode, without a beginning, and with a sad end. He
referred to his intimate friendship with George Sand,
'the noted novelist, (in private life, Mme. Dudevant).

Chopin entered the Warsaw Lyceum when he was
twelve years old, and had lessons in harmony and
counterpoint from Joseph Eisner.
“Chopin,” so said Liszt in later years, “was taught
by Eisner those things that are the most difficult to
learn and the most rarely known; to be
exacting
advantages that
of patience and labor.’

°

No. 1) explained to one of bis pupils as follows:
Imagine a little shepherd who takes refuge in a peace¬
ful grotto from an approaching storm. In the distance
rushes the wind and the rain, while the shepherd
gently plays a melody on his flute.”

made another journey, and at
and was rejected by Maria
sister of three boys who had
by Chopin’s father.

Chopin visited England the year after that, but was
in poor health. Unmistakable signs of pulmonary
disease began to show themselves.

Chopin borrowed the form and character of the
Nocturne from John Field, but it was Chopin, who
'carried it to perfection and lent to it a deeper sig¬
nificance.

Chopin and George Sand planned a visit to the island
of Majorca, where Chopin was to recover his health
in the company of his friend. He borrowed money
for his expenses, and the party, consisting of Mme.
Sand, her son, daughter and maid, and Chopin, started
for this destination in 1838. For a time everything was
pleasant, but a terribly Wet season set in, Chopin’s
illness increased, his piano was seized by the custom¬
house officers, the landlord proved unreasonable, and
to crown all the misery, there were quarrels between
Chopin and George Sand.
Chopin did not allow his illness and troubles to

Chopin’s first published work was a
Rondo in C minor, written in 1825, while
he was still a student in the Lyceum. It
is thought that he somewhat injured his
health at this time by his efforts to keep
up with his school work without dimin¬
ishing his attention to music.
Chopin left school in 1827, composed
several more piano pieces and a trio for
piano, violin and violoncello. He
Berlin, Vienna and other cities, and
soon launched on the career of a travel¬
ing virtuoso.
Chopin, after experiencing varied for¬
tunes, arrived at Paris in a mood of
despondency, and rather short of money. The Parisians
received him the more readily because he was a Pole,
and a wave of sympathy with the troubles of the Polish
nation was just then passing over the French. He
rapidly made friends with the most important musical
people of Paris.
Chopin’s list of friends embraced many distinguished
names—among others, Cherubini, Bellini, Berlioz, Mey¬
erbeer, Liszt, Hiller, all eminent musicians, not to men¬
tion many others distinguished in literature, or in the
plastic arts, and many of high standing in fashionable
society.
Chopin soon became a fashionable piano-teacher. In
one of his private letters he gives a glimpse of the
sordid little tragedy which has been-the lot of so
many artists—the need of keeping up the appearance
of a larger income than actually existed, in order.to
secure the patronage of the fashionable world—and
speaks of the cost of white kid gloves.

Chopin visited Leipsic in 1835, met Robert Schu¬
mann and his fiancee Clara Wieck. She played for
him her future husband’s Sonata in F sharp minor, and
Chopin played—(or, as Schumann described it, com¬
plimenting the beautiful tone, “sang”)—his Nocturne in
. E flat, Op. 9.

Chopin was, above all, a composer for the piano,
writing always in the natural idiom of that instrument.
In his few attempts at orchestral writing, lie .was less
successful, his two concertos for piano sounding fully
as well when played with second piano accompaniment,
as when accompanied by full orchestra. Some of the
few songs he wrote, however, are quite pretty. (The
Maiden’s Wish is a favorite), though not of a worth
to compare with his best work for the piano.
Chopin, in his Polonaises and Mazurkas exhibited
the national traits of the music of Poland, his native
land, in a highly idealized form. The Polonaises ex¬
press the illustrious chivalry and bravery of knight¬
hood, the Mazurkas, the beauty and coquetry of the
ladies.
Chopin’s intense application as a com¬
poser is thus vividly sketched for us by
George Sand: “He shut himself in his
room for entire days, weeping, walking
about, breaking his pen, repeating and
changing a measure a hundred times, and
beginning again next day with minute and ,
desperate, perseverance. He spent six
weeks over a single page, only to write
that which he had traced at the first
essay.”

Chopin, while at the Lyceum, was a
lively boy, and fond of private theatri¬
cals. Many thought he displayed great
talent for the stage. Together with his
younger sister, he wrote a little
comedy entitled “The Mistake,
Pretended Rogue.”

Chopin’s music now began to make its way steadily
with the publishers, in spite of the intense opposition
it provoked on the part of some old fogies. The vogue
of his music was started in Germany by Robert Schu¬
mann, who wrote an appreciation of Chopin’s Op. 2,
beginning with the words “Hats off, gentlemen! a
genius 1”

Position of the Players in Duets

- *■
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The following curious and significant facts have
been culled from various historical sources and give
some interesting ideas of the instruments and customs
when the art was beginning.
The Egyptians are conceded to have been the first
people to develop music. No one knows just when
the first music was performed or sung, but it is known
that four thousand years before the birth of Christ
music was heard in the valley of the Nile.
The oldest collection of melodies in existence is
believed to be the Plain Song of the Catholic Church.
There is a wide difference of opinion as to the source
of these melodies. Some have been attributed to Jewish
Temple music, others to Greek sources, and others to
Italian folk song.
Bowed instruments first came into existence in
Arabia, it is claimed.
The Hindus have sixty-three modes or scales.
The native of ancient India had a soft-toned flute
which was blown through the nostrils.
Chinese music is for the most part unisonic—that is,
there is no harmony.
In China, chimes are frequently made from stone.
The popular Chinese instrument, the Sheng, looks
like a lot of bamboo reeds stuck through the top of a
teapot. True to oriental topsiturviness, it is played
by sucking the breath in rather than by blowing. This
instrument is the ancestor of the harmonium and the
mouth organ in some of its peculiarities.
The highest musical development prior to the time of
Christ was Greek.
In 1885 a pottery model of an organ worked by a
water-power method was found in Carthage. The
original measured about ten feet high and four and
one-half feet wide. It proved to be the work of a
potter who lived in the first century A. D., and indi¬
cated that primitive organs were known prior to the
time of Caesar.

A movement just launched by a number of repre¬
sentative American musicians and composers may
shortly give to this country the long-hoped-for
National Conservatory of Music. At a meeting held in
New York recently an Executive Committee was ap¬
pointed to nominate a National Committee, in order to
inaugurate the permanent formation of such an in¬
stitution.
This committee, of which Reginald de Koven, the
distinguished American composer, was appointed chair¬
man, consists of the following prominent Americans in
the various branches of music: Dr. Horatio Parker,
Professor of Music at Yale University; George W.
Chadwick, Composer and Director of the New England
Conservatory of Music; Henry' Hadley, composer and
conductor; David Bispham, the singer; Clarence Eddy,
the organist; Albert Spalding, representing the field of
the violin; Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler and Ernest
Schelling, the piano; Dr. Frank Damrosch, composer
and conductor; Pierre V. R. Key, music critic of the
New York World, and Rose L. Sutro, who has been
appointed secretary and to wjhose untiring efforts,
together with those of her sister, the movement is due.
Realizing that Governmental recognition, If not support,
must be one of the leading factors in the establishment of
such a National Institution, it is the purpose of those inter¬
ested in this movement to endeavor to secure such recognition so as to make of this proposed National Conservatory
of Music an institution which will not only foster American
music from the creative standpoint, but will also give op¬
portunity for high class instruction to all those talented
people in our country who have hitherto felt obliged to go
abroad to secure the instruction necessary for the proper
n this n
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Music Before the Time of Caesar

Chopin’s creativeness, (according to
the same testimony) “descended upon the
piano suddenly, completely, sublimely, or
it sung itself into his head during his
walks, and he made haste to hear it by
rushing to the instrument.”

interrupt his creative work. During this period he
composed the Preludes, Op. 28, the Ballade in F, the
Polonaise in C minor and the Scherzo in C sharp
minor.
Chopin’s friendship with George Sand came to an
abrupt and painful end in 1847, and his consequent
distress of mind is thought to have actually hastened
his death.
Chopin, at the approach of the Revolution of 1848,
fled from Paris to London. Although so weak that
he sometimes had to be carried up stairs, he gave
several successful concerts.
Chopin returned to Paris early in October, 1849, and
died on the seventeenth of the month. Mozart’s
Requiem was sung at his funeral, and his body was
buried in Pere-la-Chaise cemetery, between that of
Bellini and Cherubini.
Chopin began to write a Piano Method, but un¬
fortunately never finished it. It would without doubt
have been a very valuable work. From the few frag¬
ments that survive, we quote:—“It is unnecessary to
begin the study of the scales with that of C, which
is the easiest to read, but most difficult to play, as it
lacks the support of the black notes. It will be well
to play, first of all, the scale of G flat, which places
the hand regularly, utilizing the long fingers for the
black keys. The student will arrive progressively at
the scale of C, using each time one finger less on the
black keys.”
Chopin, in teaching his Etude in A flat (Op. 25,

Chopin, when he improvised, did not
watch the keyboard, but generally looked
the ceiling. Already as a youth he
used to be so absorbed that he forgot his
meals; and in the street, he was often so
absent-minded that he very narrowly es¬
caped being run over by a wagon. Visions
of female loveliness and patriotic reminiscences in¬
spired many of his best works.
Chopin, when composing, sometimes created images
in his mind, so vivid as to form real hallucinations.
One evening when he was alone in the dark, trying
over the new A major Polonaise which he had just
completed, he saw the door open and in marched a
procession of Polish knights and ladies in mediaeval
costumes—the same, no doubt, that his imagination had
pictured while he was composing. He was so alarmed
at this vision that he fled from the room through the
opposite door, and did not venture to return. Another
illustration of the narrowness of the boundary line
between genius and insanity.
Chopin’s choice of the name Etudes, or Studies, for
a number of his most melodious and poetic pieces,
written in a brilliant style of technic, has been a stum¬
bling block to many, from his own day to this, as they
have absolutely nothing in common with the dryness
or the mere superficial brilliancy that generally char¬
acterizes works under that name. May it not be, how¬
ever, that he was thinking of Studies in composi¬
tion—the exhibition of whatever musical and poetic
worth there might be in some at first merely tech¬
nical idea.
Chopin’s portrait, supplementing this study of his
life, which Etude readers will receive with this issue,
is an idealized picture taken from many authentic
drawings and cuts. It is considered by artists an ex¬
cellent work of this kind.
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By Olive Beatrice Lennox
Any plan to increase the practice average in a class
of children is worth knowing. This one is particu¬
larly worth knowing, for it is simple, and has been
tried and found successful.
A teacher divided a class of twenty children into two
sides, making a cardboard chart, on which were the
children’s names, one side in blue and one in red.
This was fixed on the wall. The chart covered a
period of three months, with a space to mark the
record for each week.
If, each week, a child did the assigned practice, the
time being determined by the teacher according to the
advancement of the pupil, every one not having to do
the fearful hour, an honor mark—an H—was recorded
at the lesson beside the name on the chart.
A chance to make up practice from one day to
another was given, but not from one week to another,
taken”0

'°r mark was given unless the lesson was

The account was strictly kept, so that five minutes
lacking would spoil the record.
The idea was to sec which one of the two sides
would have the most honor marks at the end of the
three months; the winning side would be treated by
the losers to some surprise, which in this case was a
Party, at which they furnished the refreshments.
V any ch,Id Practiced more than the assigned time
and ,t amounted to a half hour or more during the
week a plus was added to the “H.”
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Not only was there rivalry between the two sides,
but between the children of each side to see how many
could have clean records of “H’s” and to see how
many could boast of one plus or more.
Many mothers called up to see what was being done
to make their children practice all their time each day
without being told, and children that usually "didn't
have time” to do their work, found time in an amaz¬
ing way, and did fine work.
It will surprise any teacher who tries this at the
interest the children take in this chart, and the interest
it adds to their work and therefore to their advance- •
May many other teachers try it with as splendid
success.

Training Yourself to Remember Music
By Bernard Schwartz
PRACTICE SLOWLY ENOUGH NOT TO MAKE
ANY MISTAKES. If you once strike a wrong key
you establish a habit difficult to get rid of. Besides,
you have to remember the wrong note and the right
one, and which is vvhich. And all this is unnecessary.
THINK OF YOUR PIECE WHEN AWAY FROM
THE PIANO. It is this habit of thinking, mor.e than
anything else, that fixes things in your memory. But
if you come to a passage you cannot remember, then
take a look at the text immediately; do not allow
yourself to guess, for fear of guessing wrongly, and
thus burdening your memory needlessly by establishing
new brain-paths.

BEFORE STARTING PLAY THE WHOlt?
PIECE OVER SO AS TO GET A GENERAL IDEA
OF IT. The better you understand anything the easier
it is to remember it. But how can you understand a
section of a piece of music, unless you have an idea
of what the whole sounds like?
SPREAD YOUR PRACTICE OVER AS LONG A
PERIOD OF TIME AS POSSIBLE. That is, a„
hour each day for ten days is far better than two hours
each day for five days. This is because time is a
most important factor in all mental work. The brajn
goes on changing and developing unceasingly, even
while we are asleep.
USE SENSE-IMAGES OF ONE KIND. Do not
memorize by ear at one time and by eye at another.
It has been proved by psychologists that the senses
interfere with one another. Since music is an aural
art, it is wisest to use the sense of hearing. Listen to
your playing, and make sure you hear your music
when thinking of it.
DON’T MEMORIZE IN SECTIONS, unless the
piece happens to be very long or in a style you are
unfamiliar with. This is the most economical in the
long run; and it is only those who have never tried
it who advise the contrary. When memorizing in sec¬
tions each section is learnt as a separate piece. Later
on these fragments have to lie welded into a whole;
it is necessary for the mind to readjust itself and this
entails a great deal of mental labor.
NEVER SIT DOWN TO PRACTICE WHEN
TIRED, or otherwise indisposed; never before a meal
or immediately after. See that your hands are warm
and your head clear.

How to Increase the Class
(■Symposium continued from page 580)
Mary Wood Chase

More than that, she will b'e required to share the
burden of her overworked brothers, and you must lose
no time in bringing yourself into the twentieth century
of wonderful efficiency and wonderful accomplishment.
Your Editor has asked me to outline in a space of
about two hundred words how this may best be done.
I can perhaps extract the essence, and give you this in
one word—Preparedness 1 If you are not in the front
rank of your profession, lose no time in getting into
training with those who are, for the country needs you.
rou are to db your bit not only to minister to the
unfortunates, but your are to bring all of your Godgiven talent to instil into the lives of the young and
impressionable souls the joy and the redeeming influ¬
ence of an art that the poor old sinful and suffering
world will need a thousand fold during her epoch of
Wf' IaStart 0m
a" directions such a" enthusi¬
regeneration.
astic set of advance agents that your class will multiply
as the chain system! Through the stimulating pre¬
If you are already in the front rank you will waste
sentation of your subject you need have no further
no time in reading my inefficient words, but will bend
care as to the ultimate upbuilding of your class.
all your energies to increasing your value as an edu¬
Pause yet one moment. Read carefully the phrase, ' cator by overhauling your methods, taking an inventory
of stock, discarding that which has been outdistanced,
oughly°’U nee° 'S t0 kn°W y°Ur sub','ett mater>al thorcalling in your reserves,-studying your enemies' tactics
Do you know what this means? Does it mean that
and reorganizing your forces on the latest lines of
progress. This is no time for tradition. You have a
““rT13, o°W, a"d When t0 Pres6nt Notation,
Scales,- Chords. Hand Training, and all the ramificalions of a long and difficult art?
How many of you really understand how to present
Gustave L. Becker
these subjects to the child mind, to awaken first their
joy and eager desire to learn, and then to teach them
‘‘Do not hide your light under a bushel I”
the ait a? their own language which they are as sure • Tt pays to advertise a good thing!”
“Take time by the forelock!”
I,3/" and *°. nse a,s a natural means of expression
as they use their mother tongue.
“Go to the ant, thou sluggard! etc.”
How many of you understand how to stimulate their
“Sow thy seed upon good ground !”
natural ambition to excel and to make ever-increasing
Every teacher may “let his light shine” according tc
progress ? To guide their studies so that they will love
his own resources-whether by playing in public by
the good the true, the beautiful, and . reject the false
giving lectures and pupils’ recitals, by writing article,
and artificial? To train their minds so that they may
for the papers on timely musical subjects, by gaining
social favor and cultivating a wide circle of frfends■
°"ily 6XtraCt and make their own the essentials
from their music study, but also apply these invaluable
he
HimSelf
iS C°nvinced
lessons to their other studies and experiences?
he rs
,sgaa finet;ST
fine teacher or, better
yet, leaving
it to ‘hat
the
How many of you are using your opportunities to
enthusiast pupils to tell their friends and acquaint!
;,ol!r class an mspiring social center full of the
ances -how enjoyable and profitable the lessom! are •”
moreover proving this by being abfc tQ “ ^
uplift that may come through such an art as ours?
If you do not understand the child mind, the phil¬
hghtful manner, compositions by the best masters
osophy and science of education and its application to
If a teacher can simultaneously shine in various
directions, so much the better.
various
your special subject, and, above all, if you are not
well prepared to give the latest and best thought in
refit SmaI]f[ citie? or towns the achievements of a
regard to the teaching of music in all grades which
2YnoP„$' ““"'r Wi” b' '■1M »>»« ««J spread
will come within your possible following, then up and
awaken, for now is the hour to prepare.
Foolish is the virgin who is caught napping in these
days. In all spheres of life’s work she will be more in
demand than ever before, will have wider opportunities.
lata of hi, superipr
’J’gi.
The season 1917-1918 will be fraught with oppor¬
tunities of a new and remarkable kind for the feminine
portion of the musical profession. As our gifted
brothers are called upon to bear burdens for which
by nature we are totally unfitted, we in turn will be
called upon to fill as far as we can the places which
they leave vacant.
No one is so preeminently fitted by the laws of
nature for the training of the young as the earnest and
enthusiastic young woman. Endowed by nature with
the love for children, your own enthusiasm finding
quick response in the lively, imaginative child, brim¬
ming with an idealism only waiting to be released, all
you need is to know your subject material thoroughly.

1
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higher fee and a greater number of pupils. Yet, wliereever a teacher may hold forth, he will have fewer
pupils, if he is dilatory in replying to inquiries, if hr
postpones that promised visit to the family with the
talented children, or if in a number of other ways he
neglects to take advantage, promptly of good oppor¬
tunities that offer.
As to “the ant”—the active teacher, the one who
works constantly towards further self-development.- as
well as to advance his pupils rapidly and thoroughly,
will much sooner attract a class than the indifferent or
self-contented “sluggard.”
As to the “sowing of seed”—if advertising is neces¬
sary, it should be done in an efficient and vet dignified
manner, through the medium of such representative
magazines as for an instance The Etude. I can here
'rSn'fy tbat 1 have rece>ved more pupils, of the better
grade through my small monthly professional card in

1
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Music teachers will do well at this time to study t
and confiJ
bUSfSu BuSineSS is rlln
confiden
ness ° lvCe ,S n'th
the continuity °f right bu
ness conditions. Destroy confidence, and no matl
bow much money there is in the country, business i,
wuse hard f'nS '*°
T',e only thinS that c
cause hard times in this country is fear and Pla
defined fear as "The expectation of evil.” Why shou
^musician be afraid of the coming seasoT To
why there 'should beks? JiS

S

trarv"th(-rf f"™* ""
™
ft,
creased TW? T/ reasons ,why it should be i
ever'before Fv™ f m°re money in circulation th;
Everv 1°
-,fu y faCt0rv wiI1 be running full tim
it • , ne ^ be employed at good wages All aer
be ore Wffh^chbeUer prices tha" ™
sutdenlvreat? tnvt 'I? "ft
™sic StUt
to his own undoing 1uc7VISZ?
?°“ '•
short sighted and th,. ™
,
attitude is extreme;
who will suffer Here thpW ° TVa'nla,ns * ■'* the o.
appears again. ' One must h^' l^' °
matt<
ffSre5^^^ -esTo^ wSl: expec
Pecting little to do wiil’havT* ^TiMY *?T °

Z&L
35£»* V
sire; that there u UmT!y and therefore is a necei
why music studv should3 notTS°n V-*'ble °r invisibl
terruption; and'then have* be c°m,nucd without 11
judgment to plan fo! a
"Sb c"nfidencc i’1
a busy season, he will have it.
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Famous Arrangements of Musical Works
By EDWIN HUGHES
Mr. Hughes has discussed other notable musical arrangements in THE ETUDE jor March 1916 and June 19x6
When Wagner Arranged Donizetti
Wagner was the forced arranger of shallow Halevy
and Donizetti opera scores for piano during the years
of poverty in Paris, and these arrangements have just
about as much and as little artistic worth as the average
work of compressing opera scores for that musical
slavey of all work, the piano. Where he took a hand at
orchestral alteration, however, as in the case of the
close of the overture to Gluck’s Iphigeme in Aults, of
portions of Mozart’s Don Juan and of Palestrinas
Stabat Mater, Wagner is the serious arranger whose
say in the matter is of important artistic significance.
His addition of the horns at a weak point in the score
of the Scherzo to Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony was
forthwith adopted by practically all conductors, and is
now used wherever the work is given. Wagner him¬
self had Liszt, Brassin and others of his arrangers to
thank for a great deal of the steady growth of his popu¬
larity during the years of propaganda, for there is no
doubt that such brilliant and effective piano transcrip¬
tions of portions of his operas did much to further the
new cause. As one of Wagner’s occasional pieces ap¬
pears the overture on the English national song, Pule
Britannia.
The epoch-making Liszt arrangements were dis¬
cussed by the writer in a separate article in The Etude
of March, 1916.
Coming now to post-Lisztian composers, we find that,
like their predecessors, practically all of them have made
themselves guilty of the stigma of the musical puritan
in regard to making arrangements.
Not to be outdone by Brahms, Tschaikovsky also
attempted to make the pianist’s path more thorny by a
left-hand arrangement of the Perpetuum Mobile of
Weber. Rubinstein’s overture to Ivan the Terrible and
many Russian folk songs he arranged for piano duet.
His vocal quartet, Night, is based on the fourth Fantasie of Mozart, and his third piano concerto is a free
rearrangement of material from a symphony of his
own, composed in 1892 but destroyed before completion.
Among Hugo Wolf’s works we find a number of
arrangements. Twenty of the piano accompaniments
were set by the composer for orchestra, and of one of
the Moricke songs, Der Feuerreiter, there is a complete
rearrangement for chorus and full orchestra. The
orchestral music to Ibsen’s Pest auf Solhaug exists also
in a two-hand piano arrangement, of which several of
the single numbers are 'from Wolf’s own hand. The
one completed movement of the dainty Italian Serenade
is given in two arrangements, for orchestra and for
string quartet. It is difficult to say which means of ex¬
pression was the happier choice; after hearing the quar¬
tet arrangement from a first-class organization the piece
sounds a trifle heavy when done by an orchestra, par¬
ticularly if there are not extremely capable artists for
the solo instruments and an impeccable string band. On
the other hand, the orchestral score brings an irides¬
cent play of color which is lacking in the quartet ar¬
rangement. And so, as with all arrangements of strik¬
ing artistic worth, the transcription justifies itself in
the end quite as fully as the original.

Overture, and the Idee fixe of the SymphoHie fatitastique was a youthful theme that had first appeared
in Herminie (1828).
The delightful melody which Gounod so cleverly
hung on the harmonic figuration of the first prelude
from the Well-Tempered Clavichord may excite the
ire of Bach purists, but it is reasonably certain that
for many generations to come singers of the Ave
Maria will continue to regard this as one of the most
beautiful of all its settings.
Among the pianists, Leschetizky has left us an ar¬
rangement for the left hand of the Sextet from
Donizetti’s Lucia, written during his younger days,
along with some other left-hand pieces, at a time
when his right arm was crippled for a month or two
as the result of a wound received in a saber duel.
Following Brahms’ example, Count Zichy, the onearmed Hungarian pianist, made a left-hand transcrip¬
tion of the Bach Violin Chaconne, as well as .many
other arrangements for one hand alone.
Joseffy has transcribed a Bach gavotte for the left
hand alone, not to mention his various transcriptions
for two hands from the works of classical composers,
and Godowsky has written the technically most difficult
of all one-hand pieces for the piano, in his arrange¬
Turning southward to France we find in Saint-Saens
ments of several of the Chopin etudes for the left
one of the most prolific of modern arrangers. From the
hand.
church cantatas and the violin sonatas of Bach he
has transcribed twelve numbers for piano and his
Rare Chopin Arrangements
Caprice on the ballet music from Gluck’s Alceste finds
Modern piano virtuosi in general are notorious any¬
a place in the repertoire of most living pianists.
way as incorrigible arrangers. Besides the left hand
Other transcriptions of Saint-Saens from classic
arrangements by Godowsky of the Chopin etudes just
originals are those of a minuet from Gluck’s Orpheus,
mentioned, there are numerous other transcriptions
three movements from the Beethoven string quartets
of these studies by the same pianist, forwards, backand the Chorus of Dervishes from the same composer’s
wards, upside-down and inside-out, although so far
music to the Ruins of Athens. Further, he has left
there has been no arrangement of a Chopin study to
us a two-hand piano transcription of the Scherzo from
be played while Standing on the head. These ChopinGodowsky arrangements are rare finger-breakers, most
Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream music, and
of them, although they possess a high degree of in¬
his Opus 2 is a resurrection as piano solo of part of a
terest only for those who are fond of witnessing or
long-forgotten symphony by that tormenter of young
performing tricks of jugglery on the ivories. The
pianists, J. B. Cramer. Of his own works SaintRenaissance of Godowsky, arrangements of pieces by
Saens made numerous transcriptions and rearrange¬
ancient composers, some of them long ago forgotten
ments, a. la Liszt. The above-mentioned list of works
by all save the antiquarian, are, on the contrary, of
does not at all exhaust Saint-Saens’ activities as a
interest even to the musician. They are examples of
transcriber.
most ingenious keyboard workmanship, and are de¬
serving of consideration by serious pianists, if for no
Debussy Arrangements
other reason than that they offer charming re-discus¬
Following in the footsteps, in this matter at any
sions of forgotten musical ideas, in a manner most
rate, of his elder compatriot, Debussy has already given
agreeable and palatable to the modern taste. Some
us several arrangements, beginning with a transcript
of them are veritable gems of clever contrapuntal figur¬
tion for two hands of one of Schumann’s piano duets,
ation, and are at the same time pianistic to a degree
6p. 85. The other arrangements are nearly all of
that would do justice to even a Tausig.
original works. Portions of Pelleas et Melisande ap¬
Godowsky’s arrangements of the Strauss waltzes are
pear set for solo piano and for two players at one
stupendous virtuoso achievements, as are those of
or two pianos. The Petite Suite, originally for four
Rosenthal. Since the time when Tausig appeared with
hands at one piano, is arranged for two players at
his inimitable Strauss transcriptions, many virtuosi have
separate instruments. The delicate Andante from the
found in these vivacious waltz melodies from the
string quartet is transcribed for piano solo, and the
Danube an unequaled source, of inspiration for bril¬
whole work for piano duet. Of the two Dances,
liant piano paraphrases. Besides the transcriptions by
originally for harp and orchestra, there are several
the
two eminent virtuosi just mentioned, we find
different settings, and there is a Marche Ecossaise on
Strauss arrangements by Sauer, Griinfeld. Schiitt,
a popular theme for piano duet.
Schulz-Evler and others, which have even threatened
Berlioz’s orchestral arrangement of Weber’s Invita¬
to drive the Liszt Rhapsodie from the boards as con¬
tion has hardly been outrivaled by the more recent
cluding number for the conventional recital program.
setting of Weingartner. In his Faust, Berlioz takes
As long as Billow’s proposal to use the Strauss waltzes
the hero willy-nilly on a trip to Hungary, in complete
on serious symphony programs has not been followed
disregard of Goethe’s wishes in the matter and for
by conductors, we may be happy for the opportunity
the deliberately admitted purpose of shamelessly in¬
troducing a most gorgeously orchestrated version of the of having the wealth of fresh melodic inspiration and
the sparkling rhythmic wit of these compositions kept
Rakoczy March as one of the numbers! Berlioz, after
before us through a number of clever keyboard tran¬
the manner of Bach, was accustomed to use portions of
scriptions.
former, often unsuccessful, compositions in construct¬
Virtuosos of the bow have not been behind their
ing later works, rearranging them to fit into their new
pianistic colleagues in the matter of arrangements.
surroundings. Thus the themes of the Carnaval RoThus we find Kreisler and Burmeister resurrecting a
main Overture (1843) were taken from Benvenuto
number
of delightful old melodies which had lain
Cellini (1835-37), the Harold theme in Harold in Italy
musty and unused for a century or two, some of them,
had already appeared for cor anglais in the Rob Roy

second piano part to his own studies and to those of
Cramer. He was particularly fond of dressing Weber
up in his new costumes, making a rehash of that com¬
poser’s Polacca in E and the Invitation to the Dance,
arranging various song numbers from the operas, as
well as the three popular opera overtures, for piano
solo, and conjuring a two-piano piece out of the
Clarinet Sonata. Besides, Henselt has a two-handed
arrangement of Beethoven’s Coriolanus Overture to
his credit.
Many of Grieg’s best-known melodies are transcrip¬
tions of Scandinavian dances and songs, and his
mightiest musical effort, the Olympus-storming Ballade
in G minor for piano, is a set of variations on the
arrangement of a Norwegian theme. Also Grieg is the
author of various more or less tasteful transcriptions
of his own songs.
Max Reger was a busy arranger during his younger
days. In addition to disarranging several of Chopin’s
compositions and labeling them studies, he is respon¬
sible for an impossible four-hand transcription of Hugo
Wolf’s Italian Serenade and arrangements for piano
of various other Wolf and Richard Strauss compo-

Henselt’s Arrangements
Henselt imagined that Raff’s Fileuse would do better
for a little touching up, and Raff himself was, of course,
an industrious maker of paraphrases, whose artistic
worth, however, along with that of Rubinstein s Yankee
Doodle variations, I had rather leave untouched in con¬
nection with the present article. But who plays Raff
nowadays anyway? And how many of the readers of
these lines whose memories do not happen to date back
to the Rubinstein-Wieniawski tour of America ever
suspected that the Russian pianist once wrote a set of
variations on our hopelessly trivial national ditty?
Outside of the Raff Fileuse Henselt was continually
tinkering with his own and other people’s compositions.
He rearranged the Moscheles Etudes, and added a
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and giving them new life and charm. That Kreisler’s
arrangement of the popular Dvorak Humoresque is
infinitely more beautiful and effective than the piano
original not even the composer himself probably would
wish to dispute, were he alive to hear it from the
caressing bow of the Austrian violinist.
But we do not need to confine ourselves to living
violinists, for since the days of Paganini practically all
wielders of the bow have attempted to eke out the
meagre literature of their instrument by borrowing
nearly everything in the way of a composition which
seemed to give promise of an effective violin arrange¬
ment. Bach, Schumann, Chopin, Wagner and the rest
have all been called on for contributions, and almost
everything that could with good effect be drawn from
a violin string has been confiscated. The melodic
allurements of Chopin have in particular been irresist¬
ible, and for ’cellists also they have proven a boon in
periods of musical drought.
Arrangements, like original works, must be able to
stand on their own feet as compositions and must lay
their own proper claim to musical merit if they are
to have the artistic justification which places them
above the hack-work plane. Hack-work arrangements
such as the average settings of opera scores and fourhand transcriptions of this, that or the other we shall
always have with us. But they serve their purpose,
and are a necessary evil. Some modern musicians,
composers of works in larger forms, or perhaps their
publishers, are fond of turning every possibility of
such compositions to material advantage through issuing arrangements of such works in every conceivable
and inconceivable combination, much as the Chicago
packer utilizes every portion of the pig save the squeal.

Such arrangements are the joy of the dilettante and the
bane of the artist.
The quintessence of good arranging lies in the pres¬
ervation in the transcription of the ideas of the
original without distortion, exaggeration, and without
the blurring of the original line of musical thought
or the loss of its specific character. A fine utilization
of the idiom of the new medium of expression is the
sine qua non of all real art arrangement, as well as
the avoidance of such a use of the new medium which
has only meaningless display as its end. Added to the
genius of the originator there must be at least a glint
of the same rare quality in the arranger. Ideas there
must be at both ends of the combination.
Such master works of arrangement as the BachLiszt Prelude and Fugue in A minor, the Chopin. Lizt Meine Freuden, the Strauss-Tausig transcriptions
and the Bach-BuSoni Chaconne fulfill these qualifications
to the letter, and there are many, many, other ex¬
amples of exquisite arranging in the above resume.
Such compositions as these have earned a safe place
for themselves among serious musical works, and no
amount of pedantic purism has been able to put the
ban on those finer products of the art of arrange¬
ment. On the other hand, mere technical “stunts" may
expect no better fate than that which overtook, long
ago, the Thalberg and Kalkbrenner fantasies and the
early Italian opera transcriptions of Liszt.
The wholesale .condemnation of arrangements as
such is musical priggery of the worst and most mis¬
taken sort, for to question the taste of making musical
arrangements is to question the taste of Bach, Beet¬
hoven, Brahms, Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, Chopin,
Wagner and Liszt.

The Swan Song of the Red Man
By Ernest C. Oberholtzer
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Noteworthy Etude Features in Coming Issues

and hosts of equally good articles for progressive teachers and Students
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By Arthur Traves Granfield
Read the standard musical journals. Thoroughly
digest everything in them that pertains to your paJ-.
ticular line of work. Broaden out and read the arti¬
cles in the other departments, too.
Co-relational
reading will do you much good.
Live a musical life. If there is a musical society
in your town that stands for the betterment of musical
conditions, join it at once, attend its meetings and do
your honest part as a faithful member.
Be a student. Don’t give up your studies. Improve
constantly. Carefully chosen studies daily attended to
are the sure marks of ultimate success. Lack of con¬
sistent study is likewise a sure indication of ultimate
failure.
Start a library. Begin with those books that at
present are most necessary, then add others as the
necessity and inclination dictate. Nothing will so
develop and strengthen the mind and aid it in its
professional routine as the constant perusal of stand¬
ard treatises.
Knowledge brings confidence. To those who are
intending to teach and have not had a training in the
above-named subjects (Harmony, Counterpoint—in¬
cluding Canon and Fugue—Musical Form and Analy¬
sis), let them begin their study as soon as possible.
They will increase his knowledge an hundredfold -and
knowledge means confidence, and confidence very often
is an earmark of power.
Keep a study hour. Devote at least one hour daily
to keeping in touch with Harmony and Counterpoint
Musical Form and Analysis. This time will be of
far greater value than that spent in working up
pieces; for after all teaching is principally mental
(Knowledge), and digital technic may at all times
be placed in a secondary position, so far as the time
to be spent on it is concerned.
Know your profession thoroughly. Not only know
it thoroughly, but develop your mind in other chan¬
nels by well-selected studies in letters, history, the
related arts, philosophy, poetry and the soundest current
thought of the day. By development in studies such as
these your mind will become immeasurably enriched ;
your understanding increased, your analytical powers
developed, your general outlook broadened, your per¬
sonality enhanced, and your capacity as a disseminator
o culture, ,n its broadest sense, in your communtv
will be perceptibly enlarged.

It is already late autumn. The white-stemmed pop¬
and the Indians, unsurprised, quiet, content, crouch
lars shake their golden leaves; the yellow grasses
round the sides. On the right, two young parents,
along the water’s edge have dried and shrunken, and
fondling a baby, listen in rapt attention to the song,
all nature looks folded-in, ready for the first white
while their little seven-year-old boy fastens his
onslaught of winter.
curious dark eyes' on the stranger. On the left, two
A canoe stops at a sloping point of ro?k, where
quaint little girls in long modern pink gingham
several grave Indian figures stand in silent contem¬
dresses weave toy mats and whisper delightful
plation, and the solitary occupant of the canoe calls
secrets; while farther back in the glow of the fire
out a few words in Ojibway. They have never seen
Waba Kakagi himself sits beside his wife, singing.
him before. Yet they know him well, for they have
His head bound in a blue cloth, his strong, straight
often heard of him from one of their tribesmen a
nose and high cheeks silhouetted against the light
great traveler. He is the strange white man that
he slowly thumps the drum in utter oblivion of his
goes everywhere among the Indians asking them for
surroundings. And his squaw, wrinkled though still
their songs and stories of long ago. So now in¬
alert and vigorous, beats time with a shuttle full of
stead of letting him go his way unheeded, one man
grain.
shows him a good harbor among the reeds for his
Presently, a pause. Waba Kakagi clears his throat
canoe; another points to a level place under the pines
and smiling good-naturedly asks the stranger how
The Innovations of Franz Liszt
and says softly, “Stay as long as you like;” a little
he likes the song. Drum and shuttle are transferred
hunchback old squaw appears almost as if by magic
and the old woman, not content merely to sing, rises
to^\r
first P£nist to sit with his profile
while he is pitching his tent, and hands him a piece
toward the audience. Previous to him, it was the
to her feet and, drum in hand, keeps step, while she
of moose meat, and another drops him an armful of
custom for pianists to sit either facing the audience
repeats the previous song in a high, clear treble voice
wood ready for his fire. Then all withdraw and peculiar to herself.
or the reverse.
leave him to his own pursuits. Black-eyed children
When Liszt’s well-known concerto in E flat major
Monotonous it is, to be sure, but strangely en¬
playing in the thin sunshine peep at him shyly and
as first performed it was severely criticised es¬
thralling. There is nothing of the trivial about it
smile, but never intrude.
pecially by Dr. Eduard Hanslick, in Vienna because
none of the shallow tunefulness of the popular songs
The sun becomes thinner and yellower and is sucthe composer introduced a triangle into the score!
o white men; but a haunting suggestion of past
ceeded by a short twilight of soft opal tints. Then
In those days it was not “good form” to use in
glories and sorrows, of primitive passions of ex¬
the brilliant half moon appears among the pine
travagant fancies—mere fragments but full’of deep
branches and a clear sky sparkles with numberless numan significance.
stars. On the curving ridge under the tall trees
And so the song of Waba Kakagi and his wrinkled
five white wigwams stand out against the darker sky.
At last from the highest wigwam of all at the squaw continues, until at last with a wave of his
fiand he indicates that the performance is at an end
crest of the ridge a drum beat sounds. It is Waba
For
a time he has admitted the white friend to the
Kakagi, White Crow, the old medicine man begin¬
intimacy of his wigwam, where song and story are
ning his evening song. He raises his deep, musical
voice to the monotonous “turn turn,” “turn turn” of as natural a part of daily existence as in our own
lives they are artificial. The white visitor, grateful
»hL«nl YSr rS"f,,7"S
the drum and chants unceasingly.
The white visitor slowly ascends the hill and wa.m, and under the spell equally of the music and
knocks against the sheet of birch-bark that forms the fragrance of the cedar boughs, waves good-night
and
passes
out
into
the
soft
chill
air
of
the
autumn
the door of Waba Kakagi’s wigwam. There is no
night. It is still not late, for the northern nights
reply—only the regular cadence of the drum and the
begin early ,n winter. The brilliant northern skv
Indian s voice But the white man, not misunder¬
standing but knowing that he is welcome to enter seems almost within reach above the tree tops like
as he will, lifts the entrance and without a word a protecting canopy and all nature has taken on a
new human significance.
takes his seat on the ground inside. A fire of wood
Thus sometimes are recorded the songs of the
glows in the center; a sweet, aromatic fragrance
rises from the cedar branches that cover the floor
»< <h.
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Keeping Up with the Times

is a work for nrrh +
*
symPhomc poem.” It
usually based on c CS ^
proportions
Very often the nr' °I-le iP°u m or other literary idea.
but ingeniously varkd IsTn thhe3rd throughout.
Les Preludes.
’
m the case of Liszt s

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
• •

“r

> ”

Thh
Pedals
“1. I would like to know how soon the n
the pedal should be taught, and liow to go ab
when the pedal marks are not written in the n
2. Would also like to know whether it is
able to change the time, as, for instance, 4/8 time, or ft/4 to 0/8, in order to assisMiegk
butahave°heen to'ld that by doing so the rhythi
changed.”—R. J.

"What

to Teach,” etc.,

and not technical problems pertaining to

**—- ^
lections: Mendelssohn, Songs Without Words; Concert
Album, classical; and Concert Album, popular; Grieg,
Album of Compositions; Chopin, Waltzes, Nocturnes
and Album; Schumann, Selected Works; Mozart Son¬
atas- Beethoven, Sonatas, Op. 2. No. i; Op. io. No. i;
Op. io. No. 2; Op. 13; Op. 26; Op. 27. There is enough
here to occupy you two or three years
Select the
pieces carefully, the easier ones first, and study until
thoroughly learned. You can buy them out of the
money you would have given your teacher. Add to
these, sheet music of a more popular character, as l
is brought to your attention.

musical

aU mqmTUS-

A Pupil with Gypsy Instincts
“1. A talented pupil of twelve. In the third
grade, is dissatisfied with everything I give her
Hates exercises, and thinks it a disgrace to work on
simple things, and will not work for *e hard.
Refuses sonatinas, and wants sonatas of Beethoven,
Mozart and flaydn, and persists in picking out her
own pieces. I have humored her, thinking she
would be more interested. Her mother is de¬
sirous that she play well.
.. .
2. Is there a book of Haydn Sonatas suitable for
a third grade pupil?
'
3. What would you suggest for a pupil of eight
who has worked two years with an incompetent
teacher, and does not understand what she has
tried to do? Is discouraged because she has been
crowded.”—R. M. T.

1 This depends a good deal upon the age of your
beginner. An adult pupil may take up the study of the
pedals much sooner than a small child. You should
thoroughly understand the subject yourself. You can
gain the needed information by purchasing a copy of
Stiffness
1. Some means should first be found of appealing to
The Pedals of the Pianoforte by Hans Schmitt. Hav¬
“Will vou please suggest treatment that will
this pupil’s intelligence. She should be made to realize
correct stiffness of tbe shoulder, arm uud wrists.
ing digested this book you will be in a position to
—S. G.
the necessity of consistent study, especially of those
explain the use of the pedals to your students, giving
as much or little information as the student is fitted to
things that build up a practical and accurate technic.
Stiffness of the arm and shoulder is a result of
receive. It is surprising how many people there are,
tension, both muscular and mental, while playing,
She should be made to understand that it is only by
even among players, who have little idea of the function ,s Treatment should consist in reducing both. Arm gym¬
drill of the various muscles of the hand and arm that
of the pedals, or just what happens when the right
nastics are a help, simple exercises in lifting and
they can acquire the facility to play the sort of things
pedal is pressed down. The term “loud pedal” is
dropping, etc., but do not go very far un.ess an attempt
the pupil is fond of. The better the taste, the more
ridiculous, but the term “damper” should be substituted.
is made to play with the arms in an easy condition.
need of preparing the hand and fingers for their proper
With adult beginners the use of the pedal may be
If you will make a careful study of the principles out¬
rendering. If the mother is anxious that the child
begun in the early stages, but with children the second
lined in the first and fourth books of Mason s Touch
play well, she should work with you in training the
grade is soon enough, unless very forward. In nearly
and Technic, and teach* them to your pupil little by
intelligence of the child, as well as attempting to train
all cases it will be better for you to mark the pedaling
little, you will find the difficulty gradually disappearing.
the fingers. Unless the intelligence can be brought into
you desire, rather than rely upon the knowledge of
Your pupil may be attempting things that are too ad¬
line, all work will ultimately prove futile.
vanced, or may be trying to play too rapidly before
the pupil.
...
.
I fear you have done wrong in permitting the pupil
2 Any means that will assist pupils to learn steady
the proper groundwork, or preparatory study of the
counting is advisable. After the piece is thoroughly
to have her own way, and have established a condition
given piece, has been attended to. No pupil should be
learned, however, the designated method of counting
that it will be difficult to overcome. A student’s first
pushed in his work to the point of strain. Some pupils
should be applied and mastered before the piece is
push themselves into this condition, and the teacher
training should be to have respect for the teacher, con¬
left. There are movements in which the great orches¬
will have to be constantly on the watch to hold them
fidence in his or her judgment, and willingness to carry
tral conductors beat double the number of counts in¬
back. Rapidity should come by easy stages. A piece
out directions. The pupils that feel superior to the
at a given tempo may T>e very easy to the player; in¬
dicated, for the guidance of the players. Surely the
teacher are not likely to accomplish much. From the
creasing the tempo it begins to be difficult and stiffness
same is allowable for pupils who are learning. Chang¬
very beginning you should make them feel that you are
results
from
the
attempt
to
push
beyond
immediate
ing the rhythm from 2/4 to 4/8 will do no harm. 3/4
the authority, which you can do in a very nice way and
capacity. Insist on slower playing with the hand, arm
time however, has three beats to a measure. 6/8 time,
at the same time establish confidence in your judgment.
and shoulder held in a-free and easy condition.
especially when rapid playing is required, has two
The moment a pupil feels that she can do as she pleases
beats, with the accents on one and four. Doubling.
she will scatter her efforts in every direction.
Persistence Rewarded
3/4 time would make six counts with the accents on
The symptoms she exhibits of caring for the best
one, three and five, which produces quite a different
music is a good one, and shows that if she is properly
effect. It is with these latter accents, however, that
directed, and is made willing to comply with the pro¬
by a good ear. Digital dbxterity m.v teacher said
the pupil should double the counts in 3/4 time.
gram laid out by the teacher, that she will become a
would come in time. The necessity of working in a
mercantile house has prevented my practicing until
good player. In order to now acquire the supremacy
after 8.30 in the evening, and from o A. M. to
Teaching One’s Self
you have lost, you will have to work very firmly, al¬
work time. Tilings have now so shaped themselves
“Would vou advise me to continue with £ teacher
that I may have a home and some financial assist
though gently, and with the full co-operation of her
who is no farther advanced than I am. i am su
ance
As I have only two young teachers and
friends in this small town to advise me, I would
mother.
she advances me too rapidly. She' I8**'eizhth
available teacher. I am now studying the eigntn
like your opinion as to whether I would better
2. There is a collection of Haydn Sonatas in Edition
grade of Mathews and Hanons ^rt*o«o
continue with the view of making^a profession^of
Could you suggest something for me to study,
Peters. There is a sonata in C that you ca|t use entire,
and 'am a1 good^ight-reader. I'append a list of
eluding a few pieces?*’—B. A.
if your student is really capable of compassing the
what I have accomplished, which my teacher says
If the teacher you mention has theoretical knowl¬
I play with finish.”—C. B. J.
third grade. Most of them run well into the next grade, •
edge and musicianship far in advance of y°ur own’
but you can select various movements. It is not neces¬
Our correspondent sends a long list of music of the
you might study with her with profit. If, however,
sary that a pupil learn an entire sonata. The Largo
best quality, ranging from Bach to Liszt and Macneither her knowledge nor her playing ability excels
and Presto of the one in D major can be used, and you
Dowell. I print a reduction of C. B. J.’s letter, be¬
your own, you would probably do better to sharpen
can carefully select other movements. The publishers
cause it represents many that we receive along this
your own wits by study in every avenue you can open
line. With only his letter to guide me, I should say
of The Etude have on their list a collection of Mozart
to yourself. The greatest part of what anyone knows
that he is possessed of the stuff that good musicians
Sonatas which can be used in the same way, with one
comes by self-study. What is the one or two hours a
are made of. Carlyle says that the good old word
in C major as the first choice. As your pupil pro¬
week you spend with a teacher as compared with the
“stuff” is one of the best with which to appraise gen¬
gresses you can find other movements that will be suit¬
time you have with yourself? A teacher should guide
uine merit. A perseverance such as our correspondent
able. Beethoven is too difficult to buy in bulk at the
and direct and train. One reason why there are so
outlines is worthy of an ample reward, and recogni¬
present stage. You can order singly, Menuet in G, No.
many incompetent musicians is that they do no ry 0
tion that will constantly grow as he passes on from one
develop themselves after they leave the teacher s studio.
2; Menuetto, Op. 31, No. 3; Sonatas, Op. 49, Nos. 1
stage to another. Eventually I should prophecy that
Here are a few of the things you should have studied,
and 2. An excellent book you will find to be Handel’s
he would make his way into a larger place, and by
if vou are in the eighth grade. You would better re¬
Twelve Easy Pieces for the Piano. Also Standard
the same kind of “stick-to-it-iveness” win an honorable
view them with careful reference to position and tech¬
Student’s Classic Album. Also Standard Third and
position as a musician and teacher. His own appraisal
nic. Bach, Little Preludes; Heller, Op. 46 and 45.
Fourth Grade Pieces compiled by Mathews. If you
of what he has accomplished would indicate that he
Czerny-Liebling, worked up to tempo with a metro¬
desire to use collections you will find ample material
ought to be able to even now assume the teacher’s
nome. Set the pendulum gradually faster as you are
functions with young pupils, and begin to lay aside a
in these for the present. Your second question you
able to play well at the set speed. Mason's Touch and
fund for future service. A confidence such as C. B. J.
will find sufficiently answered in this.
Technic, provided you work very, very slowly and careshows ought to beget an equal confidence in what the
3. In this case I should suggest that you first explain
fullv and make sure you understand every point. Bach,
future has in store for him. As Browning says, “Greet
to your pupil, and her parents, that she should at once
Lighter Compositions, Cramer, Fifty Studies; Czernythe unseen with a cheer,” and go ahead. If one had
he made familiar with elementary principles in an ade¬
Liebling, Book 3; Bach, Inventions; Doering, School
the stamina to accomplish so much under severely
quate
and proper manner. Get a copy of The New
of Octave Playing; Clementi-Tausig, Gradus ad Paradverse conditions, he certainly ought to do more and
nassum. Books: History of Music, by Cooke; Fifty
Beginner’s Book, and through it gather up all the lost
well, now that the clouds have partly opened up. The
Practical Questions for Piano Students, Borst; Theory
threads. When you have added what is missing she
Round Table would give every encouragement to per¬
of Interpretation, Goodrich; Chats with Music Stu¬
can go on through the regular channels with which
severance such as C. B. J. outlines, and hopes to hear
dents, Tapper. For pieces, you can lay the nucleus of
you are familiar.
of his future success.
a good classical library by securing the following col¬
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Practicing with Closed Eyes
By Fern Magnuson Blanco

Simplifying Scale Technic
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TTTTT’

By Charles J. Stern

TCATTLE CRY OP FREEDOM

LUoWiGNa6NK

One of the distinctively American national tunes, now sung and played the world over, in a brilliantbut noWifficult arrangement. Grade III.
Every pianist should occasionally practice with closed
eyes. This lessens eyestrain, strengthens the memory,
necessitates careful listening, induces thoughtful selfcriticism, promotes concentration, and develops musical
understanding and power of interpretation. Mr. Paderewski is said to be able to play his entire repertoire
with his eyes shut.
Emerson, in his “Self-Reliance”, asserts that note¬
books impair the memory of civilized man. Though a
notebook is an excellent thing, it may, with wrong use
relieve its owner too much from the necessity of re¬
membering. In the same way, a fluent reader of music
can grow to so depend on the printed page that his
power of playing from memory wastes through disuse.
If you are eye-minded and memorize with difficulty,
try playing one of your committed pieces with closed
eyes. Inability to do this indicates that through asso¬
ciation of ideas, you have aided your memory by watch¬
ing something (probably the keyboard) and that, though
the printed page is no longer a necessity, you have not
yet thoroughly memorized the selection. Under the
stress of playing from memory before an audience, a
strange keyboard or any unusual sight or occurrence
may confuse a pianist who has not trained his memory
to act independently of every visual sensation. But
even an inexperienced or excitable player is apt to
remember a piece under all conditions if he can play
it at home with closed eyes. The successful pianist
must criticize his own playing with discrimination, and
this requires careful listening.
If, with closed eyes, we accomplish a task which we
usually do with our eyes open, we experience desirable
psychological results. Any mental faculty not generally
given sufficient exercise, may be impelled to increased
activity. The representative powers especially are aided.
Henry Parker
Every mental process occurs in a different manner
during intervals when the brain receives no message
It is with sincere regret that we are compelled to
from the eye, which, in most of us, is the most highlv
announce the death on March 6, 1917 of Mr. Henry
developed and most constantly used of the sensor^
Parker. Mr. Parker was ever a warm friend of The
organs. At times when channels of communication beEtude and of the publishers of The Etude, and his
tween eye and brain are dark and empty we must sense
loss will be keenly felt.
external things entirely, through other paths of con¬
Henry Parker was born in London, August 4, 1842,
duction, and thus many nerve and brain cells seldom
used are forced into action.
and .as is the case with so many English musicians, he
Persons who do not enjoy the sense of sight fre¬
received his first musical training in choir work, hav¬
quently astonish us by the wonderful alertness*of their
ing become a member of the famous choir of the
other senses and the unusual acuteness of certain of
Church of All Saints, Margaret Street, at the age of
their mental powers. Blind musicians are usually verynine. Mr. Parker was perhaps best known by his
capable and many of them'have become remarkably
numerous successful songs, but in reality he was an
distinguished in their profession. With closed eyelids,
exceedingly vyell equipped musician of all round at¬
we see nothing either to prop the memory or to dis¬
tainments. In addition to the voice he studied violin
tract the attention, so the privilege of perfect concen¬
and organ, and became so proficient upon the violin as
tration should be ours.
to be able to. obtain professional work as an orchestral
player even in so important a position as the- Covent
Making the Metronome Help
Garden Opera Orchestra. In organ playing he was a
pupil of the celebrated Doctor Hopkins, Organist of
By Viva Harrison
the Historical Temple Church.
In addition to his- studies at home, Mr. Parker en¬
Maei.zel, the reputed inventor of the metronome, says,
''One must not only learn to count while
tered the Leipsic Conservatory and specialized in piano
playing, but must make the playing At the
and harmony under such teachers as Plaidy, Moscheles,
counting.”
and Richter. He studied vocal music under Jules
The metronome is used chiefly to correct any error
Lefort, Caravoglia, and Wallworth. For a number of
in rhythms, such as groups of three, seven and nine
years Mr. Parker was musical critic for the publishing
notes, and in obtaining velocity; however, it should be
house of J. B. Cramer and Company, London. His
abandoned as soon as the pulsations have been
final position was that of professor of singing at the
thoroughly felt in the mind, and counting, which is
Guild Hall School of Music, London. As Mr. Parker
more human, used instead.
himself once said “It would be difficult to say what
The rate of speed of any composition is designated
at the beginning of the piece by the marks of the
1 have not done in connection with music, from ar¬
metronome, such as, ^' = 80, j = 108.
ranging polkas to conducting Mozart’s ‘Requiem.’ ”
If you practice in a slow tempo, gradually increasing
Among Mr Parker’s many songs which have become
until it is beyond the tempo in which the piece is
popular, in addition to the widely known “Jerusalem ”
written, you will find your fingers will feel at home in
.mrenti°n “A GypSy Maiden- I-” “Pilgrims of the
the given tempo. Some pupils find difficulty in using a
Night,
Crown Him Lord of AH,” “Rowing,” “Snow ”
metronome. The reason is because they do not feel
Hark to the Mandolin,” “What the Nightingale Sang.’”
the pulsations of the rhythm in the mind before at¬
'ere
are
many others. A number of Mr. Parker’s
tempting to play. I have heard so many of them say,
violin compositions have also become very popular as
“The metronome makes one a machine, and takes the
well as some of his piano solos. Mr. Parker was one
natural expression out of your music,” although the
metronome is really not intended to aid in interpreta¬
of those who insisted upon melody as the first requisite
tion and expression. It merely enables you to play
of a successful piece if music, and he held to this
with correct speed, and improve the dexterity and
attitude consistently throughout his career. I„ Mr
mechanical skill of your fingers.
markers own words: “Any success I have had as a
Always keep within the bounds of your tempo
wT°the ifnbUte’ firSt’ t0 hayipg b«* associated
throughout the piece. For scale work, cadenzas and
with the best singers, second, not writng too much
arpeggios the metronome is especially beneficial. “How
third having the clever authoress (Nella) for my wife’
to Use the Metronome," by Clarence Hamilton, is a
who has assisted me with sensible words and vahable
little booklet which all students should possess.

“I wish I could play that passage as fast and as
brilliantly as he did.”
What student has not had thoughts such as the
above? Playing scales is one of the most important
subjects of piano technic.
Thoroughness in their
practice can not be too strongly recommended. The
following exercises are the result of practical experi¬
ence and any student practicing them faithfully will
soon notice a marked improvement in his scale playing
Let us take the scale of E. Right hand. Place the
fingers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 on A, B, Of, DU, E, respectively,
Press all keys down. Raise the thumb and strike A
quickly and firmly, while still holding the remaining
keys down. (A quick action of the striking linger is
very important.) Count four, slowly. Repeat the
same action four times. Do likewise with the other
four fingers, progressing up to E and back down to A.
Next place the fingers 2, 3, 4, 1 on B, CS. I):, E, in
the order named. Press down as before. The thumb
being on E is now under the hand. Repeat tlu- former
action of striking each key four times.
Still holding down B, C#, D$ with the 2d, 3d and 4th
fingers, bring the thumb out and strike A. quickly
passing it under the hand and perched over E. Count
four, slowly. Strike E and immediately bring the
thumb back to its former position over A. Repeat
eight times.
Next play the exercise marked No. 1, firmly accenting
the extreme notes, F#, D#, counting one to each note
1
Repeat four times. Play exercises 2, 3, 4 in the same
manner, always accenting the extreme notes. Placing J
the fingers 2, 3, 1 on FS, Git, A, practice through the
same series of exercises.

Marziale

m. m.

J =

staSnif h?nd is t,0 be practiced in the same way,
rf a d by Placing the fingers 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 on E, F5
ot’f
• SCale Can now be played with both hands
together, using the rhythms of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 notes
r vtbm,V „r * W,aTyS aCCentinR the brst
of each
scale Tnfl *7' ^ a. «■««»*
ascending the
scale and a decrescendo in descending the scale
crcscenln^Z
°f the
and demusdefnever
3 reIaxedin, these exercises
of the
muscles, never tense
tense. tT
If persevered
nr! fUre tot,reward the student for the time spent in
practicing them.
111

Exercises und Exercises
By Neff Niplag

ir? »*• "»■
,,<T

wm,
'»■! »lw.„ sounded

little tunes making Z r?
S. sound Ilke merry
the same happy music* HerlmT Wlsh lle m'ght play
Lena’s responsive smile gave way to 7
7 r
difference, which caused me som Vnxietv ™ i
,n"
was an entire mystery After ! .
,ts CaUSe
by, she at last made bold to ask “Dn
* had ^
your pupils exercises? The chiM^n
y°U never g,ve
of Miss_anH 7
7en on our street take
of exercises, you will neveTkn T don>t bave lots
right.” Teacher was neadv h^ ? k I™ t0 p,ay just
tiful playing 0f Czerny was a m^l7 aShher beal'happy thought strikes him Lh
hlm- but a
Plays a Czerny etude in the « g°'?g t0 the Piano he
0/ a way that some beginners do™!./^ C'UmSy S°rt
she had found the goaf at last d% L as eyeS beamed :
neighbors. Never 17 „
, j Exercises, just like her
taking exercises!
““ they accuse her of not
itish Copyright secured
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Arr. by A.Sartorio

SPRING SONG

An excellent arrangement of this famous classic,bringing it within reach of small hands,and in
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F. MENDELSSOHN
easier key than the original. Grade

DANCE OF
THE
GNOMES
X
x
FREDERICK A.WILLIAMS,Op.95,No.3
A characteristic easy teaching piece, unique from the fact that it remains throughout in the key of A minor. Grade
INTRO.

Allegrettoj

Copyright 1917 by Theo. Presser Co.

British Copyright secured
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Andante con moto
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THE BUGLE CORPS

WOODLAND MUSINGS
J
M.

= 72

={

.

R. S. MORRISON

MARCH

A lively little military marsh, with bugle-C$,11 effect. Play in double time, with martial swing. Grade Il^j
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Allegro
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DANCE OF THE KEWPlBSstiom„wG
A rollicking.duet number, arranged by the composer from the original piano so o.

Allegro con grazia

m.m.
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MATUSHKA
In

ith sturdy accentuation

the style of the popular Polish Dance. Play in a fiery and impetuous manner,

Grade

and strong dymanic contrasts

HEINRICH ENGET.
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* From herego back to Fine of Trio, then go back to beginning and play to Fine.
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TRIO

* From herego back to Trio and play to Fine of Trio; thengo
back to^ and playto Fine.
A beautiful chord stud, in E minor, one of
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most plaintive of all keys. Modern in harmony without

^pRED Pr'iCE QUINN

Andante lamentoso M.M. J
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YALSB L’ARPEGGIO ^
A brilliant movement in the modern French manner, affording valuable as weU as entertaining prac ic

Moderato

Grade V.
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SUNDAY MORN
An effective descriptive number, suggesting the chiming of distant bells and the softrollof the Organ, Grade III.

W. M. FELTON
Slowly and well sustained m.m. J =72
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ADORATION
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.
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.

An exceedingly effective soft voluntary, suitable to be used as a prelude,an offertory, or for communion. A taste u registration may
be had in an organ of any size.
{
GEO. NOYES ROCKWELL

Manual
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FAIR KILLARNEY ACROSS THE SEA
An Irish love song,in popular style,well written and easy to sing.

WALTER ROLFE^
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PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY

I RISE FROM DREAMS OF THEE

.
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WARD-STEPHENS

A fine and original setting of Shelley’s beautiful verses. The broad melodic phrases are just right for the voice and the interesting syncopate

ac omp

ment forms a fitting background.

Moderate coiLmoto

eyes
tno’

are bright - er
fyiian ten thous-and
I’m well
a - ware That on - ly

' claim her for my own.

„ miss
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Stars that
just
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In Kil - lar-ney,

her smile and blar-nev,

Shure ’tis

there

~

ev - er shone,
year has passed-

Fair Kil -
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go:

And
It
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seems a

sweet-est
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soon I’m
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girl
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Dedicated to Clarence G. Loth

ABIDE WITH ME

L. LESLIE LOTH

Shine through the gloom,and point me to the skies;

Heav’ns morning breaks, and earth’s vain shadow flee;

In life, in death,

A new and very satisfactory setting of the familiar hymn text. Decidedly out of the ordinary.
nrfespressivo^.

Moderato espressivo

(

P

cresc. e accel.

f

To Miss Anna Hedrick

fail, and com-forts flee,
guide and stay can
be?

out life’s lit-tle. day.
Thee at hand to bless:

Help of the help-less, 0
Through clouds and sun-shine, 0

Earths joys growdim, its glo-ries pass
Ills have noweight,andtearsno bit -

0 Thou whochangeth not a - bide
I
triumph still, if Thou_ a

Copyright 1917 by Theo Presser Co.
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bide

bide
bide

a-way;
ter-ness;

with me.

with
with

Swift to its close
I
fear no foe,

me.

ebbs
with

Changeand de - cay
in
all around I see;
Where is deaths sting? Where,grave,thy victory?

8. Re
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veal Thyself

be-fore my closing eyes;
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Save Your Ammunition
By Philip Gordon
What usually happens when we play
a crescendo passage, stretching over four
or five measures? By the time we get
to the climax we have increased the
force of tone so much that a climax is
impossible. Most of the time there is
an actual falling off in power at the su¬
preme moment.
The trouble is generally that the player
lights all his powder and fires all his
guns at once. It is a case of letting the
future take care of itself. The thing to
do is, first of all, to keep the quality
of tone through the passage preceding
the crescendo and up to about one-fourth
of the way along the crescendo as nearly
as possible medium in strength. Then the
forte at the climax will sound the more
forceful by contrast with what has pre¬
ceded. And in the second place it is
wise to look ahead and .see how great
the distance is from the beginning of the
rise to the climax, so that the rise may
be properly graded and the player’s am¬

munition may not be exhausted. And
when the climax is reached, do not pound
out the forte passage with all your
might. It should be a maxim with the
player never to let the audience feel that
he is at the end, of his, resource's, that
he has no power beyond the immedi¬
ately present situation. As Lessing sagely
warned the artist, avoid the maximum,
do not lead the imagination to a point
where it must stand still. Be careful
to suggest that there are still some of
the seven spheres to be looked through.
Musical activity requires free and un¬
constrained activity of the performer and
of the listener. Neither must ever feel
that he is powerless to transcend the
present moment. But the player cannot
be notably efficient unless he selects from
and uses economically his vast fund ’of
suggestive power. For selection and
economy are not merely the mark of the
artist, but of the highest type of living
and enjoying.

Tunes and Tears
By Francesco Berger
He must indeed be an exceptionally un¬
musical person who has not, at some time,
been moved to tears by a particular
melody. Even professional musicians (a
hardened race!) have their moments
when a certain tune affects them to a de¬
gree quite out of proportion to its strictly
musical importance—it sinks more deeply
into their nature than other tunes, vi¬
brates a cord which responds to no other.
Mostly it is the simplest that does this.
It is not the complex five-part fugue, nor
the learned eight-part chorus, nor the
gorgeously colored symphony, that holds
the undefinable, unaccountable “some¬
thing” which brings a lump into the
throat, if not actual tears into the eyes.
And, by one of Nature’s odd freaks, the
tune that sways one man in this way, may
leave another quite unmoved; the other
man probably has his own opium-pipe,
which is not this one’s.
Sometimes this painfully pleasant and
pleasantly painful sensation arises from
association with a person, a time, or in¬
cident.
Something happened, perhaps
years ago, whieh has been indelibly en¬
graved on the tablets of memory, where
it has remained unheeded, but not erased,
ever since. But, at the sound of this par¬
ticular strain, the whole circumstance
leaps out from the mist of the past, and
we re-live it over again, in all its original
poignancy of pain, or ecstasy of pleasure.
It is not always a complete tune that
has this power; under certain conditions
and at certain times, single sounds, and
even some scents have it too. A distant
peal of church-bells, in the open, makes
some people feel sad, and shrill railwaywhistles, in the dead of night, do so for
others. Personally I am deeply moved
by the intoning of the priest in the
Roman Catholic service, as also by the
drone-like sound which reaches me from
the open church-door as I pass, not far
from it, on a Sunday summer evening,
at too great a distance to distinguish the
tune. The feeling that comes over me is
quite apart from a religious one, it has
nothing to do with the sacredness of what
is going on; it is caused solely by the
quality of sound.
The smell of a powerful disinfectant
may recall the sick-bed or premature
death of a beloved person, while the
scent of burning weeds which they en¬
counter in an autumn ramble in the
country depresses others.
Some are

similarly affected by the odor of ozone
which, at low-tide, rises from the sea¬
weed-strewn shore, and I have known a
lady whom the scent of violets caused to
weep. Doctors tell us that these and
similar manifestations are nothing more
than indications of “highly strung nerv¬
ous temperament.” This is merely stat% ing, in other words, that those who
experience them are gifted with highly
sensitive natures. Well, be it so. We
artists prefer to feel to the full the
abounding alternation of pain and pleas¬
ure which our daily life supplies, than to
lead the life of a fish, who has but one
instinct: the instinct to devour every
smaller fish.
The Highest Tribute to Music
The highest tribute which music can
exact is: tears. And those who have
never paid her this have never experi¬
enced the depths and heights of emotion
which she, and she alone, can evoke.
They have never tasted the potent draft
of which she only holds the recipe—the
draft which she reserves for those elect
devotees who seek her with open ears,
with active brains, with impressionable
But it is not the hearer only who can
be thus moved to tears. The performer
too, if he be a true artist, feels the spell
of what he is performing, and yields
himself a willing captive to the power of
his art. Great singers, after a big
scena, have been known to stagger off
the stage in a state of complete collapse;
great soloists have almost stumbled from
the platform after an unusually fine per¬
formance; and even enthusiastic conduc¬
tors have, after a splendid reading,
dropped into the first available chait,
quite spent, and requiring a few whiffs of
the restorative cigarette before recover¬
ing. And these are not the results of
mere physical exhaustion; they are the
outcome of the mental effort put forth in
identifying one’s self so completely with
the music.
And this is as true of the actor as it
is true of the musician, and has ever been
so. “What is Hecuba to him, or he to
Hecuba?” that he should shed actual
tears when merely playing his part? And
was not he a true artist who, having to
act Othello, blackened his entire body for
the occasion—From the London Monthly
Musical Record.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Longevity of Singing Teachers

Breathing-Gymnastics and Singing
By Dr. Herbert Sanders
who merely eat, walk and sleep. There
m becoming a declaimer of the vicious is no difference in actual method be¬
There is a diversity of opinion in the while perfection of technique is rightly Bavreuth type, but you will never
tween breathing in walking and breath¬
ranks of the vocal profession to-day as demanded (it is not always supplied) it breathe out the love song of S.egmund
to the value of breathing-gymnastics. is not regarded as the be-all and end-all or the farewell of Wotan. . . • You ing in singing, the difference is merely
one of quantity. The average lung ca¬
Some assert that breathing is best prac¬ of the vocalist’s artistic aim. On the can never be a singer unless you have
pacity of man in sleep is a quart of
ticed in the act of singing and others contrary it is regarded as the first step a good legato style, for that is the
air; the' capacity with the intention of
that singing should not be begun un¬ only; it is the foundation on which is bedrock of bel canto and there is
singing is about four quarts. The
built
the
edifice
of
vocal
culture
which
til the pupil has been through a
average lung capacity of a woman in
■ course of breathing exercises pure and is the Expression of Personality. It
sleep is about a pint and a half and
■Plunket Greene and the Long Phrase
simple. I heard of ohe singing-master was physical prow,ess alone which com¬
It is as true now as in the Italian about three quarts with the intention
who would not start any of his pupils pelled the exclamation: “There is one
in singing until they had undergone a God and one Farinelli.” Only the com¬ Vocal Era that “The art of singing is of singing. The breathing in sleeping
preparatory course of ten lessons in plete triumph of mind over matter the school of respiration.’ only we and walking is known as “ordinary”
would
draw
such
an
encomium
from
the
must take care to regard respiratory breathing; the breathing in running
breathing-gymnastics. (The fee, I am
told, was proportionate to the length more discriminating public of to-day. development as a means to an end and and singing is known as "extraordinary”
and alleged importance of the course.) To-day’s demand is not for the big not as an end in itself. Technique breathing. There is also a difference
There is reason to believe that this chest but for the big mind; not for is not'the end of art, it is the beginn¬ between the “extraordinary" breathing
procedure to-day .must be regarded as shakes and roulades but for the edu¬ ing; and the technique of respiration for running and singing. In the case
exceptional. It lacks two requisites in cated and disciplined temperament; not must be thoroughly mastered n vocal of running it is involuntary (i. <\, not con¬
modern teaching: interest and speed. for athletic exhibition but for sin¬ mastery is to be attained. We must get sciously controlled ) ; in the case of sing¬
On this continent many students ex¬ cerity of artistic purpose.
away from the inability to sing the ing it is voluntary (i. c., consciously con¬
pect to learn the art of singing in its The Change of Ideal the Cause for the long phrase: short phrasing is not sing¬ trolled) and the difference between in¬
entirety and to have some knowledge
ing. Listen to the words of a great voluntary and voluntary breathing is
. Neglect of Vocal Culture
of piano-playing thrown in in ten les¬
the difference between the untrained
This change of aim accounts some¬ singer (Interpretation in Song by H.
sons; and unless there is a certain
eye and the eye of the artist; it is the
what for the neglect of the physical Piunket Greene) :—
amount of interest they will be at the
“Long phrasing—that is, long phras¬ difference between the untrained ear
machine. We have no longer to sing
picture-shows instead of their lessons
pages of florid music (some of the ing not only achieved but reveled in¬ and the ear of the cultured musician;
unless, perchance, they have paid their
fioritura of Farinelli for instance were is the essence of big singing. Small it is the difference between the manual
fees in advance.
nothing but instrumental cadenzas) ; the phrasing narrows the range of vision; clumsiness which is always in evidence
setting of modern poetry to music and the trammels of its physical limitations- and the art of the professor of leger¬
The Italian Vocal Era
the canon that the music, must be in shackle enterprise and strangle individu¬ demain.
To sum up then: Artistic breathing
But our enterprising professional harmony with the words has changed ality; hidebound by routine, fearful of
brother undoubtedly has tradition on all that. We now have song follow¬ danger, its only vices peccadilloes, its is the crying need for singers of to¬
his side for when vocal-art was at its ing as nearly as possible the methods only virtues conventions, it lives and day if we are to get away from the
zenith breathing-gymnastics were the of speech with its commas, semicolons, dies in suburban orthodoxy. The long short phrase. We must have lung ca¬
order of the day. ; For instance, Farin- colons and . periods. (The reader will phrase sets no bounds to his horizon; pacity plus will power. But the lung
elli (the reputed greatest singer of all readily recall the old method of learn¬ the Wanderlust is in his bones, and the capacity must come first and the will
time, a pupil of Porpora and Ber- ing punctuation: count one at a whole world lies behind or before him; power after, else, instead of proceed¬
nacchi) is recorded to have practiced in¬ comma, two at a semicolon, three at a hard work has hardened his muscles ing scientifically we shall merely blud¬
haling through the smallest possible open¬ colon and four at a period.) While and much walking has lengthened his geon ourselves into efficiency. I con¬
ing of the lips at the same time holding ther.e may be a diversity of opinion as strides; loose-limbed, bright-eyed, self- tend that breathing gymnastics will
the hands arm-length above the head in to the length of the stops which punc¬ reliant and keyed by experience to assist in securing this essential lung
order to help the expansion of the ribs; tuation implies there can be no diver¬ emergency, he conquers the wild spaces capacity. The idea is scientific inasthe breath was retained for a short sity of opinion as to the fact that in¬ of the earth, and Song, in gratitude to much as it is the “one thing at a time
time, then the arms were lowered so telligible
speaking
makes necessary the pioneer, presents her with the free¬ method. Breathing gymnastics have a
that the hands were on a level with some such points of rest and that dom of her city.”
beneficial effect on the general health
the shoulders and the exhalation was therefore these points of rest are es¬
“Long phrasing is a matter of will and therefore on the quality of the
made through the smallest possible sential to correct singing. This change power pure and simple. What phy¬ voice; they save the voice from a great
opening of the lips as in the inspira¬ of verbal condition has made it pos¬ sique and stamina are to the pioneer, deal of wear and tear; their value is
tion. There is nothing remarkable in sible for singers to inhale much more lung power and breath control are to historic. While I am advocating the
this exercise; it is simplicity itself, but frequently than aforetime with the re¬ the singer; splendid in themselves, practice of breathing gymnastics within
the remarkable point was that he prac¬ sult that the power of sustained res¬ without courage they are useless. The reason, I am not optimistic enough to
ticed it for two hours daily. It must piration has almost vanished.
singer sees the big phrase ahead of believe that they will ever assume the
have been by the indefatigable practice
him, makes up his mind his lungs will importance they possessed in former
The Long Phrase
of some such exercise as this which
not carry him over it, funks it and halves years, nor, as I have said before, do
gave Faustina the reputation of being
This retrogression is regrettable. it. and with it all that it stands for.
able to both inspire and expire while The beauty of singing (apart, of course, But long phrasing does not require I think it necessary.
singing. Many similar instances could from declamation) must always lie in abnormal breath. In many eases ab¬
be adduced to show that the respira¬ the perfect legato—the floating of one normal inspiration is a positive hin¬ A Neglected Point in Church
tory development of the old singers note into the following. It follows drance to phrasing, from the extra
Singing
was brought to a climax of perfection from this that the greater the number muscular exertion required to control
Singers in Episcopal Church choirs
and that the climax was attained through of breathing places the less legato (and its expiration. Long phrasing is sim¬
the use of breathing-gymnastics.
therefore the less truly vocal) the sing¬ ply a matter of will power. The singer are often greatly hampered in breathing becomes. I am aware, of course, can prove this for himself, and if he control and tone-production on the occa¬
Two Vocal Ideals
that in this case it approximates the has mastered his technique can master sions when singing is to be done kneel¬
ing, as in the Agnus Dei, the Genera
The vocal ideal of Farinelli and more closely to speech, but speech and the long phrase in a week.”
Confession (in the choral service), ana
Faustina and others who embodied the song are only alike, they are not the
Lung Capacity
quite commonly the Communion hymn.
professional aspirations of their class same and it is carrying the comparison
too
far
(“Truth
is
the
mean
between
Mr. Greene’s implication that the art
If one understands the proper bonny
was different from the common vocal
ideal of the year nineteen hundred and two extremes”) to say that singing of long phrasing is merely a matter of poise, however, all difficulties of this kind
fifteen. Then the greatest singer was must be' punctuated the same as speak¬ will power if the technique is mastered will vanish. The whole secret consists
he or she who in addition to possess¬ ing: the method of speech must be is rather curious. Unfortunately this IN THIS, THAT WHEN ONE IS KNEELING
ing a voice of beautiful sensuous qual¬ considerably modified to be artistically “if” is ever-present. The technique of SQUARELY ON BOTH KNEES, THE BODY,
ity could warble the most elaborate applied to singing. Mr. Henderson in breathing is rarely ever mastered. The NECK AND HEAD SHOULD BE PERFECTLY
shakes and roulades or could keep on his The Art of the Singer says: “If fact of the matter is that we look too VERTICAL, FROM THE KNEES UP. It is n°
singing longer than a trumpeter could you cannot manage your breath you much for some special Method of necessary to kneel and also bow the hea ,
keep on trumpeting. Now the ideal is can never acquire a pure, steady, even breathing, when all that is required is neither is bowing the head and bust a
different; florid singing is largely out flow of tone, the basis of which is a greater Capacity. This, of course, proper substitute for kneeling. All ha! '
of date, the oratorio, the opera, the called Cantilena. If you have no cantilena does not apply to the athlete but it does way measures are incorrect both ritua .
atmospheric have taken its place and you are no singer. You may succeed apply to the thousands of singers and vocally.

Francis Rogers, in Musical America,
presents many very interesting ideas upon
the remarkable number of years which
famous voice teachers have survived.
1 he voice teachers would have us believe
that their profession is a vary arduous
one indeed, but the statistics prove that
it does not shorten their lives. Mr.
Rogers states:
If you wish to live to a green old age,
teach singing. Reliable statistics all go
to prove that there is no career like it
for prolonging life. Although many
teachers may have died young, it is hard
to find any records of them, while of
those whose successful careers won for
them the immortality of a biographical
sketch in the encyclopedias of music it
may truthfully be said that the years
of their life usually numbered at least
four score. In the beginning even the
famous ones died at a comparatively
early age, and we find that both Fran¬
cesco Pistocchi (1659-1726), the founder
of the famous Bologna school of singing,
and his pupil, Antonio Bernacchi (16901756), “the king of singers” and the
first great master of the florid style, both
died before reaching the age of three
score and ten. But the art of singing in
their day was, so to speak, still in its
infancy.
Niccolo Porpora, who was born in
Naples in 1686, was, perhaps, the most
active man of his time in musical life,
not even excepting Handel and Hasse.
He was always traveling, always com¬
posing—he left behind him six oratorios,
much church music, and thirty or forty
operas—and was master not only of the
Latin and Italian languages, but also of
French, English and German. In addi¬
tion to all these accomplishments, he was
the teacher of some of the most mar¬
velous singers the world has ever known,
including Farinelli and Capparelli. De¬
spite all this hard work, possibly because
of it, death spared him till he had com¬
pleted his eightieth year.
Pier Francesco Tosi, the author of the
still well known treatise on singing,
“Opinioni de’ cantori antichi e moderni,
o sieno asservazioni sopra il canto
figurato,” and a much respected authority
on the singing voice, was said to be well
past eighty years of age when he died
not long after 1730.
Giambattista Mancini, a pupil of Ber¬
nacchi and, like him, a celebrated teacher,
died in Vienna in 1800, aged eighty-four.
Manuel Garcia the Elder, through
whom the traditions of the great Neapoli¬
tan school of singing were transmitted
to the nineteenth century, died in 1832
at the early age (for a singing teacher)
of fifty-seven; but, though his own life
was short, he bequeathed to two of his
children a vitality that kept them alive
and active for an exceptional number of
years. His son, Manuel, the teacher of
Jenny Lind, Mathilde Marchesi, Julius
Stockhausen and a host of other fine
singers and teachers, died in 1906 at the

age of one hundred and one. Pauline
Garcia, singer and teacher both, survived
till 1910, when she finally succumbed in
her ninetieth year.
Manuel Garcia the Elder and his
family gave New York its first taste of
Italian opera in 1826, and in that same
year were born three’ justly celebrated
teachers —Marchesi, Stockhausen and
Enrico delle Sedie.
Mme. Marchesi, a German by birth,
taught, in the course of her long career,
Eames, Melba, Gerster, Sibyl Sanderson
and many other female singers of note.
Her activities ceased 6nly a few years
ago, although when she died in 1914 she
had completed her eighty-eighth year.
Stockhausen, born in Paris, was in his
youth the best concert singer in Europe,
and later achieved an equal supremacy in
teaching the art of concert singing. He
was eighty when he died in 1906.
Delle Sedie, “the baritone without a
voice, had a brilliant operatic career,
despite his vocal limitations, and later
made an honorable name for himself as
a teacher of bel canto. He died two or
three years before attaining the eightyyear mark.
The most famous Italian master of the
last century was Francesco Lamperti,
who was born in 1813 and gave up his
entire life to teaching. Among his many
celebrated pupils the best known in
America are Sembrich, Albani and Italo
Campanini. He had entered his eightieth
year when he died in 1892.
Another memorable Italian master was
Luigi Vannuccini, who was born in 1828.
Although he had no singing voice he
taught successfully for more than sixty
years. He died at the age of eighty-four.
Gilbert Duprez was born in Paris in
1806. He was the successor of Adolphe
Nourrit at the Paris opera and, in his
day, the greatest of French tenors.
After the failure of his voice he took up
teaching and became the most successful
of French masters. Among his pupils
were Miolan-Carvalho, the best of all the
Gounod sopranos, and the late lamented
Pol Planqon. He was about ninety when
he died in 1896.
Jean Faure, the great French baritone
and the composer of The Palms, wrote
a book on singing and taught, too, though
in somewhat desultory fashion. He was
eighty-four when- he died a year or
so ago.
Sbriglia, who died last year in France,
must have at least entered the eighties,
for he was singing in opera in New York
as early as 1859.
In;the above list of singing teachers I
have cited all the greatest names to be
found in the musical records. That this
group of worthies should have attained
an average age pf more than eighty years
would seem to indicate that there is some¬
thing either in the make-up of a success¬
ful teacher or in the character of his
work that tends remarkably to lengthen
his life. Explanations are in order.

Stick to One Price in Music Teaching
By Mary Wood Chase
Years ago merchants discarded the
system of having an asking price and a
selling price. That is to say, they estab¬
lish^ the custom of marking all mer¬
chandise plainly and not selling for any
other than the price marked.
Is there any reason why professional
people should not do the same thing?
Ethically speaking the “one price to
all ’ system is the only fair way.
Why should one pupil be charged more
or less tlr&n another studying with the
same teacher. If a teacher’s time is

worth $5 'or $10 an hour there surely
must be very good reasons for its being
so—and if it is worth that to one pupil
it is worth it to every pupil studying with
that teacher.
If, on the other hand, the time is only
worth $1.00, then charge a dollar and let
it be announced publicly in your circular,
so that all may be treated alike.
There is no reason why a teacher
should be announced at one price and re¬
ceive an entirely different price for his
lessons.

IVERS & POND
PIANOS
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When musical critics select an instrument they
are not influenced by sentiment, name or hearsay
but demand intrinsic quality in tone, touch and
structural detail. The logical choice is the I vers &
Pond.
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grand—the piano of to-day. This broad experience
is embodied in our remarkable line of grands.
Those qualities which have made the Ivers & Pond
the choice of over 450 Musical and Educational
Institutions and 65000 discriminating homes, find
their highest expression in our grands.
A helpful catalogue and letter with valuable Information
sent on request to any intending buyer. Where we have no
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The
Great Grove Dictionary
The Keystone of Every
Musical Library

Important Elementary
Materials for the
Busy Teacher
First of all a good Primer will be needed:

Grove’s
Dictionary
of Music and
Musicians

Questions and Answers on the
Elements of Music
By M. G. EVANS
Price, 50 cents
This is a compact musical encyclopedia,
the subject matter being presented progres¬
sively, beginning with^the^ rudiments ot music
and ending with a tabulated summary or mu¬
sical History, each subject being explained
s of practical
through the —J,"~
°

Five Large Volumes Bound in Red

SUTOR’S NOTE SPELLING

Cloth and Gold.

Price, $25.00

See these splendid musical
books in your own home. What
the Encyclopedia Britannica is
to General Information the
Grove Dictionary is to Music.
There is no better Musical Refer¬
ence Library at any price in any
language.
Unabridged in any
way.
This is the latest revised and
enlarged edition of Sir George
Grove’s masterpiece of musical
scholarship. There are 4,000
pages and over 5,000,000 words
from great authorities upon all
phases of musical learning. The
books are liberally illustrated
with cuts, half-tones and notation
examples. Thousands of subjects
are discussed: Biography, His¬
tory, Musical Science, Theory,
Musical Industries, Instrumenta¬
tion, ^Esthetics, Musical Terms,
etc., etc. The work is the most
notable musical compendium in
any language.
Now issued in America exclu¬
sively by Theo. Presser Co.

A PRIMER OF FACTS
ABOUT MUSIC

siderable period, a quick and sure method of
learning the notes is desirable:

BOOK
A Writing Book for Learning the Notes
By ADELE SUTOR
Price, 30 cents
This is the up-to-date way of teaching and
impressing the main principles of notation on
the child mind. First, the words, printed^in
underneath4'?!! letters.8 ^hen the process is
'selection oJ
instruction book is of
prime importance:

THE BEGINNER’S BOOK
School of the Pianoforte
By THEO. PRESSER
Price, 75 cents
This is the best possible book for young
beginners. The material is all of the most
pleasing and entertaining character and the
numerous illustrations, large
1

FIRST STEPS IN PIANO¬
FORTE STUDY
A concise, practical and melodious
introduction to the Study of
Piano Playing
Compiled by THEODORE PRESSER
PRICE, $1.00
The material in this work is popular yet
of high class. All the necessary work is
thoroughly covered for about the first nine
As early as possible in ^the study of any
^tadentesometthing to^play^in Jie »ha^ of ^an
hfthe instruction’book is still being pursued.
THE VERY FIRST PIECES
For th,e Pianoforte
PRICE, 50c

The Purchase of a Lifetime
These books are of such high
character, of such vast scope, and
are so substantially bound that
they will last a “lifetime.”
As the years go by the original
purchase money will seem insignif¬
icant in comparison with the con¬
tinuous service you will get from
the books. The early editions
cost $25.00.

This greatly enlarged
latest edition costs
only $15.00
■Notwithstanding this low price made for cash
we have decided to accept orders subject to pay_..
1? mnntlifl Write for terms.

the earliest posfible stages of their advance¬
ment. The first pieces in the book lie ■ en¬
tirely in the treble clef for both hands, a few
being in the five-finger position in either hand.
Many teachers nowadays prefer to use easy
recreation pieces which have words for sing¬
ing, such as the following:
TUNES AND RHYMES FOR
THE PLAYROOM
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
By GEO. L. SPAULDING
Price, 50 cents
Fourteen mirth-provoking little selections
that may be either sung or played, or both
together
tCrFour-hard playing may be taken up to ad¬
vantage at a very early stage. It is an aid
in the cultivation of a keen sense of rhythm,
it tends to improve sight-reading and to in¬
crease musicianship. First of all the pupil
should play with the teacher:
TEACHER AND PUPIL
Thirty Melodious Study Pieces for Four Hands.
C. KOELLING Op. 366 2 Books Each, $1.00
One of the best of teacher and pupil duet
books The pupil’s part throughout is m the
five-finger position in both hands, although
both hands do not ahyays^pla.v^ exactly alike
Any or all of the above works will be sent freely for

Theo. Presser Co.

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Sole Agents

PHILADELPHIA,

Send for s free cony of our Selected Graded List of
Pieces, Studies and Books.
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One of the most effective means of
communication between members of the
human family is sound, and during
e
long process of ages man has evolved a
remarkable sound-producing instrument.
This instrument which we call the voice is
so wonderful in its possibilities that no
other instrument in any way approaches it.
The development of the vocal instrument
has come in response to the constant hu¬
man demand for a means of complete ex¬
pression, and by reason of the wide range
of feeling it can express, and of its sym¬
pathetic quality, the makers of musical
instruments turn to'it as a model and ap¬
proximate its quality as closely as possible.
Leaving anatomy entirely out of this
discussion, it is only necessary to say that
the voice is produced by what is known
as the vocal cords. They are set in vi¬
bration by the breath. Whether they act
as a string, a single or double reed, is a
secondary matter. In talking over the
matter of pitch, power, and quality of
tone with students, I find a very general
misconception and confusion. In ques¬
tioning a dozen or more, I did not find
one that was entirely clear. There was a
disposition on the part of all of them to
make the vocal cords responsible in a
general way for everything. This is far
from the truth. The vocal cords produce
pitch and nothing else. It goes without
saying that if they do not do their work
well everything else must suffer. They
must offer enough resistance to the breath
to convert it into sound waves of suffi¬
cient strength to put the cavities above in
a state of vibration. This is their office
and function.

A Bettes' Voice

For You!
/GREATER strength. Wonderful clarVJ ity and a wider ranse. Huskiness and
harshness banished. Do you want a voice like
^eSlittoger if ethod. ^Let ua tcll^u ho w^eimrle^
vocal organa and have tuem under marveloua control.
Learn how noted European ,vwalist8 endotse
edly"bigger1salary alter usfng It. Just ;i lew minutes daily wi tb^thls^ method
n^°^lds ^ennl a
^ Send Today!

TONE
is a marvel to people of fine
musical discrimination
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by John Wanamaker only
Write for catalog
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Your Music Is Torn!
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Perfect Voice bsiftote. Stu&230«. 1810 Wilma Ave., Chicago
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The Head Voice and
Other Problems
By D. A. CLIPPINGER
A book of interest to every student,
singer, and vocal teacher. Price, $1.25.
BY THE SAME AUTHOR
SYSTEMATIC VOICE TRAINING
A text-book for student and teacher.
Price, $1.00. Sent on receipt of price.
Mr. Clippinger is available for lessons
throughout the year. Address
617-18 KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILL.

Tone Quality
On their way to, the open air the vibra¬
tions, started at the vocal cords, pass
through certain cavities, and these cavities
Concert Singers and Vocal Teachers!
give the tone its color. This statement
may be easily verified by any one. If he
will sing a bright ah, and while sustaining
it gradually expand the back of the throat
as in yawning, he will find the tone be¬
coming more and more somber as the cav¬
ity enlarges. The action of the vocal
cords is the same throughout. They pro¬
duce pitch and nothing alse. The color
[» BRILLIANT LITTLE
I
ENCORE SONG
of the tone is governed by the size of the
NOW SO POPULAR
cavity through which it passes after leav¬
ing the vocal cords.
Right here something may be said to
Chicago McKINLEY MUSIC CO. tork
advantage on “open throat.” By many
this has been made the sine qua non of
voice teaching, but it is easily overdone.
It is well understood that a cavity can be
tuned as accurately as a string; and in
BARITONE
good voice production this tuning of the
Teacher of Singing
cavities is going on constantly, but auto¬
matically, never by direct effort. If the
student is not clear on this, let him sing
a tone in the lower part of his voice and
then without changing the shape of the
mouth and pharynx let him sing the tone
an octave higher. He will find that the
TEACHER OF VOICE
upper tone is far too white. If he should
Author of “UNIVERSAL SONG”
sing a scale with a free throat, there
SUMMER CLASS beginning JUNE 4th
would be a slight but automatic change in
331 West End Avenue, New York City
the form of the cavity on each and every
tone. How unwise, then, to be talking
open throat to the student when any posi¬
baritone
tion of the throat he might assume would
be right only for one tone. Baritones are
Teacher of Voice and Singing from
continually furnishing examples of the
the Mental standpoint
. bad effect of “open throat.” In the at¬
iuthorof" Voice Ms Origin and Divine Nature"
tempt to give their low tones a bass
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
quality they make the cavity of the throat
too large, consequently the tone loses all
SOPRANOS AND CONTRALTOS!
of its resonance and sounds hollow and
Write me about vour voice and vocal difficulties
cavernous. I am constantly forced to
I null send you a personal letter endeavoring «
correct this error in low voices. They
imagine that the larger they make the
M .
ical breathing system, ^he charge
cavity the easier the low tones will come
Address?GEO.’ CHADWICKSSTOCK
and the better they will sound, hut this
:e Sludio, Y.M.C.A. Bldg.
New Hare", C»»
is the exact opposite of the truth.
'all Teaching begin. Sept. 1st. Phone Center 4M*

WHEN SHADOWS
FALL
DARLIN

Walter L. Bogert

Frederick H. Haywood

Multuni-in-Parvo Binding Tape

The general health phase of the whole
subject cannot be too strongly insisted
upon. Sounds preachy, doesn’t it? And
yet, susceptibility to the dreaded colds,
or lack of resistance, is a matter of vital¬
ity and general health. Where do you
stand in this regard? Is your blood
right? Are you as sound and vigorous
as you might be? Diet and digestion
have much to do with it. I do not advo¬
cate a vegetarian diet for general pur¬
poses (though I once tried it for seven
years—without special results), but when
suffering from a cold or catarrhal condi¬
tion good results with the voice will be
secured by two or three days of a light
diet; that is, a low-proteid diet, using
little or no meat and few eggs, but using
very freely such fruits, green foods and
light vegetables as may be found agree¬
able and appetizing. Try an honest whole
wheat bread in place of the starchy white
loaf or rolls.
What to do with a bad cold? The
question is vital. Purify the blood. This
calls for active elimination. Then try
this on your cold. Take a good, hot
hath every other evening, or if you are
strong, every evening. Don’t get chilled

after the bath. Also increase activity
of the pores of the skin in other ways,
through exercises which induce perspira¬
tion, friction rubbing of the entire body
with flesh brushes or dry Turkish towels,
air baths and short sun baths. Drink hot
water for a few days—as many barrels
as you wish. If you are of a strenuous
nature, either fast or follow an exclusive
fruit diet for one or two days. If vigor¬
ous enough to enjoy a lot of outdoor
exercises, such as tennis, skating, walk¬
ing, riding or swimming, so much the
better. Sleep outdoors, if possible. For
cold in the head, a blood-warm saline
nasal douche or spray will be helpful, but
such measures cannot take the place
of constitutional improvement. Finally,
don’t try to sing with a had cold, or with
a strained condition of the voice. In the
latter case, hot wet clothes wrapped about
the throat will be advantageous.
There is nothing like bodily vigor and
good circulation—aside from your vocal
training itself—in the building of a rich,
resonant and beautiful voice. And if you
maintain this physical condition there is
no reason why you should not retain
your voice in fairly good condition far
into your advancing years.

By F. W. Wodell
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Multum-ln-Parvo Binder Co.
624 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
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The “artist” does not “stuff” himself
with breath. His “breath-taking” and
“control” of breath is regulated by his
needs as he senses them as existing in
the length and character of the verbal
and musical phrase; and all this he does
unconsciously, or, perhaps it should be
said, with his “subconscious” mind. But
the vocal student is often under the
Tyranny of the Eye.
Take a phrase which ordinarily oc¬
cupies a certain period. As presented,
the student has no difficulty in delivering
the phrase comfortably; but let the same
phrase appear in another place where the
printer, for mechanical reasons, has
spread its notes over twice the space on
the paper, and oftentimes the Tyranny
of the Eye falls upon the student who is
self-deceived and mistakenly struggles
to “hold the tone” long enough.
The likelihood of “getting out of
breath” is increased when the phrase is
made up of many relatively short notes
with a syllable to each note. In either
case, the cure is to memorize, learn,
mentally grasp the complete phrase as a
“unit,” so that when the first note is
sung the last note is in the mind with
all the notes between, as a complete little

The little boy in the primary class
reads from a— to b—, or from ab to
abba.
He says slowly and distinctly,
while laboriously puzzling out each syl¬
lable or word:
"This— is— o— brown— horse.”
The trained reader glances ahead all
the time, takes in a whole clause at a
glance, and unconsciously and automatic¬
ally supplies himself in advance with air
sufficient to enable him to • deliver the
clause as a clause-unit. The normal
man or woman expects to find no diffi¬
culty in holding the breath when reading
in a conversational voice. If there has
been preliminary physical training for
the development of the inhaling and ex¬
haling muscles and the securing of
balanced action between them, the singer
will find that what might be called the
“expectation” of the coming phrase
brings a sufficient supply of breath, and
the “singing as though reading from a
book,” having in mind each phrase as a
phrase-unit, and not as a succession of
individual notes and syllables, provides
for the proper and enduring distribution
of the breath throughout the phrase.
Herein is involved an important teach¬
ing principle whereby the problem of the
“control of the breath” in singing is much
simplified.

Every teacher should also instruct his
pupils in the art of making the best possi¬
ble appearance in public and having their
musical efforts rewarded by showing to
advantage. Very few amateurs, no mat¬
ter how competent musically, understand
to any great extent the “stage business"
necessary to a good appearance in pub¬
lic. A music student’s education should
also include, besides the ability to play

well in public, the best effect of bows
and recalls, when to take an encore, how
to receive applause, accept flowers, also
when the latter should be presented,
when to have the lid of the piano open,
and when shut, and a music rack up, or
down, and many other little items which
go to make a recital a perfect harmonious
whole.

A REMARKABLE SO IMG SUCCESS
A Worthy Successor to the Composer’s

THE

Famous “O PROMISE ME”

OLD, OLD
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By REGINALD de KOVEN
Published ii Sheet Music Form ir Three Keys
Price, GO cents
No Vocalist can afford to mis this splendid New Song
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Department for Organists

HE steadily growing
reputation of Austin
Organs is one of the
features of the musical his¬
tory of America.
More than fifty large fourmanual Austins in use in this
country.
Equal quality and workman¬
ship in smaller instruments.

Edited for September, by Percy Chase Miller

Some Thoughts of Service Playing
In October 1916 I had the pleasure of
addressing the readers of The Etude
l the subject of the Organ Recital,
subject of vital interest to every young
and ambitious organist. To-day I come
to you with a brief message on a much
more serious subject, the use of the organ in church, and especially in the serv„ a comparatively simple matter
to work up a little interest and
iasm on your own part, at least,
ting up a recital program, and in
it before an audience. In such

enthusin getplaying
a case

gently on the back and goes home to
his Sunday dinner with the feeling that
J S Bach wasn’t in it with him in any

t a particle of
And so ott. time 1 annotated pro“ bu^tha^su^^
gram would add immensely to the 11

respect whatever. By-and-bye, when he
becomes a little more expert, and a little
more hardened, he begins to feel that he
isn’t appreciated. Still later, when he
isn’t
:o the point when accompanying the
gets
Service doesn’t worry him any more, he

est taken jin ^“^^“nterest
tamable as [
.
. the organ by the
your cong g
§
way you handle it, “d
,
handling, believe me. In the first place.
then, your organought to be m

says to himself “Oh what s th« us" ,
and from that time forth he goes through
the motions with as little trouble as he
can and pockets his monthly cheque until

° .
u piay louder than
helps the choir it JMW
they sing, it^hdps t
y
d
the organ stop for breath when theyjo,

looking for. You will not find your ap¬
preciation ready-made; you must create
it. You cannot get out annotated pro¬
grams for your church services, you cannot sit down i:' 1 the congregation during
the service and nudge them with your
and Say in a subdued whisper
1<Tllprp
,isten to
“There, listen
to that. Isn’t that fine?”
You can’t turn around on the organbench before you start to play the c
gregation out and say-“Ladies and Gentlemen-I will now, with your kind permission> p]ay you the Overture to Wilm* ^P
^ ^
^ ^

you are the whole show yourself dis- perhaps a new parson ls ‘“a e
u *e p®
®
.
An these in it, especially, pehaps, a very dramatic
counting for the moment, of course the decides t0 start fresh by making a clean a grand whoop
^ds^ A l t
mus cal resentation 0f a thunder-storm.
tricks of the organist are mconceivauiy
presence of- the almost* :.iu4Mk.
inevitable .nlnist
soloist sweep aii
all >round.
’round. Isn’t
Isn’t it true?
Now jj
it jjgis a favorite point
with me in bad) bad i„ themselves, and bad because You won’t need any duesrf
—it is yourself and your playing that the
|»—
’
my
occasional
writings
on
musical
matthey
show
Up
the
weakness
of
the
choir,
you listen intenUy. You can t m s it
audience, small though it may be, has
• ■ , my still more occasional bad beCause they amount to your doing You can t do all these things, that is so
come together to hear, it is in yourself
that the interest centers, and you can bursts of eloquence in public, that if you for tbe singers what they ought to do obvious that many of *» «»> *
t admiration, you must prompt your for themselves. It is like keeping a dog, patient with me for mentioning it at al,
safely count on a certain amount of this
interest at the very start,—otherwise-your
- „
Tn liuulic as to what they ought to admire, and doing ail the barking yourself.
but you can, if you will only keep up
audience wouldn’t be there at all. In U
want them to show, interest you
impendence
y0Ur lnterest m the WOrk’ ,y ,nhnltesirna*
playing the church service, the conditions ^
tQ drop them a cue. Those of
Train Your Choir to Independence
degrees bring about more appreciation of
are very different, here you are only a
whQ read my paper on the organ
The choir; then, should be trained to your work than you thought possible,
cog in the wheel. However self-conwin remember the point there be as independent of the organ as pos- There is a sort of thought-transference
scious you may yourself feel when you
whh aU the power of a very mod- s;hle UnaCcompanied singing at rehears- about it all. The psychical research
start putting a polish on tie seat or ^ rhetoriC! that an annotated program, a]s .g the hest poss;bie practice for this, cranks explain ghost-stories by the argutbose new trousers of yours BytaK. ng
^ showing your audience what to be on wjth
singers t0 some extent freed ment that certain places may get so satnlong and graceful slide onto
the watch for, and what to admire, is frQm dependence on you for their phras- rated with human emotion in some crisis
at the beginning of service, it is a s
^ ^ highest value
Now what we .
and fof their leads you can cease to or other, of which a really blood-curling
and chastening reflection that hard y any
tQ cons;der at present is what can do afl the barking for tbem> and proceed murder is a good and suitable example,
body notices you, and that tartly any- ^ found tQ take the place 0f an anno- tQ
t a little variety into your accom- that the same feelings and experiences
body will pay
t
tated program for the musical part of a pan;ments_a little color in registration, may be enjoyed in a somewhat washedwhat you do until the
gt,church service. You can’t very well go Eyen jf you oniy use tbe organ as a out and diluted form, by a receptive sub¬
sing. Most congregat.io^_t0 the music committee and ask them to background for the singers, as manv ject, such as, unfortunately many of us
to look upon the organist as a
print
this sort of
thing on the leaflet. It players do, it needn’t be a blank wall, are not, brought into the proper locality
.
~e f|j-Tt
evil. Necessary he certainly is. under ^
be a gQod thing if it were possible, But don’t get the idea into your head under favorable auspices. There is no
our present conditions, and traditions, of
isn’t
that people are more interested in the doubt, however you may regard the queschoir organization and training. Many
1
organ than in the choir, or even as much, tion of ghost-stories, that mental states
..
Annotated Service-Lists
3 have
listened with a mixture of
They aren’t. That is why the organist are contagious. There is no doubt but
enthusiasm and amazerttent to the won¬
The organ prelude this morning is the who is not also the choirmaster has such that an inspired and magnetic player can
derful unaccompanied singing of the
^
^
^
^
--_
‘March of the Magi” by the celebrated a hard and thankless time. You can carry his audiences with him. There is
Russian Cathedral Choir of New York, French organ;st) Dubois. The
sustained
he sustair
make the organ part interesting to a con- no doubt but that we can all, in our own
and perhaps, if we have been so for- note, heard- throughout,
■
supposed’ ■
gregation if you will first make it inter- modest way make our interest in what
tunate, to the unaccompanied singing of HJ..I I_d
that led the esting to yourself, but that is the only we do become contagious to those about
this represent the guiding :
a few other exceptional choirs in this WT'.r.n
v t-v-i their Eastern home.
Wise TViTzsv*
Men -Cfrom
way.
Many organists get thoroughly us. It is in this way that we must strive
country and in Europe. But how few When the organist pulls out the tremolr
disgusted very early in their experience, to create interest in our service-playing^
choirs there
*ftei/!!’ccomnanimentd this represents the star twinkling. If you Tb
there is no interest taken in It is by putting ourselves heart and soul
?CCtS tTe „raan is nec™ nine will listen carefully to the bass part of ^ pJt of the service) and feel that into /hat we do. It is by rousing ourIn church the^org!
^ choiryup to the march you.wl11 n.(?.t,ce that 11 sug" the congregations look on them as some- selves to love the work and to do our
T. - necessary nine times out of gests ttie pec.uj'ar r°.!ng Aalt 0
.6 thing to keep the choir from getting off best. And if we create and foster this
ten to keep the choir up to time. It is
™J/^'^If you have a the key‘- Wel1’ that is veJy largely .true' state in. °™elves we may start a genuine
But until they take the first step them- epidemic.
necessary, nine times out of ten, to keep auw,u._
can see the huge 6ejves
w;ji be hopeless to look for anythe choir up to “snuff.” No wonder it
Local Customs Must Be Reckoned With
and will won er tb;ng better. The meaning of any beauis looked upon as necessary. Now as to
i the evil. In the first place, it is generally
ott. It is entirely the resu o ^ong prac- bas put so mucb 0f himself into it, so and directions as to how to play a service,
* too loud. In the second place, it is gen¬
much of his loving care, so much of his Traditions in certain parishes count for
erally so played as to make its position tice. People who ride on came.s ge
way. M
“T
interest !li the work, so much of his a great deal, and if you want to hold
; the backbone of the choir only
obvious. In the third place, it is gen- xrSfjfJht^PleLe notice the last two deS're t0 make !t aS beaut.iful as.Poss'- >'™r job, you will have to do some things
erally used without a thought of the pos^
_
ble, that whoever looks at it intelligently as they have always been done. I have
.swiiiL
r,( introducing
intrndiirinsr an added interest. hnes ot tne y
cannot fail to find himself in sympathy a church in mind where a perfectly
sibility of
those angel faces with the artist, cannot fail to share some- abominable system of chanting is eraIn view of all this, can you blame the “And with the l
thing of the care, and thought, and de- ployed. It has always been so, and any
average congregation for its attitude to¬
smile
for expression, and the power of choirmaster who attempted to change it
wards the organ and the organist? A
Which I have loved long s : (p) and
insight, and the knowledge of and power would be promptly fired without cerenecessary evil he, and it must remain
lost awhile.”
over material, that has gone into the fin- mony. Some congregations think they
until reforms come, and until they come
A
lady
once
asked
Cardinal
Newman
ished
work. And just so, if the church can sing, and like to join in on the hymns,
from the organist himself.
what he meant by those last two lines. organist will put himself into his work which must be played throughout with
The Damper of Apathy
He replied frankly that he didnk know, with all the ardor, all the skill, all the metronomic regularity, and without much
This apathy on the part of the congre- although when he had written them he knowledge, all the taste, that he has, he of any expression, for fear of throwing
gation is an awful damper on enthusiasm, probably had had some idea. The or- will reap his reward in time.
the congregation out, which they wouldn’t
When the green organist takes his first ganist will suggest to you this uncerAppreciation Will Come By Degrees
Hke' 0ther congregations (I had one
church position he ha# all he can do to tainty in the Cardinal’s mmd by playing
PP
V ueSrees
once myself) like to sit back and hear
get through the service alive, and if, the accompaniment on the sixteen-foot
It will take time. You will have to the choir do all the work. In such case
when it is over, he feels that he hasn’t stops only, giving an impression of foggy show your congregations something t?iat you can sing the hvmns like anthems,
made any very bad breaks, he pats himself uncertainty.
many of them have never thought of with shading and gradations, both of in-
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tensity and of time, to suit the meaning have it. Besides it was excellent prac¬
of the words, and with appropriate phras¬ tice. On the other hand I know places
ing. In many cases the organist who where to put a passing-note into the
should try anything like this would be pedal-part of the familiar tune for the
given his walking papers in about two “Old Hundredth” would call forth shrieks
minutes. Some congregations like the
of disapprobation.
hymns ornamented. I once played for a
If you want to create interest in your
congregation who shed tears of joy when
I would once get them started on some playing, you must start out with the limi¬
familiar hymn, such as Webb’s tune to tations very definitely before you that the
“Stand up, stand up for Jesus” and would traditions and prejudices of your church
then put in a running accompaniment of impose. It is of no use trying to break
great bombasticitv. They liked it, and or change them. But do you think it is
it would have been a pity not to let them then a hopeless task? Not a bit of it.

Memorizing Organ Programs
Every now and then some one comes
out in advocating the playing of organ
recitals from memory, and there is, in
fact, a good deal that can be said on
the subject. Unlike many subjects, how¬
ever, it can be said on both sides. There
is a foolish superstition that the player
who commits his notes to memory is
necessarily mo're free to devote his
thoughts and efforts to giving an artis¬
tic interpretation, but this is probably not
true at all. The playing of concerts from
memory is a species of what the English
call “swank,” a term for which there is
no exact equivalent in conventional lan¬
guage. What is meant, however, is that
it is a kind of display, a sort of “show¬
ing-off,” something done more for effect
than anything else. In the case of pian¬
ists and violinists, the convention has
come to lie accepted by audiences as the
proper thing, and it is very difficult for
a player on either of these instruments
to attempt to make his way without mem¬
orizing. With the organist the case is
different, the popular demand that he
forego his notes is not yet very strong,
and while we have excellent players who
play from memory, we have others,
equa’ly good, who find that the presence
of the notes before them leaves them
freer in many ways to give of their best.
It must not be forgotten that a recital

played at sight is not apt to rise to a
very high standard. The successful con¬
cert player, on whatever instrument,
must know his music pretty thoroughly
at the start; but it is quite another thing
to ask him to do without the notes alto¬
gether, the organist finds a different in¬
strument in every place he plays, while
all pianos and all violins are very much
alike. The recital player on a strange
organ is entitled to every assistance that
can be legitimately afforded, and the
presence of the music before him is cer¬
tainly one of these. It is true that a
large proportion of the organ recitals one
hears are not on the same artistic plane
as the majority of recitals played by com¬
petent performers of piano or violin, but
it must be remembered that it is not the
presence or absence of the musical nota¬
tion that makes the difference. There
must be a great advance in sincerity and
in musicianship to make the ordinary or¬
gan recital worthy of rank with the
average concert performance upon some
of the other instruments, and it is the
duty of every organ recitalist to strive
with his best efforts to lift the organ
recital to the same plane. When this
done, the unfavorable comparison with
concert players who memorize can no
longer be made.

The Hall Organ Co.
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Playing for Weddings
Most people when engaging the organ¬
ist to play for a wedding desire a short
recital beforehand, a sort of sop, as it
were, to the guests to keep them from
feeling lonesome if they get there too
early. The pleasant thing about playing
for a wedding is the feeling fhat this is
an extra for which you are likely to re¬
ceive some financial recognition—the un¬
pleasant thing is that perhaps your peo¬
ple will want to select your numbers. As
likely as not they will want you to play
“Oh, promise me,” and the “Rosary” and
all that sort of thing. When your pro¬
gram is selected for you, there is nothing
to do but enter into the spirit of the
thing as well as you can, and give your
people what they ask for. Don’t be
cocky, and get through the pieces chosen
for you in such a way as to make it
obvious that you don’t think much of
them yourself, but try to enter into the
spirit of those that want them, and you
will make your task easier, and your
work much more acceptable. This is per¬
haps as much as need be said in cases
where your numbers are selected for you.
Where the choice is left to yourself,
don’t be too somber. A wedding is a
serious enough matter in itself without
the organist doing anything to “rub it
in.” I attended a church wedding only
the other day in a fashionable church,
and heard a good organ well handled by
a clever player, but except for the sight,
and the smell, of the elaborate decora¬
tions, one might have thought the or¬
ganist was practicing for a funeral. This
is a fatal mistake. One of the numbers

played was the “Fire Music” from Die
Walkiire, the Gavotte from Mignon
would have been much more cheerful,
and therefore much more appropriate,
the rest of the program I have forgotten,
but it was of the same tone. By the
time the Wedding March from Lohen¬
grin came in, a pall of depression had
settled over the congregation which not
even their rapt admiration of the bride’s
finery could dispel. Why the Lohengrin
march should be almost invariably used
for the processional at a wedding it is
hard to understand, but in this country
it seems to be a fixed tradition, and al¬
though it is quite inappropriate in its
associations, and rather stupid in itself,
and is always, of necessity, I suppose,
played much more slowly than the late
lamented Richard intended, there is evi¬
dently no escape from it in • ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred. To allow this
monstrosity, however, to set the pace for
the whole preliminary recital is laying it
on altogether too thick. The Mendels¬
sohn Wedding March is a glorious and
splendid thing, bright and cheerful and
quite in keeping with the occasion. Take
your cue from this, then, and bring as
much of sweetness and light and cheer¬
fulness and pomp and circumstance into
the occasion as you can. If you must
play the solemn and tragic things, save
them for a more fitting time. If you
must play them at a wedding, at least
put them off until the church is empty
and the sexton is going around and put¬
ting out the lights, or waiting at the
door to lock up after you.
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with their pronounced “hum note’ be¬
low (I believe this is the proper word)
and their clashing overtones above, the
principal note, produce a pandemonium
of sound when used in this way that put
the cacophonies of German opera com¬
pletely in the shade. Springing from this
mistaken use of church bells comes the
worst possible use of chimes in the or¬
gan, and that is the playing over °f a
lot of hymn tunes, with one linger, on
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Wrist Bowing
Good violin playing without flexible
wrist bowing, or “hand bowing from the
wrist,” as it might more correctly be
called, is an absolute impossibility. This
wrist bowing is to violin playing what the
springs are to a carriage or automobile.
It is pretty rough to ride in a vehicle
without springs, and it is also pretty
rough to listen to violin playing by a
violinist without a good elastic wrist
action. Not only is this wrist action nec¬
essary in executing rapid passages of all
kinds, and springing and staccato bow m
all its varieties, but the legato bowing of
passages of long, single notes cannot be
properly executed without it, as the
“turn of the bow” at the end of each
note where the stroke is reversed must
be executed from the wrist to give the
proper legato character.
The supreme importance of wrist bow¬
ing being recognized, it is strange that
pupils and teachers do not pay more at¬
tention to it, for it lies at the very root
of good violin playing.
The failure of so many to acquire this
bowing comes from three causes: first,
the bow is not properly held; second, the
elbow is not raised and lowered as the
different strings are used; third, pupils
do not practice this bowing enough to
learn it.
The hand and arm are like a delicate
piece of machinery; all the parts must be
in the right position, and move correctly
to secure correct wrist action. If the
wrist is bent too much or tilted too far
to the left, the hand is locked and catlnot
swing freely from, the wrist. When the
bow is properly held, the fingers are
almost at right angles to the stick, with
the thumb bent outward and held opposite
the second and third fingers. Pupils who
have no teacher, or a teacher who does
not understand the technic of the violin
thoroughly, would do well to get the little
work Technics of Violin Playing, by
Courvoisier, where all these matters are
thoroughly discussed, and illustrated with
pictures.
Second, if the elbow is not held at the
proper distance from the body as each
string is used, it has a tendency, to lock
the wrist action and prevent the hand
from swinging freely. When playing on
the E string, the elbow is held close to
the body, and it is gradually raised as
the other strings are used until it is held
at'a considerable distance from the side
when playing on the G string. If this
rule is observed, the wrist works at the
same angle, i. e., the angle which gives
the greatest swing and freedom, no matter
what string is being played upon. The
student can easily learn how far to hold
the arm from the body for each string,
by experiment.
Third,' pupils do not give enough prac¬
tice to this wrist bowing to learn it
properly; they make a few spasmodic at¬
tempts, and then give it up. This bowing
should be taken up after the first few
months of study, and the student should
not give up until he has mastered it
thoroughly, for on it all his future de¬
pends. Wrist bowing should be practiced
at the frog, point and in the middle. It
should be studied first in the middle and
point of the bow, and the bowing at the
frog left to the last, for this bowing is
extremely difficult at the frog, since the
hand must support the entire weight of
the bow, which has a long leverage in

this position. Smooth, rapid wrist bow¬
ing at the frog, without a rough tone and
scratching, is one of the most difficult
things the student has to learn in bowing.
Little Helps
The student trying to learn wrist bow¬
ing should first practice without the bow,
by swinging his hand freely from the
wrist. Then taking the bow, and making
sure that the bow is held correctly, and
the arm at the proper distance from the
body, he should rest the hair on the
strings in the middle. Then let him try
to move the bow across the string, using
the hand from the wrist, with the arm
stationary. At first he may only be able
to move the bow in this manner a quarter
or half an inch, but if he gives enough
practice to it he will finally be able to
execute a swing of the proper width.
Many find it a help in learning this bow¬
ing to rest the elbow against, or
of an article of furniture of the proper
height, for this prevents the whole arm
from moving.
It is very important in practicing this
bowing that the elbow, shoulder and wrist
joints should be relaxed and the muscles
should work in a free and elastic manner.
Any stiffness and tension in the muscles
prevents the hand from swinging freely
from the wrist, just as rusty, stiff bear¬
ings would prevent the free running of a
machine.
Exercises for the Wrist
Wrist bowing should first be practiced
on open strings, on scales, or simple ex¬
ercises, so that sufficient attention can be
given to seeing that the hand is moving
properly, the bow held correctly, and the
arm at the proper distance from the
body, as each string is played on.
The second study of Kreutzer is an
excellent one for wrist bowing. At first
each note should be played four or eight
time, then twice and finally singly. The
following (four to each note) will give
an idea of the method:

Wrist bowing involving string crossing
should first be practiced on the open
strings, G-D, D-A and A-E. After the
correct movement has been mastered, the
scales in sixths, played in the following
manner, form very good material for
such practice:

Kreisler’s Benevolence
A New York special reports that
Kreisler alone supports 120 musicians
•of all nationalities who find themselves
housed in Vienna with no means of sus¬
tenance. “A bricklayer or a day laborer
is an asset,” he said, “but who, in these
times, wants an oboe player or a second
violin?” An asylum has been opened for
these. In addition Mrs. Kreisler has
taken on the care of 40 children, orphans
of musicians.
When he arrived in America after his
war experiences, still limping from the.
effects of the wound, he was approached
by a vaudeville agency which offered him
$50,000 for his appearance in vaudeville,
but he refused. To hear Kreisler tell of
the horrors of war is to join in the fer¬
vent wish that the world tragedy will
soon end.

Tone Development
There are few means of developing a
fine tone on the violin more effectually,
than that of practicing double stops with
long bows at a very slow tempo. The
fact that both tones must sound simul¬
taneously throughout the length of the
stroke, makes it necessary to use the ut¬
most steadiness and accuracy in bowing,
and constant practice of this kind trains
the muscles to a marvelous degree of
pioficiency, if the practice is steadily per¬
sisted in. The first practice of this kind
can be begun on the open strings, count¬
ing 4, 8, 12, 16, and finally 24 to each
note, as the steadiness of the muscles
gradually develops, as in the following

The exe'rcise should be practiced mezzo
forte at first, both tones sounding with
equal strength at all times, and without
the slightest forcing of the tone or
scratching. When the exercise can be
played successfully with a medium loud
tone, it can be practiced p and pp. Play¬
ing double stops very softly with a long
sustained tone, and with a pure, singing
tone is a very difficult feat indeed, and
requires a long time to master. For
some occult reason violin students, when
they first take up the study of double
stops imagine that because there are two
notes to play at once, they must bear on
twice as heavily. For this reason the
double stop playing of most amateurs
and inexperienced violin players is in¬
tolerably harsh and rasping.
Double Stop Exercises
When the above exercise can be played
pianissimo, with an even, singing tone,
scales in thirds, sixths, octaves and tenths
can be taken up and practiced in the
same manner, preferably with swells as
shown in the scale passage in sixths be¬
low. Count 4, 8, 12, 16 and finally 24
slowly to each note.

The exercises in Schradieck’s Scale
Studies, or any other good collection of
scales can be used for the purpose.
Eminent vocal teachers assert that the
greatest difficulty in singing is the mesa
di voce—the perfect swell and decres¬
cendo. It is my opinion that a perfect
swell and diminuendo on a double stop
is the most difficult feat in violin bowing.
Only a master of violin bowing can exe¬
cute these swells, preserving at all times
a pure, singing, sonorous tone, free from
grit or scratch.
Lack of Persistence
The reason why so few violin students
acquire a fine tone is because they do
not work at these fundamental bow ex¬
ercises with enough persistence. They
see the value of them, and notice the
almost miraculous improvement which
comes from an even limited practice of
such exercises, but still they shirk and
sidestep this kind of practice because it
is tedious, and tiresome, and they would
rather be playing a concerto or a melo¬
dious etude. In this they make a mistake,
for such practice bears golden fruit.

matical rules, when they should be spend¬
ing their time getting familiar with the
small talk of the language they wish to
study, little sentences like “Open the
door,” “Pass the butter,” “How afe you,”

The String Problem
On account of the war it is very dif¬
ficult to get good violin strings, and vio¬
lin players all over the country are com¬
plaining. In the past large quantities of
the cheaper grades of violin strings were
manufactured in Germany, and now that
the war has shut off all German imports,
the string trade is feeling the loss se¬
verely. Take the Mueller “Eternelle”
brand of silk strings for instance, which
are made in Saxony. These strings en¬
joyed a tremendous vogue all over the
world. They are very cheap, reliable and
have an excellent tone. The surplus
stock of the wholesalers of this par¬
ticular brand is now exhausted, and they
cannot be obtained at any price. It is the
same with many other favorite brands.
The higher grade Italian gut strings
can still be obtained, but they are difficult
to import, and higher in price. A friend
of mine who has been buying the highest
grade of Italian strings through a Lon¬
don house for years, recently received the
following from them, “Many thanks for
your order for strings and enclosure of
13 shillings, 8 pence. We regret how¬
ever that owing to the greatly advanced
price, Italian export tax, and our own
(English) new duty of 33%, we cannot
now fill this order for less than one
pound (20 shillings).”
In this instance there was a perpen¬
dicular advance of 50% within a few
weeks. Other high grade strings are
advancing in proportion.
The war has made a boom in the trade
of the few American string manufac¬
turers. In time there is no reason that
the United States should not . make as
good violin strings as any country on
earth. Italy makes the highest grade gut
strings for the following three reasons:
first, on account of her dry, sunny cli¬
mate, second, because her string manu¬
facturers have been making strings for
300 years, handing the business down
from father to son, and have thus be¬
come wonderfully expert at it, third, the
breed of skinny mountain sheep, from the
intestines of which the strings are made,
and which abound in Italy, seem to be
peculiarly adapted for the making of
strings of the highest type. These con¬
ditions can certainly be duplicated in the
United States, say in localities in Colo¬
rado and Southern California, and if a
few expert string makers could be im¬
ported from Italy the trick could be ,
turned, and a large and important indus¬
try added to American trade.

Teaching Children
Many violin teachers, even those of
considerable note, seem to have scant
success in teaching violin playing to chil¬
dren. This comes very largely from the
fact that they use too much theory and
not enough common sense at the start.
Many hide-bound, pedantic teachers in¬
sist that for the first year or two noth¬
ing but exercises should be given, and
no “pieces.” Now this is about as sen¬
sible as it would be to dose children,in a
kindergarten or in the first primary
grades of school, with nothing but gram¬
mar, and never allow them to read
or write little stories out of a primer.
Many teachers of foreign languages, and
not a few schools where foreign lan¬
guages are taught, teach in the same way,
and a sad mess they make of it- They
have elementary pupils poring over gram-

THE RE-GRADUATION OF VIOLINS
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qinun BOW, ITS PAST, PREBEKT AND FUTURE
FAMOUS bow makers of THE FAST Aim PRESENT
ribe to THE VIOLIN WOftLtt.rScpg'J'eal'.

Try it Free
With Your
Own
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npHISsuperb Lyric
-*■ Mellbphonewillbe
sent to you on six days
,L with your band, ypur
ihestra, in your church—
without transposing.
20 cents a day pays the rock-bqttom price.

Write for Catalog Sfglgff
ments and expert advice free. Write today.
Tho Rudolph WurliUer Company
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History of Belgian School. Endow
Mress Registrar, Musin'. VirtuoM
I W. 76th St., New York. Privet,
csson, given by Ovide Musin in Person

OUR “SPECIAL”
10 Tested Lengths, OCr
bt)1. Silk Violin E, forfait/
Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue
MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.

1, Duets
s for
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Root Violins and Root’s Special Violin String;
Skilled repair work at moderate prices
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Cultivate Your
Natural Beauty

GraceMildredCultureCourse
Drpt. 29, 624 S.Michi-sn Ave..Chicago.
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Children studying the violin, during the
first year, should of course be taught a
few of the simpler technical exercises,
and the easiest scales and arpeggios, but
instead of the dry, tasteless, alleged
“melodious” exercises with which many

violin instructors abound, they should be
given real melodies, folk songs, elemen¬
tary dance pieces, little tunes pulsing with
life and beauty, which will appeal to the
imagination of the child, and make him
love his violin. There is no end to such
melodies, and for every dry, manufactured-to-order
exercise
(outside
of
purely technical work) a really beautiful
melody, which the whole world loves,
can be found to match it, and which will
do the child infinitely more good.

Keep Youthful!
“A woman can be young There it Beauty
but once, but she can be
youthful always.” It is the
face that tells the tale of
time. Faithful use of

Itigt&m's
MiUCv&ed

Ct&am

The Phonograph as an Aid
, Phonographic lessons in singing are
now on the market, and in time we may
have phonographic violin lessons. The
phonograph is becoming all but universal.
I recently heard a phonograph,
which will play any standard record,
which had been bought at retail from a
Chicago house at the incredibly low price
of $5.95, and which gave remarkable resuits considering the price. Such a price
will put the phonograph in the poorest
home in the land, and the educational effect will be incalculable.
Many will ask, “Can a violin student
gain anything from listening to violin
tecords?” I think the answer must be
that he can learn a certain amount. It is
true that the violin loses its characterise
tic tone when reproduced, orf a phonographic instrument, and takes on more the
tone of a wind instrument, hut the student can learn much about the phrasing,
the shading, and the general effect of a
composition by listening to violin rec-

ords. I should unhesitatingly advise violin students living in remote places, where
they can seldom if ever hear good violin
playing, to buy a phonograph, even if a
cheap one, and get a supply of high class
violin records. The violinist can learn
much from other records also, especially
singing records. The best that any violinist can do is to imitate the human voice
as closely as possible, and, as the human
voice can be better reproduced on the
phonograph than any other form of music, good vocal records are extremely valuable to the violin student, who cannot
hear real singers. Of course there is
hothlng like hearing the real artist, but
just as general education is so much furthered by pictures, so the musical student
living where he cannot hear the living
performer, can gain much through the
performances of phonographic machines,
player pianos, etc., which give, as it were,
more or less perfect tone pictures of the
original.
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will keep the skin fresh and |
youthful. Sarah Bernhardt I
began its use twenty years
ago—today she is proclaimed “young at seventy-one” BOc ana 91
Milkweed Cream is a time-proven prepa¬
ration, More than a “face cream” of the
ordinary sort. A skin-health cream. There
is no substitute.
“Just to showthe proper glow”use Ingram’s
Rouge. A safe preparation. Solid cake—no
porcelain. Three shades— 50c.
Guest Room Package
Send us Is in stam.
containing Ingram
sSa'
purse packets, at
ruest Room Sizes.
Tooth Powder* and

!*a#2zriRix&

Frederick F. Ingram Company
Windsor, Ont.
« Tenth St., Detroit, Mich.

Franklin, published
Co. If you Will write to the
the Presi
Theo. Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut St, Phila.,
Pa., they will send you a catalog contain¬
ing a large number of elementary violin
solos suitable for your purpose.
A. M. G.—1. The quality of tone produced
by any string on the violin depends on the
number and intensity of the overtones.
These overtones are caused by the fact that
a string vibrates in segments, when set in
vibration, as Well as a whole. The loudness
of the tone depends on the amplitude
(width) of the vibrations. 2. Helmholtz, in
his '‘Treatise on the Sensations of Tone, as
a Physiological Basis for the Theory of
Music,” and in his other works on sound,
treats of the vibration of strings and other
bodies an(j many other different phenomena
Qf Rour)dj in a mannel. which makes these
works of great interest to the violinist. 3.
If you Will observe a Violin string carefully
when you put it in motion with the bow,
you will find that as you go closer to the
end of the string with the bow (nearer the
bridge, the greater amplitude (wider swing)
the vibrations will have, since the length of
string from the bow to the nut (or finger
which stops the string) will be greater as
the how approaches the bridge.
.. ... _ _ _
idea in study¬
ing the violin is to do concert solo playing,
and that you Would never care to teaeli or
play in orchestra. This being the case you
are running a great risk, If you spend
8everaX of the most valuable years of your
. u{e wlth the a-m of doing concert playing
,
The number of concert violinists who
ar/aWe tQ make a good lncome witl> concert
playing only is comparatively small, and the
great majority who have studied for the pro¬
fession are obliged to fall back on teaching,
playing in orchestras, editing violin music,
or even playing and teaching the piano,
organ, and other instruments to help out.
To be a success as a conceit violinist requires the union of a great number of
qualities,
who even musical
possess and
thesemental,
qnallti .
have the business ability to push
success. It is a good thing to b<
a 1
♦»
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

STANDARD

Music Works
As rewards for obtaining
ETUDE subscriptions
Send us ONE subscription, not
your own, at 31-50 (31.75 in
Canada) and we will send you
your choice of any one of the
following standard works:
Standard Graded Course of Studies,
in ten grades. 10 volumes. W. S. B.
Mathews. Any two volumes.
Chopin.

Complete Waltzes.

Album of Favorite Pieces. Engelmann.
19 piano pieces.
27 duets.

Primer of Facts About Music.
sible for
violinist. It you
self diligently 1
_ hours a day practice ’ under a good
teacher.
2. The leading symphony orchestras employ only male violinists.

1

Rate 20c per word_|
MUSIC COMPOSED—-Send words. Manu¬
scripts corrected. Harmony, correspondence
lessons. Dr. • Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y,_
MANDOLINS, violins, guitars, ukuleles.
Prices moderate. Wm. Buslap, 3731 Concord
Place, Chicago.

Very First Duets.

professional
talent and apply yo

|

WANTED—Violinist by conservatory in
Middle West. Address, C. M„ care of The
EtpMb.
VIOl. IN—Wonder nil old Strati. None bet¬
ter on the earth. Price $2,000. D. C. ^fills,
Belleville, Kansas._
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What Shall I Teach in the First Grade?
A SERIAL ADVERTISEMENT

A Concise Course in Grading for Teachers

Sutor, A. Note Spelling Bool
Batchellor and Landon. Music
dergarten Method .
Presser’s First Music Writine
Landon, C. W. Writing Bool
Books 1 and

Landon, C. W.

Price

ora-Con.
Found

SCALE STUDIES
Scales, Arpeggios
Cadences
Orem, P. V
Cooke, J.

INSTRUCTORS
r, Theo. Beginners’ Bool

MATERIAL SUITABLE FOR GRADE ONE
Mather

Arranged in Progressive Order
Standard Graded Course of Studies, Vol. I, Grade I. Price, $1.00
Key Pr

PIECES IN DANCE FORM
0 Bachmann, G. Cendrillon,
12160 Ren;
Pierr
Soldier
Marching 1
lugbee, L.
Maypole
Dance .
9410 Bachmann, G. Andalusiai
Dance .A
4862 Davis, A. j. ^ 1 Am

FOUR-HAND COLLECTIONS
S'^ith
8248 Sartc
A. Let’s Have a
Soitig. Op. 864, No. 8... <
354 Schumiinn, R.
Melody.
. 63, No. 1. «
W. Sunset Glow.
. 156, No. 2. .
arly Morn C
_, -Musical
Alphabet.
Kindergar-

6542 Gurlitt,ercT March 'of'th
Tin Soldiers. Op. 130...
- - . . . er, S. My Firs
Dance' ...
3565 Dietz, Frai
Schumann, R.
Soldiers’
March. Op. 68, No. 2_
Steinheimer, S. Hurrah!
Land Again .
0634 Bugbr
ugbee, L. A. Maytime
Rev.IMSS Irving, L.
vSftz .
.9634
BURgeveeei's ]
3152 Behr, Franz. Gaily Chant¬
ing Waltz . F
9292 Lindsay, Chas. Attention! C
4185 Engel, H. Flying Sparks
5694 Oehml
Sold:
6746 Wolf,

thlesinger, S. Burial of a Dolf
Hunter’s March .
The Hunt’s Up.
oerdeler, R. Young America

6682 Lindsay, Chas. Pleasant
Thoughts . G
6631 Spaulding, G. L. Bunch of

11787
ThenFlo°wfr Girl! '' (Bass
Clef Only) .
12910
Farmer John. Rustic Song
2312 Rickaby, T. L. Well-known
and Favorite Melodies.
Op. 19, Nos. 1-6, In¬
clusive .C, G, F,
Bugbee,
Tinkling
Bells
5561 Rickaby, T. L. Well-known
and Favorite Melodies.
Op. 40, Nos. 1-6, In¬
clusive .C, F,
3459 Engelmann,
H.
Day
Dreams. Op. 487, No. 1
11489 Renard, Pierre. Ding Dong
5001

Very First Duet Book.
Wood, D. D. Musical
Low, J. Tone Pictures C
and Pupil) .
Bilbro, M. In the Gre

C
G

Standard Firs
ieces, Compiled by
,. B. Mathews; 41
, 77 Pages; Classical

D

, C. W.

C
~

6482 Spaulding,6 G.'
Fairies . ..
7243 Bugbee, L. A.
liam’s Ball
8447 Sartorio, A. ’
Shepherdess
2784 Ferber, R. In

)m—Walt
aniel. T

5009 Bechter S°Kari.' ‘
Galop
2215 Rathbu

Five

Dutton, Theodor;
Progress _
Twenty-four
Hand
H. Eng
Little

G

FirsT Dance Album.'' Various
Hudso:
Book .

Music

ntal. Geo. L. Spaulding
im, H. L. New Rhymes

Dolly's
ral. Op.; 9, No. 5
C Min.

3864 Horvath, Geza.
the Little Soldi:
3864 The Jolly Trump

r, P. A.

Hipscher. E. E.
The
Oriole’s Lullaby .
Rowe, Daniel. Winter Time
Bugbee, L. A. Pussy's
Lullaby .
Engelmann, H. The FourLeaf Clover .
Spaulding, G. L. Schu¬
mann (Happy Farmer)

Op. 19, No. 5 G
Bergthal, Hugo. Soldiers’
March. Op. 11, No. 2, . G
“ ‘
"lari. Jolly Darkies G
8304 Steinheir
Dance . F
3216 Holcombe, L. V. Little
Curlyhead March. Op. 6 C
4297 Renard, P. Morning Glory
—Polka .C
SEMI-POPULAR AND CLASSIC
7040 Spaulding, Geo. L. Daisy

1176 Mathew
Hudson, Mrs. H. B. .
Piano Music ....
Bilbro, M. General Sl-„.
Heinze, L. G. The P
Beginner .
Bugbee, L. A. First G
Studies .

(
I
:
:
1

Gurlitt, C.
First Lessoi
700 Czei 7, C. Easy d Pros
•’ ' >l’- .1
Spindler, F. Juvenile St
i»OOK. Op. 131.
Czerny, C. Selected. Stud
Bk. I (Liebling).,
100 Recreations ....
3346 Loeschhorn, A. Selecl
,
ies. Book I (.Roger

Four Hands
Presser, Th. School of Foui
hand Playing, Vol. I....
Sartorio, A. Boy at Play
Op. 222, No. 8.
Hiller, P. Meadow Plaj

5719
The Little Stranger. C
7666 Engelmann, H. Frolic of
the Lambs . C
9448 Kern, Carl Wilhelm. In

Any of the above Publications will gladly be sent for examination
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Q. What is the real meaning of "Tessa-

Here is a Graded List of material selected by experts, many of them famous teachers. During the coming months
this list will cover the Second Grade, the Third Grade and so on. But the names of pieces don't mean anything.
You have to see the music itself—have it in your own home for careful perusal. If you can t order n
pieces or studies at a time you can at least make a beginning.
Let us send you our “SPECIAL GRADE I ON SALE” selection. Look the music over thoroughly, learn all
about it, make notes of what you need, buy what you require (either for your pupils o
balance to be credited. Thousands do this and in their own words “wouldn t 1
1
*■
comes from knowing how.
Prim. i and Study Helpa—Con.
. S. Writing Book for
nxdents .
F. Writing Book .

Mail Order
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ind to the point.
Questions regarding particular pieces,
ronomlc markings, etc., not likely to be of in¬
terest to the greater number of ETUDE readers
will not be considered

WATCH FOR NEXT MONTH’S INSTALLMENT

PRIMERS AND STUDY HELPS
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tensive, it frequently happens that In sot
songs the average of the pitch of the not
is high while in others it is low. Thus
song in which the greater number of not
is high is certainly better suited to tl
soprano than to the contralto. Another soi
with the same extremes of pitch might ha
the majority of the notes in the lower pm
This would of course be better suited to tU
contralto. Certain songs with sustained high
notes seem to he especially suited '
tenor and are said to be written

IfS

. ,......
.neant by a mutation stop on
organ f—New Reader.
A. Certain stops on the organ are not in
unison with the main or foundations stops.
mutation stop^Is jjtulled out It may
set in operation i
venteenth above the founda¬
tion stop. The reason l’or this is that the
organ tone is largely devoid of overtones or
harmonics and the mutation stops are an
ipt to supply these missing effects
Q. In ........._
the obbligato be dispensed withhr—LatD.C<&
A. Yes. Notwithstanding thi
originally meant just the oppositt -that is it
was a part wl ' ‘
^ ' dispensed
the meaning
with. Now it h
of optional.
Q. What is m
piano f—Z. T. 6
block of wood into which the
A. It is a bl
_„ __are placed. It is of greatest
importance to the piano as the strain of the
wires must fall upon this. Metal has been
employed for the same purpose but by many
it Is not felt to be nearly so satisfactory as
several layers of wood built up into one
niece with the grain running alternately,
longitudinally and transversely. This is then
frequently covered with a metal plate through
which the pins project. A poorly constructed
wrest plank means that the piano will rapidly
le of the reasons
;o readily.
why a cheap piano gets o:
Q. What is the exact meaning of the word
“technic" in musict Why is it sometimes
spelled technique and sometimes technikT
A. The meaning is loose rather than exact.
Its origin is Greek and comes from a word
signifying "art,'' this in turn is supposed to
have been derived from the Sanskrit word
“Taksh” meaning to'cut, to shape, to make.
It refers to the method or style of perform¬
ance in any art. In music the majority of
musical people probably use the term in de¬
scribing that part of music sludy which deals
with mechanical exercises and rice study of
the mechanical side of playing. There are a
few however who loudly protest and insist
that technic should include all phases of
phrasing, interpretation, etc. Technique is the
French spelling and Technik is the German
spelling.
Q. Why is Beethoven’s rastoral Sonata so
namedt—E. J. K.
A. Possibly because the opening themes of
the Allegro and part of the Finale have the
style of a rural tone. The original edition
docs not mention the word Pastorale but is
entitled "(Irande Sonata Pour le Pianoforte."
In no place is there any record of Beethoven
having referred to it ns a Pastorale Sonata.
Beethoven was known to have been very fond
of the Andante of this Sonata and played it
frequently.
0- What is the difference between possess¬
ing the sense of “absolute pitch" and of
“relative pitch”?
A. If you can sound any given note at the
correct pitch without referring to the piano
or other instrument for help, or if, on hear¬
ing any note sounded, (in correct tune), you
can immediately tell its name, yon have
what is called absolute pitch.
If on hearing two notes, either one at a
time or together as a chord, you can tell by
What interval they are separated—an octave,
a major third, a diminished fifth, or what¬
ever the case may he, then you have what
is called relative pitch.
“Relative Pitch" can he cultivated, and
should be. ••Absolute pitch" is usually a
native talent, and manv really good musi|j
“
" only in slight degree
“ *n

Start a Fall History
Annual Money-Saving Offer
Class with the Standard
to Music Buyers
On the two following pages will be found History of Music
some very interesting offers. The first
The profits that may easily be earned,
twenty-nine offers are on works not yet
in addition to the regular teaching work,
published. These offers are on the same
plan as heretofore presented in our regu¬ by organizing a history class with the
lar Publishers’ Notes Advance of Publica¬ Standard History of Music, should be the
tion Offers. However, note that an addi¬ last thing which the teacher should think
tional Bonus Offer (explanation below) is of in this connection. The greatest profit
made on each $2.00 purchase. These Ad¬ is in the immensely increased interest and
vance of Publication Offers are on works the great improvement in everything musi¬
that we will publish in the near future, cal which the pupil may undertake. The
and the works are offered at these “cost Standard History tells the whole story of
of manufacture” prices to present an op¬
portunity for our patrons to become ^music in forty story-lessons. It is told so
acquainted with our new publications. simply and entertainingly that any in¬
These works will be sent as soon as issued. telligent child of ten, eleven and upwards
The Offers numbered from 30 to 74 are may enjoy it, although it may be read
Final Introductory Offers, and include seriously by the advanced mature student.
works that have appeared during the last Every hard word is pronounced phoneti¬
twelve months. These works are ready cally. The hook is 250 pages in length,
for immediate delivery, and are offered has 150 illustrations and is handsomely
this last time at prices far below the usual bound in red cloth stamped in gold. It
professional price, delivered postpaid, if
cash accompanies the orders, for a final includes historical estimates and bio¬
graphies of three hundred of the great
chance for introduction.
Bonus: Note on page 639 that under musicians, including all famous presentthis head is offered an additional induce¬ day pianists, violinists, singers, and such
ment, viz.: A popular standard work (a composers as Chaminade, Wachs, Bohm,
choice from six) is given with every cash Schiitt, Sinding, Engelmann, whose works
purchase amounting to $2.00 selected from are played by millions, but who are either
these Offers, Nos. 1 to 74, and delivered ignored" or skimped over in even much
postpaid.
larger histories. In other words, the book
These September Offers are exceedingly is practical, clear, ready, concise, direct,
popular with our patrons who have from up-to-date and adapted for self-study as
year to year found it exceedingly profit¬ well as class work. Two chapters in the
able to thus acquaint themselves with new appendix are devoted to the subject of
material for the coming season.
organizing and conducting a musical
history class and thousands of pleased
Grove’s
teachers have been thus inspired to con¬
duct history classes which have brought
Dictionary
By a fortunate arrangement with the great profit to themselves and their pupils.
original publishers, we obtained a large Write for our special plan to assist the
supply of Grove’s Dictionary before the teacher in starting such a class. It is free.
increase in the cost of paper, printing and The price of the History is $1.25, with
binding became so serious as at present; as large discounts when bought in lots of
a consequence we are able to sell this one-half dozen or more.
great $25.00 reference work for $15.00,
either for cash or on monthly payments. Premiums for
The Dictionary occupies a place of its own Etude Subscriptions
in musical literature and has no rivals or
Have you ever worked for Etude
competitors. It is a complete library of
premiums? If you haven’t, you may not
musical information in all branches of
realize just how valuable your spare time
the Art. It is a necessary part of every
may become. Etude readers who employ
teacher’s studio and there will be nothing their spare time getting subscriptions are
to take its place for years to come. There handsomely rewarded for the efforts put
are five large tastefully bound octavo forth. Here are some of the fine articles
volumes, each containing nearly a thousand which yon can secure by doing a little
pages of reliable and helpful musical data, extra work. Many more are listed in our
covering biography, history, theory and all thirty-two page premium catalog, sent
branches of musical activities past and
on request.
present. Every purchaser of this edition free
Educator Set, 3 pieces, one child’s knife,
saves $10.00, and for $15.00 gets exactly
fork and spoon, bright finish. Rogers’
the same work offered by the original pub¬
plated wear. Given for 2 subscriptions.
lishers at $25.00.
Erector Toys. Combines fun and edu¬
cation, and develops the mechanical mind
Three Months’
of a boy. An unsurpassable gift. Model
0, 1 subscription; Model 1,2 subscriptions;
Etude Subscriptions
Although this is rather at the tag end Model 2, 4 subscriptions.
Dutch Alarm Clock. Height 7 inches,
the summer season, yet there may be
many that would like to take advantage width 9 inches. Good reliable movement,
°f a three months’ subscription to our entirely enclosed in a metal case. Figures
Journal, The Etude.
We would be are black on white dial. Sent charges col¬
Pleased to send copies of any of the three lect, 3 subscriptions.
Cameras, Box Type, Premo Junior,
issues during the summer or those of the
late spring or early fall for 25 cents, any Model B, with universal focus lens.
three. There are thousands of persons Simplest camera that can he made. Pro¬
who have taken advantage of this, who duces equally good results in the hands of
afterwards have become regular sub¬ children or adults. Loads in daylight with
scribers, and we should he pleased if there the Premo Film Pack. Pictures, 2% hy
are any that desire to have this three 314 inches. Instructions included with
months’ trial subscription, to accommo¬ each camera. 5 subscriptions.
Leather Bags. Various qualities. Hand¬
date them with the same during this
month, or in the ease of the early fall some bags made of black crepe, black silk
editions, we will send them as they moire and genuine goatskin. Given for
from 2 to 6 yearly subscriptions.
come out.

It has now become an established fact
that mail order purchasing has many ad¬
vantages. There was a time when mail
order buying was almost unknown. Some
of the largest commercial houses in the
world at the present day are mail order
establishments, and nearly every large
business concern does a very extensive
business by mail. This has all come about
in the last thirty years. There was a time
when we all had our shoes made to order.
Now the journeyman shoemaker is almost
obsolete. The time is also fast approach¬
ing when garments are so perfected that
they can be made to fit just the same as
shoes are now made. Some of the finest
gowns are ready-made, and many of
the most fashionable people that used to
have them made to order now get them all
finished, ready to wear.
This is so in all business. We are one
of the first business houses to do business
by mail, and we are thoroughly equipped
for this work. There is another peculi¬
arity about the music business. The only
music store is one that is fully equipped
to fill orders for every imaginable want.
The variety of wants even in a small
community is just as great as that in a
large community. In other words, the
music store in a small place is called upon
to furnish just as great a variety of music
as will be called for in a large city. This
is the reason why there is much difficulty
in making a small retail sheet music store
pay. The small dealer is called upon to
fill a large variety of demands, which can
only be supplied by very large establish¬
ments. We should he pleased indeed to
send printed matter to anyone applying
for our methods of mail order music
buying.
September
Magazine Bargains
Again The Etude offers its readers a
chance to. save some money in ordering
their favorite magazines in combination
with The Etude. We advise foresighted
people to take advantage of these prices
before the month is out, as we anticipate
further advances in the subscription prices
of the leading publications.
Send all your magazine orders directly
to us, whether they include The Etude or
not. We will forward the orders promptly
to the respective publishers, thus saving
you time, trouble and money.
We will send free on request our maga¬
zine guide of 1,000 clubs, and list below
a few of the leading bargains:

d Fancy Needles

•1*1.70
. . ! < Save 50cta.
l *1.75
J Save 25cl».
I *1.75
( Save 75cb.
I *1.85

1*1.85
J Save 40cls.

I *2.00
l *2.45
j Save 30cta.
I *2.50
j Save $1.00
THE ETUDE . . .
McCall’s .
Little Folks
THE ETUDE . . .

j *2.80
) Save 45cts.
I *2.85
(Save $1.15

THE ETUDE ...
Every Week _
Woman’s Home (

l *3.35
J Save 65cts.

THE ETUDE ....
Pictorial Review .
Review of Review*

l *4.85
) Save $1.15
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Timely Ordering
of Music Supplies
Although a very large number of
teachers have availed themselves of our
suggestions and offers with regard to the
early ordering of music supplies for fall
work there are still many who will take
action almost simultaneously just when
their work begins; in some cases this is
unavoidable, but any teacher who had a
class last season knows about to a cer¬
tainty how many pupils will be enrolled
this season and should be prepared with
whatever material the prospective stu¬
dents will need. It is far better to have
a little too much music on hand rather
than too little, and it is bad policy to
delay until the pupil is actually ready to
study and practice. Waiting for music
supplies loses money and time for teacher
and pupil alike. It must also he borne in
mind that this year’s unusual traffic con¬
ditions may cause unexpected delays in
the delivery of mail and express matter.
We urge all teachers to get their music
needs attended to without delay and to
prepare for a busy season. The best kind
of start will include a liberal supply of
Presser Publications “ON SALE” subject
to the return of any that are not used
when the season closes. Any teacher un¬
familiar with the PRESSER ON SALE
PLAN should write for information or
just say briefly what the needs are and
leave the selection to us.
Year Book
for Music Teachers
We have a little handbook for music
teachers which we shall be pleased to send
complimentary to any teachers who might
apply. It is a hook to fit the pocket.
There is no objection to keeping it in the
secretary’s care. The little hook contains
a great deal of valuable information. It
has, first of all, a number of pages for
the pupils’ addresses and telephone num¬
bers and the dates when they began
lessons. It also has lesson schedules for
the teacher, which show how each half
hour in the day is occupied from Monday
to Saturday. It has a number of pages
for sheet music account, and also pages
for cash accounts. There are also blank
memorandum pages. Best of all, it has
an excellent pronouncing dictionary of
celebrated musicians. It gives the names
of prominent musicians that have died in
the last three years. Besides all this, a
great deal of the book is taken up with a
list of selected graded pieces, with de¬
scriptive lines about them. If you desire
one of these for the coming season, please
let us know and we will send you one hy
return mail, free of charge.
Etude Special
Renewal Offer
In order to induce every Etude reader
to renew his or her subscription promptly,
we make the following renewal offer, good
during the month of September only.
We will give to everyone renewing his
or her Etude subscription during Sep¬
tember, or who sends us a new subscrip¬
tion at the full price of $1.50 ($1.75 in
Canada) choice of any one of the following
standard collections of music, upon the
additional payment of 15 cents:
Inventions for the Piano. Complete.
J. S. Bach.
Sunday Piano Music. 25 compositions
for church or home.
Standard
Compositions.
Matthews.
Volume 1, grade 1, to volume 7, grade 7,
any one volume.
Four-Hand Album. Engelmann.
We would like to see every Etude
reader take advantage of this liberal offer
in sending renewals or the subscriptions of
friends. The fact that for the small ad¬
ditional sum of 15 cents an Etude reader
may secure one of these music collections
with a renewal or new subscription, is but
one of the many advantages enjoyed hy
readers of this magazine.
Renewals received during September,
whether the subscriptions have expired or
not, will entitle the sender to take ad¬
vantage of this offer.
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MONEY SAVING OFFERS ON COMING AND RECENT PUBLICATIONS
ONwS ADVANCE, OF PUBUCAT.ON
Thousands of progressive mus^cwortere want tote

of publication I

SsthanS

returnable.

Number.

Don’t overlook your choree of

accompany all orders. Postage
At the following prices these works are not
me of six books given with every sale of

Theo. Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
^ ^
° ~
No. 21—Watson, Mabel Madison. Bel
»
Canto Method for the Violin
p- ”
This new beginner’s method for the violin
No. 12—New Standard Four-Hand Col- pjbncetion c«*h
preparation for a^“b“e°£0$g“gd’
Price, Postpaid
lection
.
This new volume will be added to our series 01
collections printed from special large plates, it
advantage with older beginners. This hook m
will include an exceptional number of vanea
as an introductory or preparatory book to i
and interesting piano duets, chiefly of inter¬
other violin methods.
mediate grade. Many of these duets are ongiNo. 22—Wohlfahrt, F. Op. 74. Bk. I
Price, P
Melodious Studies for the Violin
|

theyappearfromthepre5S
PIANO STUDIES

PIANO-FOUR HANDS

Publication Cash
No. 1- Low, J. Octave Studies
„ _______ _
Price, Postpaid
attractive and "bravure’ style,
of quite
branch of technic bo important a- .
-is being recognized 1
more6 and^more "by8
SUSS? SSSSg*
Jam'e ttaf‘“..“"OzeWWcify *sSSiJ??
or “Cramer’s Studies.’’ _

6

SSaT wh^ ch^ed to regular account

25'

Lyric &So°oCa,h
No. 2 — Perry, Edw. Baxter.
Price, Poetpsid
Studies
mC
These studies were made with the
developing taste in music. They m
,r.
In the
up after the studies of Stephen He
form of small lyric compositions I ise studies
are very pleasing. They have bee very carefully fingered and phrased.

25

No. 3 —Perry, Edw. Baxter.
Wnst ^Ki.»ca.h
Studies
Price, P..tp..d
These studies lie in the third grade and make ^ |*C
ar /knot strictly mechanical, but they are ^aif and ^
half pieces and studies. T^all^have
&n(j ..^he
Night We,’’ etc., that appeal strongly to’ the imagination.

25

No. 13—Spaulding, Geo. L
Prelimi- ^Kon c.u.
nary Piano Duets
*** —
These duets are as easy as it is possible to make
them. They may be used by first-grade pupils.
They are not “teacher and pupil duets, the
primo and secondo parts being about the

20£

VOCAL
No. 14—Artistic Vocal Album.
L
Voice
In this collection the best of modern i
best i1nspriratio8ns.tedit will be a large and
ilume that will prove

jag !tIni:¥^F??£‘°uHutf^

50s

No. 22 A—Wohlfahrt, F. Op. 74. Bk. II
Melodious Studies for the Violin
This popular study work for the violin will
added to the “Presser Collection,
in t
|0o0okk-IIBmktL1SThiidepyosintione
are all’tuneful and very agreeable to pb
Thpv are in progressive order, leading the student alon
easify and naturally through the foundation work of violi
Dlavine Our new edition has been carefully revised an
prepared by Mr, Frederick Hahn.

15£

MUSICAL LITERATURE,
PRIMERS, Etc.
No. 23 — Bttbfo, Mathilde.
Spoiling
Lessons in Time and Notation

™

PIANO STUDIES
Well Tempered
No. 30—Bach, J. S.
Until Sept.30,1917
Clavichord, Vol. 1
have been spared t make this edition

40s

s standard t

Bilbro, Mathilde. Melodies in Price, Postpaid
Until Sept.30,1917
Difficult Keys
aid the
A unique set of study pieces designed
unusual Keys, p ^ ^.fflcnU to pUy> and they
r. oleasing musically, out Boon oio«, oc. sro »
lender the student perfectly at home in one o

20

'

No 32—Bertini.
Intermediate Studies pnrfc°dup0^1fd*,h
for the Pianoforte. Op, 32
Umii’s.pt.30,i9i7
A standard work, used extensively by conserve^p
f„Ti«s and the best teachers. The exercises are *|||L
in the third grade, and quite a number of them

20£

No. 33—Chopin.
12 Etudes for the {,nr^“S.fd“h
Pianoforte
Op. 10
umiis.pt. so, ion
This offer is an exceedingly liberal one; the
prf f*
edition is superb, being edited by the famous •11”^
pedagogue, Constantin von Sternberg. You m
*>,;« vrnlivwiA nnntftina nnlv the LU* J

No. 34—Chopin. 12 Etudes and 3 New
Etudes for the Pianoforte. Op. 25
umus«p..3o,i9i7
iese Etudes have been well edited, and this
p
,„lume containing the Op. 25 numbers is part of • ■ ^

"™™S

CONDITIONS: Order by Offer Number. Cash to accompany all orders. Postage additional
when charged to regular account. At the following prices these works are not returnable.
Final Introductory Prices are good only for September, 1917. Don’t overlook the bonus
of your choice of one of six books given with every sale of 22.00 made from offers 1
Theo. ~
Presser ~
Co., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
elusive. Send orders only t( ”
ory Caih
No. 49—Grieg, E.
Sonata for the
. JstaaM
it Sept.30,1917
Pianoforte. Op. 7
This sonata does not make any severe techni
demands, but it affords splendid study in to
color and interpretation. It should be in
Every September, 1917, cash purchase
repertory of every pianist.

confidence in our latest publications assures us that if you purchase any one, your
thusiasm will lead to many more desirable sales. Consequently we give our customers
V last chance to secure these important works at just about the cost of manuOne copy only at these prices. Sent, postpaid, at once to those “who know a good
thing.” Numbers 30 to 74 refer to works ready published
' ’ and immediately deliverable.

Free With Every $2.00 Order
amounting to

32.00,

made from these pages

25s

charge.

Pictures p,ice
Introductory
Ce«h
Poslplid
No. 50—Slater, David Dick, riciures
Until Sept.30,1917
from Fairyland
Mr. Slater is one of the staunchest of English
c
composers. The pieces are simple, hut a glance
at them will show that a master hand has
created them. Each composition has a verse
descriptive of the music.

□ Standard First Grade Pieces
72 Piano Compositions

No. 51—Slater, David Dick.
from Story land

(offers 1 to 74) will entitle the customer to
the choice of any one of the standard valua¬
ble works named below, without additional

□ Presser’s School of Pianoforte, Vol. II.
Student’s Book

35s

uPo<^P.fd,‘h
.pt.
Until Sept, 30,1917
the grasp of
yet the composer has somesays it in a very intelligent

35s

The

P Sutor’s Note Spelling Book
A Writing Book for learning notation

Pictures

Introductory Caeh
Price, Poetpeid
Until Sept.30,1917

No. 52—Standard First Pieces

□ Spaulding’s Etude hlelodiques
10 pleasing and Instructive Studies in 2nd and
3rd grades
D “You and I”
First and Second Grade Duets, with words ad. lib.
□ Standard Duet Player’s Album
29 pieces for Four Hands chiefly in the 3rd grade

s in the series pr nted from speoial platen
the easiest grade.
No. 53—Sunday Piano Music

25s

Introductory Caeh
Price, Poetpeid
Until Sept.30,1917

acter. The volume c
s of the great master!

MUSICAL LITERATURE
PRIMERS AND
THEORETICAL WORKS

into ?wbo‘i8vhoe.d £jj_
n735-DiabelIi.
The First Twelve
Lessons for the Pianoforte. Op. 125 umiiSep.Xon

*kbe:

ioc

cshna\eb6|{ac£|

NMeld“k2A’

1 AC

NeWPian0S5&

is«ttS§s40
P20£
Sfca&s:

111-25s
PIANO COLLECTIONS
No. 17-Cr.mm, H. L

No. 57By J.

Pfcas.nl Pan-

20s IllfcWiicF
Tsaxw-Esa:
No. 11—Standard Purler Album

SElio.

iS*:3;s«25£

SSSIfl 30s

No. 48—Godard.

£S£

mmw
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“p.^.id*‘h

mmm^w
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Bright Ideas for Little Folks and Their Teachers

MONEY-SAVING OFFERS ON COMING AND RECENT PUBLICATIONS—(Continued)
FINAL
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INTRODUCTORY OFFERS ON NEW PUBLICATIONS—Continued

VIOLIN

CANTATAS AND
ORATORIOS

No. 58—Musical Booklet Library
££
id by the teacher Unti
s supplementary work with, pupils. Seve and helpful reading

06s

tain parts of the student’s progress in the study
of the piano. Think how valuable it is
the teacher to give the pupil one of thi
booklets containing clear and comprehensive novice on »
subject that the pupil should understand. It no.t only saves
the busy teacher much time in explaining these points, but
creates an impression upon the pupil who is made to realize
that the teacher is wide-awake and keenly interested in the
pupil's welfare. The best description of each individual
book is contained in the title of each as given below; in
other words, the books contain exactly the information that

NO. 68A. SlTrms8'and How They Should Be Played. By
James Francis Cooke.
„
_
No. 58B. Progressive Ways for Securing New Pupils. By
No. 58C. “Peer Gynt.” A dramatic prose reading, ar¬
ranged from notes of Richard Mansfield.
No. 68D. How to Use the Metronome Correctly. By
C. G. Hamilton, M.A.
„
No. 68E. Making a Success of the Pupils’ Recital. By
Perlee V. Jervis.
No. 58P. Profitable Physical Exercises for Piano Stu¬
dents. By W. R. C. Latson, M.D.
No. 68G. How Edward MacDowell Taught the Piano. By
Mrs. Edward MacDowell.
No. 58H. First Steps in the Study of the Pedals. By
Carol Sherman.
No. 581. Passing the Dead Line in Music Study. By
Thomas Tapper.

No. 63—Be. ge, Irenee. The Wondrous JSjKtSCross
Until Sept.30,1917
This cantata by Irened Bergd is a musical work
of merit, and we are indeed gratified to have
11^;
this work in our catalog. While not extremely <
or-...,* i *■ i-and will appeal to
BflJ
TT
choirs ’consisting, at leastt partly, of trained,ordsv
and
the
ally ~suited, both as to
“7’'1 the
vocalists. It ‘is especially
ususso, for performance dui g Holy Week
_h of the four solo voices b
solo numbers.

38£

mdel, George rreaericK. ine Pnce pus.paH]
Until Sept.30,1917
of this work will be exactly
all editions, as far as the voice
ncerned, but the piano part, which

40s

fsarco,
what less difficult than the edit!
Best
Greatest Gift
First
of all, the work is suitable for the
choir. It abounds in most charming solos,
choruses and duets. It will take about an hour
to perform.

05s

<0.

61—Four Sacred Songs. By David
Dick Slater
uma'sept.so.wi?
rhese songs are of moderate length and just ^ -y o
right for c-hurch use. They are devotional in flf|C
but they display the very best
MM ■ “
icianship, together with a wealth of original M . IB
3dy. Best of all, they are easy to sing, and mm W
accompaniments are effective either for the piano or

20c

No. 62 — Cecilian Choir.
Two Part
Sacred Songs for Women’s Voices
Uo8i’s«puo,i?i7

20

-

35s

"o accompaniment.
_ _
inscriptions, not paraphrases.

No. 70—Pleyel.
Op. 8 Petits Duos. “yp.S“h
For Two Violins
umii s*.30,1*17

PlejfLr™r

neV6lU?oPmaof
been uarnfully edited and revised. T
a° knowledge of these duett
No. 71—Schradieck.
Technic, Part 1

40s

25s

No. 72—Wichtl. The Young Violinist, ,p“0,^S“h
Q
Until Sept.30,1917
Wichtl’s work, “The Young Violhlist,"Js^onc
.

TrH

No. 66—Spaulding, Geo. L.
Goose Island
For a novelty during the winte.

15c

School of Violin “t„“7p.iCd“h

overed in Mr. Schradieck’t

No. 65—Petrie, H. IV.

VOCAL COLLECTIONS
No. 60—Community and Patriotic Songs
In almost every town we hear that they
Until ’Sepl.30,1917
are preparing for Community singing dur¬
ing the summer months. If you and your com
munity have not already started something, i
is time you were awakening to it. In order t
meet the demand we have published a littl
volume containing thirty-five selections of t.h
most suitable for the singing of the people.
gether i
it possible that could in

No. 69 —Lieurance, Thurlow.
Indian pr^up„”rtpaid“h
Melodies for Violin and Piano
Until s.pt.30,1917
In this volume Mr. Lieprance has taken 1

4ir

been deadPfor many years now, but his method ^ V
survives because oof its inherent merits.

30£

mrteen years <

Introductory Cash
No. 67—Stults, R. M. Immortality
Price, Postpaid
Until Sept.30,1917
Mr. Stults, the composer^ ^oi^'directors
who "use ii better grade of church music. T
solos and choruses are within the ability of 1
average church choir, and as the words, w
the exception of one well-known Easter hyn
are taken from the Bible, it is available for i
in connection with any denominational serv:
of performance is about thirty-five minutes.

30£

Introductory Cash
No. 68—Stults, R. M. King Cometh
Price,[Postpaid
Until Sept.30,1917
TMs^cantata^s well
The
m its
C
text tells the story of the In
entirety and is divided into three parts
King is Promised,’’ “The Incarnation,”
King is Born.” There are several pi
and tuneful solos interspersed with interesting
The cantata is of just the right length fc
r in special r isical s

130“

No. 73 — Wohlfahrt, Op. 38. Easiest “7p.CdMh
Elementary Method for Beginners in Until Sepi.3o.i9i7
Violin Playing
This work has been growing steadily in favo
hesalnoCednoub?’; in'Us'melodious charset™

O C- Q

25s

PIANO COLLECTIONS—
FOUR HANDS
No. 74—Engelmann Four Hand Album
Many of Engelmann’s most popular piano
Until Sept.30,1917
solos have been arranged very effectively
for four hands, and in addition there are other
original pieces of his in duet form. All these
numbers will go to make up an exceedingly at¬
tractive duet album, affording material for home
recreation, for practice in ensemble playing and

35s

SEND ORDERS FOR ABOVE SPECIAL OFFERS ONLY TO THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA

“Get Busy!’
The summer and the early fall are obviously the “Get Busy” times for all teachers.
Most active college presidents know that they dare not be away from their work very
long during this important time. It is then that the teacher is determining what to do,
what to teach, etc. He is keeping his pen busy corresponding with his old pupils and
arranging for new pupils. SI Every hour from the end of June to the opening day of the

new teaching season is a golden hour, but the ten or fifteen days in the beginning of
September are especially valuable. The really efficient teacher knows pretty definitely
just exactly what piece and what study each individual should have at the beginning or
the season, and has the material right at hand in the studio ready to give to the pupil
in order that all delay may be minimized.

Name a well-known American tune.
Yankee Doodle.

The General and His Soldiers

Name an opera by Herold, the over¬
ture of which every one loves. •
Zampa.

By Grace Busenbark

The Music Teacher
(Game for Juniors)
By Jo Shipley Watson
- The music teacher, who is the leader,
. in a chair facing the piano. She
wins with the scholar to the left say¬
ing “Tap. tap the key-come s.t by me.
The music teacher taps a key and the
scholar takes a seat on the piano stool
w her side. The music teacher asks
Questions as fast as she can think of
them
The questions are about any
musical subject, the answers must fol¬
low in alphabetical order. For example:
What is the piano part of a song?
Accompaniment.
Who was the greatest fugue writer?
Bach.
Who

made the
Chopin.

nocturne

What famous Bohemian
taught in New York?
Dvor&k.

Ten-year-old Paul was taking piano
lessons. In his eagerness to play, his fin¬
gers often stumbled, as he did not always
stop to look carefully at the notes. One
day he came for his lesson looking quite
martial. His music-roll was decorated
with a flag, and he carried a small horn.
To his teacher, Miss Barton, this was
contributory to' the work in hand, as
everything was “grist to her mill.
Why
not utilize such a demonstration and turn
it into pedagogical channels?
“So you are a soldier!” she said. “How
would you like to be a general and have
a regiment oi soldiers to take your
orders?”
A responsive grin showed
Making Up Music
Paul’s high approval of this idea, and he
(Extempore Playing)
waited to hear more of the interesting
situation. Miss Barton held up her two
It is doubtful whether extempore play¬
hands, with which she actively illustrated
ing can ever be taught very successfully;
the following finger-play:
but every little boy and girl who is study¬
ing music can learn how t(cj play a
"Ten little soldiers standing in a row;
cadence or an interlude. “Making lip
They all'bow down to the captain—so!
music is not such a bad practice either,
They march to the left, they march to the
this does not mean drumming or getting
away from real work, it means trying to
And here they stand all ready to fight.
give a stretch to our musical natures.
Along comes a man with a great big gun,
“Aus dem Stegreise” (from the stir¬
And how those soldiers all did run!’
rup) is the German term for improvis¬

(The- questions may be made more
simple for younger pupils.)
If the music teacher does not receive
an answer before she can count ten
slowly, she calls the next scholar and the
next until one is reached who can
answer. This pupil receives a decoration.
The one receiving the most decorations
wins the game. This game must be
played quickly, it is quickness more than
anything else that makes the fun.—
J. S. W.

famous?
composer

Name the heroine of Wagner’s The
Mastersingers of Nurcmburg?
What was Beethoven’s only opera?
Fidelio.

ation and it expresses quite well the feel¬
ing one has when he takes the stirrup
and rides away with his imagination.
The greatest extempore players have
been the greatest composers.
When
Who wrote the Messiah?
Mozart was fourteen he gave an entire
Handel.
program of improvised music; a sonata
Name Weber’s best known piano piece. and fugue for harpsichord, and a song
Invitation to the Dance.
with harpsichord accompaniment, to be
What was the most popular marching sung with- words given by the audience.
This was an exhibition concert to show
tune during the civil war?
the powers of the little genius.
John Browns Body.
In the days of Bach, Beethoven, Men¬
Name a famous Austrian violinist now delssohn and Hummel, the favorite way
was to have the audience give a theme
playing in the United States.
to be developed into a fugue; sometimes
JCreisler.
this would take the form of a competi¬
What are connected tones called?
tion between two players, each player giv¬
Legato.
ing the other a theme or subject to work
upon.
Name the French hymn.
A Famous Contest
La Marseillaise.
Who composed Faust?
Gounod.

What medieval German city is the settipg of a Wagner opera?
A/urnburg. (The Master singers.)
What is an interval of eight notes
called?
Octave.
Who was a sensational violin player of
the eighteenth century?
Paganini.
Name a square dance.
Quadrille.
What is measured silence in music?
Pest.
Who was the most wonderful song
writer ?
Schubert.
What Verdi opera begins with
Un Ballo in Maschero.

U?

Who was the most popular Italian
composer of the eighteenth century?
Ferdi.
Who was the reformer of opera?
IFagner.

Are You Doing This?

Or Are You Doing This?

Name an instrument made of wood,
tuned to a scale and played upon by
hammers.
Xylophone.

gun the story told about,” and she showed
him how to play staccato chords, to hi*
great delight.
Paul never forgot that story, nor the
principle underlying it, and afterwards,
whenever there was any stumbling or
carelessness on the part of the young
musician, all Miss Barton had to say
was: “Ten little soldiers, Paul,” and Gen¬
eral Paul and his soldiers went “on duty”

Being a Letter to Ethel
From Her Auntie Marsh
Dear Ethel:
I have been wondering about you and
your music, you seemed so discouraged
the last time. My belief is that you
dabble into too many methods—floating
about on the top of methods is an unsafe
performance for any student. You see,
dear, the underlying principles- are the
same in all good methods; there are so
many names for the same thing. You
will find it so in the commercial world—
the label is the only difference. We musi¬
cians must not be hypnotized by the
changing name of some old standby.
You know what the old standby is—
controlled relaxation. Relax, relax! Say
it over and over! You must have a
daily-bread exercise, and you can guess
what exercise I mean, for you have heard
me practice it hundreds of times. I can
hear your laugh at this distance.
Sit
up, drop your shoulders and. play with
the muscles of your back.” How many
times I have been told to do this. Then
to myself I always add this: Relax every
muscle in your body until you feel the
weight of them running downward into
your finger tips.

“There are your music-soldiers,” said
Miss Barton. “Now where is your general?” “In my head,” replied Paul, after
some puzzled deliberation. “Exactly; and
how would the soldiers know where to go
and what to do if their general did not
first know himself what to tell them?
“The general must make no mistakes
or he will get his soldiers into trouble.
Count Slowly
He must be strict and see that they do
Now begin and count slowly—so,—and
their best, for if they do not they cannot
help the general to win the battle. The think the tone deep down into the keyfirst and most important command for bed. You see, dear, unless we think it
every soldier is “obey orders.” The gen¬ deep enough it lies bare on top of the key.
eral is the leader and goes first—soldiers That' is why so much of our playing
sounds raw and amateurish. We imagine
follow.
“Now what kind of soldiers are you the gulf that separates the artist from the
amateur to be immeasurably wide; it is
going to have, General Paul?
Paul’s imagination was aroused and his wide but not impassable. Many more of
enthusiasm kindled. “I’m going to have us could go to the artist side if we were
soldiers that can do things 1" he ex¬ more faithful to our daily bread. During
One of the most celebrated contests in
my years of teaching, and yotl know how
musical history was that between Bach claimed.
long that has been, I have never felt
“Good!” said Miss Barton, and pro¬ myself big enough to cast off fundamental
and Marchand, another was between
Handel and Scarlatti. Another form of ceeded to "strike while the iron was hot.” principles. If I were you, I would not
extemporizing was to have two players “Give your music-soldiers this to do”— try for the big effects until I felt per¬
together either at one piano or at two handing him hisipiece. “And remember, fectly certain of doing the little things
pianos; Mozart and Clementi played to¬ General, do not let your soldiers march pianistically. If your teacher is not in¬
gether in . Vienna, also Beethoven and before you yourself know where they are sisting upon a relaxed wrist, arm and
Woelfl. Beethoven’s extempore playing going. I shall trust them entirely to you body; if she is allowing you to play
was most wonderful; he excelled all to-day.”
heavy things with tight muscles; if you
The piece went much slower, but very are frightened and worn out after every
others, and it was said that his playing
was always finer when improving. He much surer than usual, and each finger public performance, then Ethel, I would
created a sensation in Vienna, and it played the proper key, with no stumbling, change teachers. Surely you are being
seems a wonder that any one would as Paul’s responsibility and reliance were misdirected. It is not enough to say “re¬
measure his talent against such a giant. invoked.
lax,” you must be made to relax, and
Mendelssohn disliked to extemporize in
“Now let your soldiers walk slowly on stage fright, that awful bogy, is largely
public but Hummel enjoyed it. He said, a parade drill,” said Miss Barton; and tightened muscles. My own special re¬
“I always feel less embarrassed m extem¬ Paul played scales with great delibera¬ cipe for it is this : “Relax, relax.” I say
porizing before an audience of two tion.
to myself as I sit quietly before the key¬
thousand or three thousand persons than
“Tell your general they must walk with board, “Think—think.” And to my mus¬
in executing any written composition to firm step and keep time with the drum,
cles I say, “Unwind—unwind.” And all
which I am slavishly tied down.” The said Miss Barton, starting the metronome this before I ever strike a note. Do you
practice of extempore playing seems to
think it silly, dear? Well it has done me
have gone out of fashion,- even the
Perhaps the world’s
“Now, double quick time—ready, go!” endless service.
cadenza and concerto is usually prepared and Paul played a staccato scale with great artists also have a little silent code
and practiced before hand; some years crisp, clear “running” of the finger sol¬ of their own. Have you not noticed how
ago the cadenza was the one real op¬ diers, realizing that they must “stand
some of them pull their minds into place
portunity for the player to show his and “walk” correctly before they could before they begin to sing or play. It is
powers of improvization.
an easy experiment.
If you are really musical you will love
Your devoted,
“Now you have drilled your soldiers so
to make up little tunes, perhaps you have
Auntie Marsh.
nicely, General Paul, you may fire the
done this already—J. S. W.
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The book

will be ready in the Fall of 1917.

G. SCHIRMER’S

for Piano

GRADES I-IV

G

SCHIRMER’S new teaching pieces are of a
* quality rarely encountered — music not
“written down” to what is supposedly the capac¬
ity of young players, but music that, while mindful
of technical barriers, stimulates the pupil’s taste
and comprehension.

PRICE $1.25

ORIGINAL FEATURES CONTAINED IN NO OTHER WORK
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By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

This is not a re-hash of the old “cut and dried” harmonies, but a fresh, new,
sound treatment along modern lines.

BY

Easy Teaching Pieces

Mastering the Scales
and Arpeggios

Admirable for Self-Help

tion of a work devoted to

Piano Pedal Studies

VIOLINISTS

THE SIMPLEST AND YET THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE WORK UPON THE SUBJECT
STRONGLY ENDORSED BY GABRILLOWITSCH, ROSENTHAL, BACHAUS AND OTHERS

Brief, Simple, Vital, Practical, New and Distinctive

Allow me to express to you my sincere congratulations
on your new “Harmony Book for Beginners.”
I have never seen anything just like it and it fills a longfelt want. Few learners of harmony can instantly grasp
the first elements of the subject because they meet with
a maze of useless words and puzzlements.
It seems to
me you have simplified things tremendously in this
little book and I am sure it will meet with ready response.

TEAOHEH OF SINOINO

VON ENDE

Price $1.00

Hundreds of enthusiastic letters have been received
from delighted users of this book, showing it to be
“just what has’ been wanted for years.”
Read this letter from Charles Wakefield Cadman,
Successful American Composer and Specialist in Indian
Music:
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In grading piano teaching pieces, so many things
have to be considered besides mere notes and
intervals that the gradings assigned are merely
approximate. The exact grading is necessarily left
to the judgment of each individual teacher and
the ability of the student.
These splendid thematic catalogs
sent on request

The Story of the Scale. Complete historv of ,1,.
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THE ETUDE

HjjgvSchonU and Co\\ede.s7Wj\
CONNECTICUT and MASSACHUSETTS

THE COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN

The Fletcher Music Method
HAS JUSTIFIED EVERY CLAIM MADE FOR IT
In spite of the many cheap copies of the Fletcher Method, the demand for it
beyond the supply of teachers.
Teachers Cannot Afford to Lose This Summer’s Opportunity to Prepare Themselves
ier-Copp’s Ii

mn xx^jp
HORNER INSTITUTE
CHAS. F. HORNER, Pre..
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completion "Worries
Skins clogged with cosmetics, irritated
bv rubbing and kneading, or parched by
harsh, ill-made —though often costly —
soap$, simply cannot be really attractive.
All that most skins need to bring out their
natural beauty, to make them clear, fresh
and. charming, is the regular use of
Resinbl Soap.
This is, first of all, an exceptionally
pure and cleansing toilet soap, free from
anything which could harm the most deli¬
cate complexion. But to it is added just
enough , of the gentle Resinol medication
to offset the effects of neglect or improper
treatment, and to keep the skin healthyfree froth redness, roughness and blotches.

To adopt Resinol Soap is usually to find
one s complexion problems promptly and
agreeably solved.
Yet, with all this, Resinol Soap costs
but twenty-five cents a cake—little enough
when compared with what is often charged
lor other .choice soaps, but sufficient to in¬
sure the utmost refinement of manufac¬
ture the utmost satisfaction in use. A
week s trial should suffice to make
•Kesinol Soap your favorite.
t00’ as a shampoo, for
the bath, and for a baby’s delicate skin.
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